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Preface 

 

In the last two years of my training as a historian I became increasingly interested in the 

interconnectedness of categories like gender, race, ethnicity, class and religion. It struck me that 

these categories are not only intersecting parts of an identificatory system of ‘self’ and ‘other’, 

but also that these categories influence the many ways in which we conceive the world and that 

as such they turn up at places where you would not expect them. I became fascinated by the 

gendered discourse of imperialism. In many implicit and explicit ways ‘woman’ and ‘man’ mean 

something when power comes into the play, but these meanings can also change in line with 

other categories. In literature ‘white’ women in the colonialist project in Indonesia were revealed 

as embodying ‘tradition’ and ‘white morality’ and ‘native’ women were seen as ‘backward’ with 

a ‘natural sensuality’. This intrigued me, because I considered it to be more than ‘just’ historical 

‘Orientalism’ (stereotyping on the ‘East’). It made me realize that terms like ‘Orientalism’  and 

‘Occidentalism’ (stereotyping on the ‘West’, see Buruma and Margalit 2004) are only general 

denominators for something that is going on in our (individual and collective) minds constantly.  

Implicitly, everything we think is structured, one category is aligned to other categories, 

the alignment is coded in a way supporting our own views of the world. But, I thought, does that 

mean that we are right only because it is logical to us? The ‘danger’ is not in the stereotyping 

that we can see and think about, it is in the things we consider as ‘normal’, something that simply 

needs no discussion because it is ‘right’ or ‘how it should be’ while something else is ‘wrong’ or 

‘how it should not be’.  

Thus for my thesis I decided I wanted to know more about women and colonialism in 

Indonesia: what can we know about women in colonial time beyond the stereotypes, to what 

extend can we know how women ‘imagined’ or ‘stereotyped’ themselves in a time signified by 

rapid changes in society? This meant that I had to deal with sources in Indonesian and learn the 

language, so in April 2009 I travelled to Yogyakarta, the cultural centre of Java.  

Fortunately, one of the assignments of the language school was talking to as many people 

as possible. So I decided to talk to all Indonesians I came across – teachers, taxi drivers, guides 

in museums, students, pool cleaners, ‘warung’ (shop) owners, village people - about those topics 

in Indonesian society that interested me most: women’s rights, emancipation, feminism, religion 

and the subject of polygamy, which struck me personally as an outrageous crime against all that 

a ‘woman’ is and deserves to be. I decided to put my own ideas about ‘womanness’ and what 

was ‘right’ aside and quickly discovered I just couldn’t do that. I too am tied to my own 
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worldview and, in some cases, I simply cannot accept anything being wrong with that: some 

things are just unacceptable to me. But, I decided to listen in spite of this, because I think it is 

always better to have a dialogue than to cover up your ears out of a fear for standing on loose 

sand. It is so incredibly easy to declare some subjects taboo, even more if we are convinced we 

are right to do so. But what is the use of it? Of course, I couldn’t mind having ferocious 

discussions with a taxi driver having three wives and a teacher who was against polygamy in 

practice but not in theory, because it is allowed in the Quran. Where do we stand in this world, if 

we are not even able to listen to each other’s arguments? And what worth do your own 

arguments have if you are afraid of being contested?  

From my point of interest I visited Indonesia just at the right time: the 21st of April is 

‘Hari Kartini’ (Kartini Day) commemorating a woman called Kartini as the beginning of the 

women’s movement in Indonesia. Kartini, on the front page of this thesis on a photograph I took 

at the entrance of a ‘megamall’ in Yogyakarta, was always a good starting point in talking about 

the subjects I was interested in. Travelling in and around Yogyakarta made me realize that there 

were a lot of women’s organisations there. Near Yogyakarta I also visited a museum on 

important local women and their contributions to society and women’s rights.  

In central Java ‘emancipasi’ seemed to be ‘booming business’, just like ‘demokrasi’. In 

my conversations many women and men called themselves ‘feminist’. In a Dutch context people 

are often more careful in using this term, but the Indonesians I talked to seemed to have less 

trouble in defining themselves in this way: women’s rights were seen as important by all the 

people I encountered, whatever their religious background. Slowly I came to ask myself: what 

does ‘ ‘emansipasi’ mean in the Indonesian context and why is this so? This led me back to the 

historical question of whether the early Indonesian women’s organisations can be seen as 

‘feminist’ or not. And then, I asked myself, is this a relevant question at all? Can concepts be 

‘owned’ at all by a certain meaning? If ‘feminism’ or ‘emancipation’ mean something else in a 

different part of the world, should they then be called differently? Is it not more important to 

know how women perceived themselves in specific times and places? (See §1.4) 

My stay in Indonesia made me even more determined on my decision to learn more about 

Indonesian women; in the past as a scholar of history and in the present as what I would like to 

be myself: an emancipated woman, trying to look beyond my own rigid views of what 

‘emancipation’ or ‘feminism’, or all things in the world for that matter, should entail.  

In a thesis like this there is only too little time for answering all of my questions of a 

historical kind, but I’m happy to have learned about them. I would like to thank prof. dr. Susan 

Legêne (who has also supervised this thesis), prof. dr. Henk Schulte Nordholt and prof. dr. 
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Heather Sutherland for their intellectual support in the past years. I would also like to thank 

Abdul Wahid for his willingness to connect his internship at the KITLV to some of the sources I 

wanted to work with and dr. Anneke Ribberink for reading and commenting on my thesis. 

Studying and writing a thesis also calls upon ones social environment. Many people have 

supported me in the last couple of years, but I would like to name a few persons in particular. 

First and foremost my parents for their continuing support. Furthermore, I would like to thank 

Matthijs for his care and Marieke for her friendship. 
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Introduction. Escaping Kartini 
 

Raden Adjeng Kartini (1879-1904), a Javanese princess known for her pleas for education for 

girls and her struggle against polygamy, is commemorated each year on April 21 (‘Hari Kartini’) 

as a national symbol. At many primary schools children dress up in traditional clothing on this 

day. ‘Hari Kartini’, however, is not only a day of commemoration of Kartini and the women’s 

movement, but also a day that, like ‘Hari Ibu’ (Mothers day on December 22), underscores the 

importance of female contributions to Indonesian society in the past and present.  

Kartini is generally considered as the first ‘Indonesian’ woman who stood up for her 

female rights and worried about the vices of colonial society. For many Indonesians, she 

embodies the beginning of the women’s movement in Indonesia.1 But Kartini also serves as a 

symbol of the nation as a whole: as the beginning of the women’s movement and as an active 

combatant of social abuses in colonial society she is canonized as a heroine and symbol of the 

current national state and placed within its teleological historiography that illustrates Indonesia’s 

irreversible road towards independence. Sometimes, even, Kartini is awarded terms like 

‘modern’, ‘feminist’ and ‘nationalist’. How problematic these kinds of labels are, has been 

shown by Danilyn Rutherford, who has convincingly exemplified how Kartini has been 

transformed into an ‘Indonesian’ symbol used for the promotion of varying ‘Orde Lama’ (Old 

Order) and ‘Orde Baru’ (New Order) conservative perceptions of a  woman’s role in society and 

the family.2 

Kartini’s tragic life story only enhances the attraction she has as a national symbol. She 

was the daughter of Raden Mas Sosroningrat, the regent of Jepara (northern Java), and thus 

belonged to the aristocratic upper layer of indigenous society incorporated in the system of 

indirect government by the Dutch colonizer. Kartini’s father, in his time, was very progressive 

when he allowed her and two of her sisters to attend a European school to learn to read and write. 

Most girls at the time were kept at home, since education for girls was considered unnecessary 

for their future as wives. After enjoying a time of exceptional freedom, however, Kartini at the 

age of twelve was secluded from society like all other Javanese Islamic aristocratic women of a 

marriageable age. Kartini was destined to stay in what she called her ‘golden cage’ until she 

would be given away in marriage to a man she might never have seen before.  

                                                 
1 Saskia Wieringa, ‘The perfumed nightmare: Indonesian women’s organisations after 1950’, Kabar seberang no. 
24-25 (1995) 257-283, there 259. 
2 Danilyn Rutherford, ‘Unpacking a national heroine: two Kartinis and their people’, Indonesia no. 55 (April 1993) 
23-40. 
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In this period of lonely seclusion Kartini placed an advertisement in a Dutch women’s 

magazine. She started to correspond with some Dutch women, among whom was the Dutch 

feminist Stella Zeehandelaar. In her letters Kartini ventilated her ideas about social inequalities 

and atrocities in colonial society, about the importance of girls education and the right of women 

of the higher classes to work just like women of the lower classes. Finally she dealt with the 

humiliating practice of polygamy, which especially proliferated in the higher ‘priyayi’ 

(aristocratic) classes of Javanese society.3 Kartini in her letters on the one hand thus criticised 

the colonial system, because she saw so much poverty and ignorance around her; however on the 

other hand she also lamented the fate of Indonesian women, because they not only suffered the 

excesses of colonialism, but also of adat (customs or tradition) that bridled women’s position in 

the family and in society.4 In the end Kartini, a staunch advocate of monogamy and the daughter 

of a second wife, was forced into a polygamous marriage herself; following her father’s wishes 

she became one of the wives of the regent of Rembang. Fortunately, Kartini’s new husband was 

quite progressive and allowed her to continue writing letters, but this was soon to come to an end 

as well. She died at the age of twenty five in childbirth. In 1911 the first collection of her letters 

was published and edited by Dr. Abendanon, minister for culture, religion and industries in the 

Indies and a personal acquaintance of Kartini and her father. Her letters soon became famous in 

the Netherlands, as well as in Indonesian ‘priyayi’ circles. 5 

Kartini’s story is a compelling and catching one that deserves to be cherished in its 

historical context more than as a story translated into changing political contexts. In a colony as 

big as the Dutch East Indies Kartini of course wasn’t the only woman active in colonial society 

and in defending women’s rights. In the last decades many historians have focussed on the role 

of women or gender in Indonesia in one way or another. Authors have for instance focussed on 

Dutch women or Dutch views on certain groups of Indonesian women (e.g. Blackburn, 1997; 

Buchheim 2000; Doran 1998; Gartell 1984; Gouda 1993a and 1995; Locher-Scholten 1994, 

1995) and on the role of gendered discourse in the imperialist project and also nationalism (e.g. 

Gouda 1993b; McClintock 1995; Stoler 1995). Furthermore authors have focussed on 

descriptions of Indonesian women’s organisations and congresses (e.g. Blackburn 2008; Locher-

Scholten 2000; Martyn 2005, Vreede-de Stuers 1960, Rachmat Isaya 1990; Taylor 1997; 

Wieringa 1995) and given attention to some of specific topics like education (e.g. Bemmelen, 

                                                 
3 Raden Adjeng Kartini, Door duisternis tot licht: gedachten over en voor het Javaansche volk (’s-Gravenhage 
1912). One of the most recent English re-publications is: Raden Adjeng Kartini, Letters of a Javanese princess 
(Champaign 2007). 
4 Sukanti Suryochondro, Kajian wanita dalam pembangunan (Jakarta 1995) 41. 
5 http://www.damescompartiment.nl/biografie/kartini.html (Consulted on February 12, 2010). 
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1982; Locher-Scholten 2000), voting rights (Blackburn 1999; Locher-Scholten 1999 and 2000), 

household (Hatley and Blackburn 2000), concubinage (Locher-Scholten 1992 and 2000) and 

polygamy (e.g. in Locher-Scholten 2000). Thus, most of the research carried out focuses on 

Dutch women and their experiences in and thoughts about the colonies, the gendered rhetoric of 

colonial and anti-colonial projects and on Dutch views on (certain groups of) Indonesian women.  

Cora Vreede-de Stuers was one of the first to take up the pencil in favour of the history of 

the Indonesian women’s movement. Her book, The Indonesian woman (1960) has long been 

viewed as the final account in the history of the Indonesian women’s movement. However, as 

Elizabeth Martyn has stated, ‘its focus is predominantly descriptive and while examining the 

workings of the women’s movement and identifying the close relationship between women’s  

emancipation and the nationalist struggle, it leaves many of the questions about nationalism, 

citizenship, democracy and diversity unasked.’6 More recently, historians have also come to deal 

with the role of Indonesian women in colonial society, although more focus has been on writing 

historical accounts on the postcolonial women’s movement (e.g. Martyn 2005 and Wieringa 

1985, 1992, 1995a and 1995b). Susan Blackburn and Elsbeth Locher-Scholten have given more 

attention to the role of women in colonial society and the women’s movement beyond a purely 

institutional historical account, focussing on the women’s congress of 1928 (Blackburn 2008) 

and by dealing with specific debates on Indonesian women or debates in which these women 

played an active part. (e.g. Locher-Scholten 2000, Blackburn 1999).  

All these invigorating accounts leave partly unanswered the question of how Indonesian 

women viewed themselves and their own roles in a rapidly changing colonial society. This 

question not so much only deals with the (institutional) development of the women’s movement 

or with themes or debates within the colonial state and society alone; it is intended to connect the 

organisational development of the women’s movement and the focus on themes belonging to the 

question of how women viewed themselves as, for instance, ‘modern women’ in a changing 

society and as active participants in an era of  ‘national awakening’ and growing resistance 

towards the powers of the Dutch colonial occupier. Ways of ‘self-representation’ can be 

examined by researching what Indonesian women wrote themselves about how ‘women’ should 

be and act and what society should look like. In this thesis this will be examined by looking at 

what these women wrote in the women’s magazines of a selection of women’s organisations, but 

also by looking at advertisements and photographical material in these same magazines. If 

contrasted with the ways Dutch women and Indonesian men represented Indonesian women, 

                                                 
6 Elizabeth Martyn, The women’s movement in post-colonial Indonesia. Gender and nation in a new democracy 
(London, New York 2005) 9. 
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some interesting conclusions might also be drawn from the similarities and discrepancies in 

agendas and views.  

My thesis will thus try to answer the question how female authors of certain magazines of 

Indonesian women’s organisations saw themselves and addressed their readers as participants 

in a rapidly changing colonial society between the establishment of the first women’s movement 

(1912) and the declaration of independence (1945). This question will be answered primarily by 

researching textual sources written by and for Indonesian women, but also by looking at some 

pictorial sources from, for and about the Indonesian women who were making and reading the 

magazines under investigation.  

Both the women’s organisations and the editors and authors of the magazines came from 

the higher or middle classes and most of them had at least received education on a primary level. 

Although some of these organisations also focussed on the betterment of the situation for women 

of all classes (e.g. in the case of education and general poverty of the lower classes), still these 

organisations and their magazines mainly focussed on subjects of interest to their followers. 

Reflections on subjects like for instance polygamy, western values and lifestyle, adat, women’s 

societal roles and fashion inescapably reflect the pursuits and concerns of women with a 

relatively high social position, more than those of for instance peasant women. This is also the 

case with the historiography on the political/organisational side of nationalism: participants 

(especially the organisational top) in resistance movements came from the educated Indonesian 

societal upper strata. It was this top layer that developed a longing for more autonomy, in the 

sense of more political autonomy (developing into nationalist organisations), but also in the 

broader sense of claiming their right of reflecting on contemporary society themselves; of 

defining what was ‘Indonesian’ and what was ‘theirs’ in ‘traditional’ and in ‘modern’ terms, 

counter to colonial authorities imposing it onto them. Resistance wasn’t always overtly political, 

on the contrary, many Indonesians from the higher and middle classes worked for the colonial 

government7; however, Indonesian claims for agency could exist in more implicit ways, for 

instance in claiming or creating new ideas on being or belonging. It is just this feature of the 

upper societal layers which makes the examination of women’s magazines and ideas of 

Indonesian women about themselves and society interesting. The story of Kartini is very 

intriguing, but it fails to reflect broader cultural views of Indonesian women on ‘self’ and ‘other’ 

in a rapidly changing society.  Indonesia’s teleological nationalist historiography clearly shows 
                                                 
7 Henk Schulte Nordholt, ‘Onafhankelijkheid of moderniteit? Een geïllustreerde hypothese’ in: Marieke 
Bloembergen and Remco Raben (eds.), Het koloniale beschavingsoffensief. Wegen naar het nieuwe Indië, 1890-
1950. Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land-, en Volkenkunde no. 265 (Leiden 2009) 105-
120.  
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the importance of history to current ideological state-building. In this historiography Kartini is 

canonized and interpretations about her characteristics as a woman and her role in colonial 

society move with the political tides. Kartini’s myth has little to do with the historical Kartini 

anymore. We should at least recognize the difference and (even if it is in vain) look for women 

as ‘actors’ beyond an institutional (organisational) and political nationalist approach. Escaping 

Kartini thus means escaping Indonesian teleological historiography. 8     

The conclusions of this thesis do not claim to reflect the ideas of all Indonesian women. 

However, it elaborates on the roles educated Indonesian women could have played in society 

beyond an organisational/political approach failing to display a more complex image of social 

reality. This does not mean we cannot use sources stemming from organisations; these sources 

provide us with much valuable information about women’s opinions and ideas in a changing 

colonial society in which many educated Indonesians redefined themselves, their positions and 

their ideas. To answer my research question, these sources should, however, not solely be read 

from a political institutional point of view, defining what organisations were present and what 

they stood for, but also from a cultural (societal) political point of view, defining what views 

certain groups of women expressed about themselves, their roles in society and specific topics 

touching upon this. In chapter 1 I will elaborate on this more extensively by stressing the 

importance of recognizing the interaction and overlapping between the ‘political’ and the 

‘cultural’ for being aware of the role of Indonesian women in late colonial society.  

One last remark must be made. In this thesis I prefer the use of the term ‘Indonesian’ 

women, over terms like ‘native’ and ‘indigenous’, thereby stressing that these women were not 

just passive colonial subjects. With the term ‘Indonesian’ I refer to women who descended from 

                                                 
8 Dutch postcolonial historiography on the history of colonial and postcolonial Indonesia, however, should be 
examined with the same critical eye! Recently Lizzi van Leeuwen critiqued Dutch historians of the generation born 
around 1949 for holding on to the old colonial monopoly of knowledge of the ‘Indologen’, opposing ‘brown 
knowledge and experiences’ to ‘white academic knowledge’. Referring to a plea supported by historians of this 
generation for acknowledging that Indonesia became independent in 1945, she accused this generation of Dutch 
historians for dealing with historical subjects from a leftist feeling of guilt resulting in discussing issues only serving 
this feeling of guilt and not historical science or acknowledging atrocities in the past. The real critical nuts (of 
importance to the oppressed in centralist Indonesia nowadays and Indos in the Netherlands and Indonesia) are still to 
be cracked. Lizzy van Leeuwen really has a point, although she exaggerates somewhat in blaming a whole 
generation of historians for moral arrogance and not being self-reflective.  However, Lizzi’s sharp eye on the plea 
for showing a tendency of ignoring the historical facts is certainly justified and the research subjects she brings to 
the fore deserve attention. Furthermore historians, wherever they come from, should be careful and aware of the 
ways in which they can be led by enthusiasm and nostalgia in favouring one subject over another, but also of power 
structures, political tides in society, feelings of guilt (however sincere) or opinions on traditions in writing history. 
Lizzi van Leeuwen, ‘Essay moderne Indologie. Er is nalatigheid gepleegd!’, De Groene Amsterdammer vol. 134 no. 
10 (March 11, 2010) 26-29..  
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one of the areas that nowadays belong to the state of Indonesia. Actually, given the readership of 

the magazines at stake, I will most frequently be dealing with women living in Java or Sumatra.9 

                                                 
9 As has been pointed out by many colonial historians, most research on the Dutch East Indies and nationalism still 
focuses on the island of Java. It is very likely that regional women’s organisations also existed on the other islands, 
but, as Blackburn has pointed out, it is impossible to know how many women’s organisations were really active in 
the Dutch East Indies. In the archive of the Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies 
(KITLV) and in Susan Blackburn, The first Indonesian women’s congress of 1928. Translated and with an 
introduction by Susan Blackburn (Clayton 2008) 4, 6, most organisations mentioned came from Java and Sumatra.  
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Chapter 1. Women’s organisations, colonial society and nationalist historiography 

 

§1.1 Historiography and the sources 

 

For various reasons the topic of Indonesian women as active participants in late-colonial society 

has received relatively little attention from historians in the past. One problem in carrying out 

historical research on former colonial areas is the language barrier. This language barrier requires 

from historians working on colonial history that they master more than one language and even if 

researchers on the Dutch East Indies master both the Dutch and the Indonesian language, 

finesses and undertones in the foreign language are often difficult to grasp completely.  

The language barrier is two-sided and as much a problem for Dutch researchers as for 

Indonesian researchers working on the history of the colonial period. For this reason, it is only 

logical that Dutch researchers have focussed on Dutch sources first: European women in the 

colonies simply left more archival traces which were easier to access for them, for instance in the 

form of pictures, novels, diaries, women’s magazines. The use of Dutch sources for instance 

resulted in accounts on experiences of Dutch women overseas, but also in accounts on 

Indonesian society and women as seen through the lens of the Dutch; accounts starting from the 

point of view of Indonesian women (without directly placing them in a Dutch colonialist 

historical overview) are therefore relatively little available from this group of researchers. As 

Sita van Bemmelen has shown, there is not so much wrong with using Dutch sources in 

researching Indonesian society; sometimes these sources are the only opportunity to say 

something about certain aspects of society, even we should consider the one-sidedness of these 

sources. The claim that researchers should not use Dutch sources to research Indonesian society 

and opinions from Indonesians assumes a ‘black-white’ analytical framework and the 

perspective of victim and oppressor inherent to it gives a distorted image of colonial reality; 

women like Kartini and from the women’s movement can hardly be seen as passive victims of a 

colonial oppressor. A ‘black-white’ analytical framework shelves Indonesian women as passive 

victims and ascribes much more power to the white representatives of the colonial system than 

they truly had.10  

Dutch sources can be very valuable in learning more about Indonesian women and their 

ideas when read in an oppositional way and contrasted with other sources. This means the 

                                                 
10 Sita van Bemmelen, ‘Zwart-wit versus kleur. Geschiedschrijving over Indonesische vrouwen in de koloniale 
periode’ in: Francisca de Haan e.a. (eds.), Het raadsel vrouwengeschiedenis. Tiende jaarboek voor 
vrouwengeschiedenis (Nijmegen 1989) 11-50, there 11-19. 
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researcher tries to learn more about Indonesian women by reading sources by Dutch women on 

Indonesian women against the archival grain by ‘tracing meanings in between the lines’; in other 

words by decoding the content of a source beyond the lay-out and the line of argumentation in 

the sources themselves.11 Also interesting are the contrasts that come to the fore if these sources 

are compared to Indonesian sources. What do these contrasts tell us about the nature of society 

and contacts between groups in this society? I will illustrate this in §2.3 by elaborating on some 

sources of Dutch women about Indonesian society and women. 

Some sources of Indonesian women are available and should not be, and fortunately 

haven’t been, ignored. Some novels and diaries of prominent Indonesian women have been 

collected as well as magazines and newspapers published by women (often under the umbrella of 

women’s organisations) and accounts of women’s congresses.12 These sources are very valuable 

for gaining insight in not only the activities of women, but also their views of ‘self’ and ‘other’. 

In this respect these sources deserve more attention than has been given to them until now: in 

specific situations it might be useful to go more beyond the Dutch sources or beyond those 

sources fitting within an Indonesian teleological nationalist canon than has been done until now. 

Surprisingly enough, these available sources have also not very often been taken up by 

Indonesian historians.  

After Sukarno proclaimed independence for Indonesia on August 17, 1945, Indonesian 

historians were mainly interested in the nationalist movement and their heroic struggle for 

independence. This movement, coming to full bloom in the 1930s, had developed from 1908 

with the establishment of ‘Boedi Oetomo’ (‘Pure Endeavor’) in what Takashi Shiraishi calls ‘an 

age in motion’. From 1908 all kinds of organisations (‘pergerakan’), including women’s 

organisations, came into being and a whole new language of resistance against colonial 

domination developed in all kinds of media, meetings and cultural products, like theatre, music 

and literature.13 Because of the unbridgeable racial divides between ‘white’ and ‘black’ in 

colonial society, working together with Dutch feminists was out of the question for Indonesian 

women. Most women’s organisations considered it more fruitful to work together with 

                                                 
11 Also see: Ann Stoler, Along the archival grain. Epistemic anxieties and colonial common sense (Princeton, 
Oxford 2009) about ‘the pulse of the archive’, colonial common sense and understanding archival habits and 
conventions.  
12 Some texts written by prominent women (e.g. by Sriati Mangoengkoesoemo and Soewarsih Djojopoespito) have 
fortunately been included in the book of Harry Poeze and Henk Schulte Nordholt (eds.) De roep om Merdeka. 
Indonesische vrijheidslievende teksten uit de twintigste eeuw (Amsterdam 1995). This book contains a broad range 
of essays, poems, lectures, pamphlets and cartoons signifying how Indonesians over the last century have thought 
about ‘merdeka’ (freedom). Regrettably, until now it has only been published in Dutch – therefore it is not made 
accessible in the same way to Indonesians as to Dutch researchers. The language barrier thus still remains intact, 
encouraging researchers of two continents to debate past each other, instead of with each other. 
13 Takashi Shiraishi, An age in motion. Popular radicalism in Java, 1912-1926 (Ithaca, London 1990) 339-241. 
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Indonesian men in their struggle for more rights. By the 1930s women’s organisations had either 

developed as part of ‘nationalist’ organisations or closely cooperated with them. ‘Companionate 

feminism’ served Indonesian unity in the struggle against the colonizer.14 As a consequence 

women’s organisations developed along the ideological lines of the ‘male’ organisations and 

showed similarity to them in organisational structure. But more importantly, women were seen 

as having supportive roles and being ‘assistants’ in the male struggle against the colonizer.15 

Therefore Indonesian research has given relatively little attention to the exact activities and 

views of Indonesian women in the beginning of the twentieth century. 

When independence was achieved ‘most official histories (…) have largely ignored the 

roles and activities of women in this revolution [against the colonialist occupier, AH], or given 

them only passing reference or footnote.’16 Jean Gelman Taylor concludes that in official 

histories women’s role in nationalism remains without description. Many Indonesian accounts 

and politicians looking back on this time, she says, ‘do not recall women’s participation in the 

nationalist movement at all.’17 Even the book of Cora Vreede-de Stuers, mentioned above, 

presents a women’s history of the movement for national independence as if it was separate from 

the ‘real’ male struggle for independence. ‘More often than not, the women mentioned in official 

history and autobiography alike are identified only as wives of leaders.’18 Taylor shows vividly 

how women’s roles have been ignored by taking up frequently used photographs of the flag-

raising ceremony at the independence proclamation: women clearly took a symbolic role in the 

event. While the men wore Western-style clothes, women wore traditional ‘batik’ clothing, 

thereby symbolizing the unity of the new Indonesian nation. But this is only one side of the 

story: an uncropped picture of the ceremony also shows two women wearing western short-

sleeved dresses, linking them to the world of modern men and their independence struggle. 

Taylor thus convincingly shows that, when we look at photographic records of the independence 

ceremony, ‘standard versions of national history do not tell the whole story.’19 Beside looking at 

Indonesian sources, pictorial sources too cannot be ignored in researching women’s position and 

roles in late colonial society. Although this thesis primarily focuses on magazines (written 

sources), it will for this reason not ignore the pictures (photographs, drawings etcetera) available 

in these magazines, as sources in their own right.  
                                                 
14 Elsbeth Locher-Scholten, ‘Morals, harmony, and national identity. “Companionate feminism” in colonial 
Indonesia in the 1930s’, Journal of women’s history vol. 14 no. 4 (2003) 38-58, there 52. 
15 Martyn, The women’s movement, 37. 
16 Ibid, 46. 
17 Jean Gelman Taylor, ‘Official photography, costume and the Indonesian revolution’ in: ibid (ed.), Women 
creating Indonesia: the first fifty years (1997) 91-126, there 96. 
18 Ibid, 97. 
19 Ibid, 100-122. 
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Thus, women’s roles in the nationalist struggle in many instances, but certainly not in all, 

remain unmentioned in more general accounts. The two Indonesian diorama's below however 

clearly reflect something in line with the multiple faces Kartini had as a ‘national hero’ and 

Taylor’s analysis above, namely that women’s roles in nationalism in Indonesian historiography 

(even if accounts are silent on the topic) are not denied, but they are moulded into one particular 

form. Reasoning from nationalism and anti-colonialism as something political manifesting itself 

in organisations, women in Indonesian historiography are assigned roles as loyal supporters in an 

active male struggle. Their contribution can be seen to be appreciated in Indonesian 

historiography, but only in one particular way, thereby both following as well as doing injustice 

to historical developments.   

Among the diorama’s present in ‘Vredenburg’ in Yogyakarta on the first fifty years of the 

twentieth century, the diorama of the first women’s congress  of 1928 (below) together with a 

couple of photographs of women sitting together on several occasions, seems to be intended to 

underscore Indonesian women as being a unified group in struggling for the nation and for their 

own rights. Although there is a clear difference between women wearing headscarves and 

women not wearing headscarves, all women sit together in a seemingly calm way, not 

squabbling with each other. Also, all puppets in the diorama wear traditional clothing and have 

porcelain cups standing in front of them, suggesting they are drinking tea or coffee. The 

composition of the diorama is very structured, with all women sitting on chairs in three rows of 

four on each side. In the middle of the table one woman is standing, which suggests she is 

speaking, sided by three women  sitting on both sides of her. Nobody but the woman in the 

middle is standing. The whole sight of the diorama breathes something of calmness and maybe 

dedication. 

The other diorama’s in ‘Vredenburg’ mainly feature men present at several congresses, 

but also as fighters in the independence struggle. In these diorama’s men seem to take a much 

more ‘active’ pose in the nationalist struggle, seemingly embracing ‘struggle’ in a more active 

sense. In the second diorama below, Indonesian men are depicted as wearing both traditional and 

western clothing; two men in ‘western’ shirts standing in the front raise their arms, a gesture 

suggesting their determination and their willingness to take action of some kind. With most men 

(but not all) having porcelain cups in front of them, with some of them standing at the sides and 

some sitting in chairs put in rows, the composition breathes something of the structure of the first 

diorama. It has the same calmness over it (maybe suggesting the men are decent and just in their 

struggle?), however, more than the first diorama it suggests activity; the viewer gets the idea 
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something is happening and might be encouraged to wonder what happened after the particular 

event.  
 

Picture of a diorama 

depicting the national 

Women’s Congress in 

Yogyakarta of 22-25 

December, 1928. 

(Yogyakarta, 

‘Vredenburg’ building, 

May 18th 2009, My 

picture)

lding, 

8th 2009, my 

cture) 

 

anthropologists from the early 1990s, is critical of defining the body and the senses as ‘text’; 

                                                

 

 

 

 
Picture of a diorama 

depicting the Congress of 

‘Jong Java’ in Yogyakarta 

on 25-31 December 1928. 

(Yogyakarta, 

‘Vredenburg’ bui

May 1

pi

 

§1.2 Nationalism and women’s ‘real’ agency 

 

It can be rewarding for historians working on colonial history to take into account pictorial 

material as sources in their own right. Cultural historians still focus too much on text only, while 

pictures can (as Taylor has shown) provide the historian with new information; think only of the 

information pictures can give on everyday life!  The recognition of language as a structuring 

agent is indeed an important one, but the phenomenological turn may also assist cultural 

historians in their historical imagination. 20 This phenomenological turn, mainly initiated by 

 
20 Herman Roodenburg, Antropologen, historici en de hartslag van het archief (Amsterdam 2009, speech in 
accepting the post of professor Historical anthropology and ethnology of Europe, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, 
September 18, 2009) 14. 
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‘rather than texts and signs, the performing and understanding body is fore grounded’. Scholars 

have identified with this new approach ‘by focussing on the notions of habitus, the full human 

sensori

ng, but also by ‘the incorporation of proper visual, tactile or 

kinaest

                                                

um and emotional cultures.’ 21  

Bourdieu, with his concept of ‘habitus’, is only one of many scholars stressing the 

importance of bodily automatisms and noting that some essential things we do, say, feel and 

think from early childhood develop into automatisms and reflect unconscious tendencies. 

Structure (all kinds of aspects in society structure in terms of language, power, culture etcetera 

that define the existing possibilities of actual individual choice and acting)  and agency (options 

for ‘choice’ or ‘acting’ of the individual within a certain societal structure and within societal 

conventions) are thus not enough to explain everything we do, feel, say and think.22 This insight, 

does not only imply a theory historians should take account of in formulating their research 

subject and results; with reference to the analysis of pictures (see chapter four) it also means that 

the researcher has to take account of the ‘habitus’ of the historical actors that are present in the 

picture and look at the picture, as well as his own ‘habitus’ of dealing with the picture in 

historical research. The making of the picture, the distribution of it as an object, the story-telling 

developing around a picture, the emotions that come up because of looking at it and so forth; all 

is influenced not just by looki

hetic habits or skills.’23  

In the historiography of colonial and early postcolonial Indonesia, Indonesian women 

seem to have been more ‘silent’ than both Indonesian men and European women. Is it in this 

case really necessary to restore to these women their ‘real agency’, to research their own views 

of themselves and society, or is it simply another example of a ‘me too’ attitude of female 

historians, looking for ‘nationalist women, who deserve to be inserted in or attached to an 

existing story’24? In this specific case, the incorporation of ‘women’ is more than just an 

addition. In the first place, there are legitimate demands for inclusion when the activities of 

women in this sweltering time of national awakening are coupled with historical discussions on 

container terms like feminism, nationalism, identity and modernity and how they might blur 

reality and are ‘imagined’. The gendered rhetoric of imperialism, in which European women 

assigned themselves and were assigned the task of 'protecting white morality' (see chapter two), 

 
21 Ibid, 15, Roodenburg draws upon P. Connerton, How societies remember (Cambridge 1989) 104. 
22 Michiel Leezenberg, Gerard de Vries, Wetenschapsfilosofie voor geesteswetenschappen (Amsterdam 2001, 
revised reprinting of 2003) 193-194.  
23 Roodenburg, Antropologen, historici, 19-20. 
24 Barbara Watson Andaya, ‘Towards a history of “Southeast Asian Women” in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries’ (November 22 to November 25, 2006, 19th IAHA Conference). 
Introduction. 
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is another argument for looking more closely at Indonesian women as actors. Within the anti-

colonialist and later nationalist discourse Indonesian women might be thinking and acting too 

(explicitly and implicitly), even if they were to some extent also really assistants of ‘male’ 

organis

 themselves 

and con

006) has noted that the subject of women and nationalism 

as received relatively little attention:  

e eard and read of women’s role in nationalism, but as yet I haven’t found a way of 
riting about it”. ’25 

                                                

ations.  

Looking at women outside the subsequent grand narratives of Indonesian history (for 

instance those of the ‘Orde Lama’ of Soekarno until 1967 and the ‘Orde Baru’ of Suharto until 

1998) is (a) more than restoring the ‘full picture’ of history and it transgresses a ‘me too’ 

attitude. An analysis of women’s magazines (chapter four) or other sources written by 

Indonesian women might bring to the fore an image of Indonesian women living in a 

multifaceted world, between notions of ‘east’ and ‘west’, ‘tradition’ and ‘modernity’, of women 

positioning themselves within a world of many conflicting ideas, also concerning the role and 

position of women. These women, (b) were not just victims of a gendered discourse on 

nationalism defined by men only. The actual formation and activities of women’s organisations 

from 1912 onwards, even if they were connected to ‘pergerakan’ (resistance movements), 

indicate (c) the involvement of women with colonial society as agents thinking for

tributing to a multifaceted discourse of Indonesians on society and progress. 

Benedict Anderson, author of the renowned book Imagined communities: reflections on 

the origin and spread of nationalism (2

h

 

‘One thing that fascinates Benedict Anderson the most is how nationalism evolves along with other 
developments in society. Right now nationalism “clashes” with the Internet and mobile technologies. 
Previously it “clashed” with the women’s movement. Women’s role in the evolution of nationalism is a 
completely ignored theme, he tells me: “My books give the impression that there don’t exist any women 
n the world. I hav  hi

w
 

In his book Imagined communities Benedict Anderson, trying to explain the anomaly of 

nationalism, labels nationalism, ‘the nation’ and nationality as cultural artefacts, defining the 

nation as ‘an imagined political community – imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign. 

It is imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their 

fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of 

their community.’26 Colonial nationalism is seen by Anderson as a response to imperialism: 

 
25 http://www.culcom.uio.no/english/news/2005/anderson.html  Interview by Lorenz Khazaleh, published on the site 
of the’ Project Cultural Complexity in the new Norway’, University of Oslo (Consulted on December 17th 2009) 
26 Benedict Anderson, Imagined communities. Reflections on the origin and spread of nationalism (London, New 
York, 2006) 6. 
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European style education gave the local intelligentsia access to models of nation, nation-ness, 

and nationalism derived from European history. According to Anderson, these models were 

copied in the colonies and used to create a new kind of ‘last wave’ nationalism with new 

imagined communities.27 His reference to the census, map and museum as tools used by 

colonizers and nationalists in creating a sense of belonging to a certain group of people and a 

certain geographical area, makes clear that Anderson defines nationalism above all as a political 

movement.28 This might explain why, in the interview quoted above, he assumes nationalism as 

clashin

al movements however, might be seen as movements aspiring societal and 

political change too.  

1.3 Nationalism versus ‘modernity’ 

                                                

g with the women’s movement.  

However, if one broadens the idea of what nationalism entails to a movement striving for 

emancipation and progress by achieving societal and political change or ‘modernisation’ at 

different levels and strata in society, a different picture might come to the fore. Stressing a desire 

for progress and more rights, a longing for ‘modernity’, might correct a ‘male perspective’ on the 

political aspirations of the rising Indonesian emancipatory movements, that overlooks the rise of 

a female intelligentsia with their own views on society next to a male one. Besides, it might also 

make it easier to take into account twentieth century Indonesian organisations which were not 

nationalistic in their views. 29 O’Malley in 1980 already noted  the great popularity of regional 

movements that exhaled not a national awareness but a regional one. These movements were 

quite moderate and more anti-colonialist than specifically nationalist in their ideas. 30 Therefore 

the ‘Sumpah Pemudah’ (Youth Oath, see appendix 1) of 1928 and the first women’s congress in 

1928 (see diorama in §1.1) weren’t signs of a unique ‘persatuan’ (unity) of Indonesian 

movements.31 Region

 

§

 

Approaching ‘nationalism’ in a more general sense as a movement striving for societal and 

political change or ‘modernisation’ and for emancipation of the Indonesian people might shed 

 
27 Ibid, 113-140. 
28 Ibid, 163-185. 
29 For a more appreciative account on these movements see: Takashi Shiraishi, An age in motion. Popular 
radicalism in Java, 1912-1926 (Ithaca, London 1990). 
30 O’ Malley, ‘Second thoughts on Indonesian nationalism’ in: J.A.C. Mackie (ed.), Indonesia: the making of a 
nation (Canberra 1980) 601-613, there 610. Henk Schulte Nordholt, ‘Onafhankelijkheid of moderniteit? Een 
geïllustreerde hypothese’ in: Marieke Bloembergen and Remco Raben (eds.), Het koloniale beschavingsoffensief. 
Wegen naar het nieuwe Indië, 1890-1950. Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land-, en 
Volkenkunde no. 265 (Leiden 2009) 105-120, there 107. 
31 Blackburn, The First Indonesian women’s congress, 7. See also J.J. van Miert, Een koel hoofd en een warm hart: 
nationalisme, javanisme en jeugdbeweging in Nederlands-Indië 1918-1930 (Amsterdam 1995). 
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some light on ‘women’s role in nationalism’, as Anderson calls it, beyond  the institutional frame 

and beyond the perception of women as assistants in a male political struggle towards 

irreversible independence.  It approaches the ‘nationalist’ movement not solely in institutional 

political terms, but also as reacting to colonial state formation as a cultural project that defines 

who belonged to the state in what way according to race, class and gender.32 As Elsbeth Locher 

Scholten has stressed in her book Women and the colonial state (2000), ‘colonial citizenship’ 

should not be understood only in a political sense, since colonial subjects had very limited 

citizens’ rights. It should be placed in a broader cultural context, because colonial state formation 

was also a cultural project in which ‘modernity’ (for an explanation of the concept see below) 

played an important role. The colonial state produced ‘modern’ citizens through education, 

political participation and welfare policies, even though the majority of the people were colonial 

subjects.33 This cultural project of defining either legal (political rights such as voting rights or 

independence) or cultural colonial citizenship (who belonged to the community of the ‘modern’ 

and ‘progressive’) and reactions to it, in which discussions on ‘modernity’ also featured, should 

be considered as consisting of political discussions. Politics and the quest for power must not 

only be understood as purely institutional affairs; the ‘public sphere’ in which people 

communicate about matters of common interest, should also be taken into account. 34  Even if in 

a certain time and place they were not personally active in armed struggle or at the forefront of 

protest, Indonesian women who participated in the public sphere by discussing ideas concerning 

modernity, modern society and modern women in magazines were also exerting power in a 

cultural way. Contesting and defining ideas of belonging, inclusion and exclusion make up an 

important part of a struggle for power. 35 The political is thus cultural and the cultural (touching 

upon the personal and on society as a whole) is political.  

                                                 
ocher Scholten, Women and the colonial state. Essays on gender and modernity in the Netherlands 

ing, nationalism, consumerism - 

 
n en Henk te Velde, ‘Vormen 

32 Elsbeth L
Indies (Amsterdam 2000) 38. 
33 Ibid, 38. 
34 Here, I refer to the ‘public sphere’ (Öffentlichkeit) of newspapers, clubs and associations defined by Habermas as 
an arena of public discourse. The magazines by and for Indonesian women discussed in chapter 4 functioned as 
mediums in communicating ideas and were part of this ‘public sphere’. The existence of these magazines show that 
the authors considered it appropriate to be involved in the ‘public sphere’ in this sense. However, as we will see, 
when these women in their magazines referred to their roles in the ‘private sphere’ and the ‘public sphere’, opinions 
varied about permitting women to be physically active in the ‘public sphere’ and in their magazines (as sites for 
exchanging ideas) they put emphasis on different subjects – motherhood, child-rear
up to various degrees . Maria Grever and Berteke Waaldijk, Transforming the public sphere. The Dutch national 
exhibition of women’s labor in 1898 (Durham 2004, updated translation) 14-15. 
35 In Dutch historiography Ido de Haan and Henk te Velde have advocated the broadening of political history with 
the study of changing forms of the public sphere and the (style and mentality) of discussions in it. They have argued 
that politics are not necessarily bound to the state, but primarily include a struggle over what politics actually is and 
what it should and can engage with. The state is a product of this political struggle outside the state in the ‘open’/ the
‘public sphere’. In this context the term ‘political culture’ is often used. See Ido de Haa
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Maria Grever and Berteke Waaldijk in their book Transforming the public sphere: the 

Dutch national exhibition of women’s labor in 1898 convincingly show how Dutch women used 

the national exhibition of women’s labour in 1898 to create a new public sphere, a counter 

public, to put women’s social position on the political agenda.36 In their book Dutch women are 

also demonstrated to connected consumerism to citizenship and to be actively involved in 

‘framing national/imperial discourses for public consumption’.37 They demonstrate how Dutch 

colonialism and Dutch feminism were connected and intersected. As we will see in this thesis, if 

we focus on Indonesian women as actively participating in the public sphere, discourses about 

opposition to the colonial state, legal and cultural citizenship, ‘modernity’, women’s 

emancipation/women’s position in society and consumerism can also be viewed as being closely 

connected and intersecting.   

Henk Schulte Nordholt has stressed that most people of the Indonesian middle class, 

generally seen as figureheads of the nationalist movement, worked for the colonial government: 

these people were not primarily interested in such a hazardous thing as nationalism, but focussed 

on developing certain ‘modern’ ways of living that came with certain citizenship rights and a 

particular life style. This focus expressed itself most clearly in aspects of daily life, like 

consumption; triggered by the ‘education of desire’ in, for instance, advertisements.38  The 

notion of ‘colonial citizenship’ and the focus on this desire for change creates a possibility for 

the historian to dislodge himself from a teleological historiography, which is focussing solely on 

the nationalist success story. In a practical sense, the historian of colonialism should therefore 

focus on the colonial state/the middle class/modernity/daily life, instead of the old 

historiographical trinity of colonial state/middle class/nationalism.39 In other words, nationalism 

was an aspect of a quest for progress or ‘modernity’ based in a changing daily life. This is the 

line I will follow, although acknowledging that many of the Indonesian sources I use were 

connected to organisations; thus I will be using the term ‘nationalism’ in a broad sense exceeding 

its meaning in terms of political structures and take into account ideas on ‘modernity’ and (roles 

in) daily life. When studying the roles of Indonesian women in the late colonial era from this 

perspective, the conclusion could follow that they might have played an important part in 

Indonesian discourses on what 'modern' and 'progress' entailed. After all, many of the subjects 
                                                                                                                                                             
van politiek. Veranderingen van de openbaarheid in Nederland 1848-1900’, Bijdragen en mededelingen betreffende 
de geschiedenis der Nederlanden vol. 111 no. 2 (1996) 167-200, there 167-169, 200.   
36 Grever and Waaldijk, Transforming the public sphere, 10. 
37 Idem, 2-3. 
38 Ann Laura Stoler, Race and the education of desire. Foucault’s history of sexuality and the colonial order of 
things (Durham, London 1995) chapter 5, 165-195. Referred to by: Schulte Nordholt, ‘Onafhankelijkheid of 
moderniteit?, there 107.  
39 Schulte Nordholt, ‘Onafhankelijkheid of moderniteit?’, 103-109 
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these women discussed (for instance women's roles in the household and society) fitted into this 

debate. But this debate was also tied to claims for more influence in politics and even anti-

colonialism. Ideas of women on their roles in society and on specific themes were thus part of a 

complex, diverse and multifaceted Indonesian discourse on ‘progress’ and tied to political and 

cultural claims for colonial citizenship, more political rights and later even anti-colonialism or 

nationa

creative 

adaptio

i.e. not by focussing on the true origins or meaning of modernity, but by focussing on the use of 

                                                

lism.  

In short: the role of women in nationalism for me is about active participation in, or a 

sense of belonging to, a movement striving for societal and political change or ‘modernisation’ 

and for emancipation of the Indonesian people of which Indonesian independence was not a pre-

given goal. Referring to the definitions of ‘modern’ and ‘modernity’, I follow Frederick 

Cooper’s argument that the debate on alternative modernities or multiple modernities is 

problematic, because it assumes that every notion of progress and  decline results in a new 

modernity and supposes an original modernity coming from the West. Cooper therefore rightly 

pleas for an approach not focussing on an essential meaning of modernity, but focussing on how 

the concept, or perceived aspects of the concept, were used and claimed by groups of people in 

specific situations.40 In line with this is the understanding of ‘modernity’ as an ongoing process, 

a state of mind and as something that is staged. It is a ‘distinct practice of representation, one 

resulting from multiple figurations that are negotiated through various spaces and in fragmented 

and potentially conflicting ways by a range of different modernising actors endowed with non-

European agency. (sic!)’41 It is driven by non-human vehicles and human agents and it is both a 

representation as well as a strategy for social order vital to individual identities as well as state-

building. Modernity as a way of thinking about the past, the present and the future is produced 

through narratives and mediated through books, newspaper articles, images, material objects, 

oral testimonies and performances. In this sense, modernity involves norm-setting of that which 

is perceived desirable as well as norm-breaking of that which is seen as false. It can empower, 

but it can also lead to the loss of power when contradictions within a representation of ‘the 

modern’ are revealed. Modernity as a representation is constantly reborn through 

n by subjects who are not only recipients but also agents of many modernities.42 

It is in this way that I will approach the labyrinthine concept of modernity in my research; 

 
40 Frederik Cooper, Colonialism in question. Theory, knowledge, history (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London 2005) 
113-149. 
41 Vincent Houben and Mona Schempf (eds.) Figurations of modernity. Global and local representations in 
comparative perspective (Frankfurt, New York 2008) 8.  
42 Ibid, 11-15. 
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the concept, on representations that are the result of negotiations, hierarchical structures and 

moral arguments.43  

 

§1.4 Analysing ‘gender’ and ‘feminism’ in the Dutch East Indies 

 

I shall often refer to ‘woman’ in the sense of ‘gender’ as a means of indicating that it is not 

sufficient to explain inequalities between men and women from biological differences only. 

These differences are also a consequence of the cultural construction of ‘man’ and ‘woman’; 

‘gender’ thus refers to sex as a social category that is imposed on the body.44  

The assertion of Joan Scott that ‘gender’ is one of the main ways of designating power 

relations should make us even more aware of gender as a cultural construction. Gender and 

power are linked to each other and political processes define which gender relations are 

dominant within society.45 Other identifying categories were also defined by a struggle of people 

over power and control; categories like race, ethnicity, class, religion and gender intersect and 

are formed in relation to each other. All these categories serve as tools in preserving or attacking 

social hierarchical relationships.46 

Because of the relationship between gender construction and power, the character of 

colonial space was gendered. Examples are the ways in which European women in the colony 

were assigned a place in colonial space as ‘incorporated wives’ following the rank of their 

husbands and as ‘protectors of white morality’ that had to be shielded from Indonesian men. 

Another example is the rhetoric of many nationalist organisations on Indonesian women as 

‘mothers of the nation’ and ‘educators of the next generation’. These examples will be explained 

more extensively in the following chapters, it is however important to note that ‘gender’ roles 

were not imposed onto passive women; women also played their part in maintaining or attacking 

a colonial discourse of power, backed up by constructions of ‘gender’. 

Like the notion of ‘modernity’, the notion of ‘feminism’ (as a discursive process of 

giving meaning to, and changing gender representations, femininity and collective and individual 

identity) might also pose problems in a non-western context. After all, feminism is often 

designated as something ‘western’. The differences between women with different backgrounds 

                                                 
43 Ibid, 20. 
44 K. Canning, ‘Gender history’, International encyclopaedia of the social and behavioural sciences 6006-6011, there 
6006-6007.  
45 Joan Scott, ‘Gender: a useful category of historical analysis’,  The American historical review vol. 91 no. 5 
(December 1986) 1053-1075, there 1056-1057. 
46 G. Lerner, ‘Gender, class, race and ethnicity, social construction of’, International encyclopaedia of the social and 
behavioural sciences 5984-5989, there 5987-5988. 
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have not always been sufficiently explored or respected.  Non-western women have been viewed 

as being somewhat less feminist, because they do not always organise around the same issues as 

Western women. The charge of being less feminist derives from the close link between 

nationalism and Third World women’s movements. Women often did not seek to challenge 

conventional gender roles, but sought to empower women within these roles, while hoping, that 

by contributing to a nationalist agenda, women’s positions would better even more in the 

future.47 The cause of education for women, for instance, could be very progressive if the aim 

was that women would obtain more political and social power. In this case the call for education 

is a strategic gender interest; women’s subordination is analysed and gender-defined roles and 

representations are challenged by claiming the right to education and political and social power. 

But, if women desired education in order to become better mothers, the cry for education could 

also be more conservative. Here education functions as a practical gender interest not 

challenging gender-constructed role, but aiming at women’s ability to carry out those roles.48 

Women can mobilise for many interests, using a variety of arguments and having a 

variety of hopes for the future. Even though women ‘at a certain level of abstraction can be said 

to have some interests in common, there is no consensus over what these interests are or how 

they are to be formulated.’49 Women are not a homogeneous group who will always share the 

same concerns and they perceive their roles in society in different ways, because of differences 

in for instance religion, ethnicity, political, socio-economic or educational background and age. 

Moreover ‘women’s activism does not occur in isolation and needs to be examined in relation to 

the governing political processes, cultures and institutions of a society.’50 Societal ‘structure’ 

(for instance politics and ideologies) constrains women’s abilities to organise and determine their 

own interests. The women’s movement as a whole exists of both groups of women and 

individuals and wants to articulate women’s demands and challenge specific  disadvantages for 

women in society. Women’s organisations are the most visible part of a women’s movement and 

have left the most traces.51 Focussing on women’s organisations and the views women in these 

organisations published, allows us, within the societal structures given, to make visible the 

diversity of the women’s movement and the variety of gender interests of women.  

 

                                                 
47 Martyn, The women’s movement, 5-6. 
48 Saskia Wieringa, Subversive women: historical experiences of gender and resistance (1995) 1-5. Maxine 
Molyneux, ‘Mobilization without Emancipation? Women's Interests, the State, and 
Revolution in Nicaragua’ Feminist Studies vol. 11 no. 2 (Summer 1985) 227-254, there 230-235. 
49 Ibid, 230-231. 
50 Martyn, The women’s movement, 14. 
51 Ibid, 11. 
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If women in all parts of the world have varying concerns and ideas about ways in which 

their situation should be improved, how then should we deal with a concept like ‘feminism’? 

Problematic about the concept is that – as with ‘identity’ – it is both an analytical concept (used 

in scientific research)52 as a practical concept (for instance used in politics); many women and 

men with all sorts of ideals have designated themselves ‘feminist’ and histories of women’s 

emancipation are marked by discussions over who was truly feminist. For instance from the early 

1970s individualistic feminism dominated and was considered as politically correct in many 

western societies. Many of its claims for uncompromising self-realization can probably be held 

accountable for current resistance to the  use of the concept ‘feminism’ in these regions.53  This 

situation might explain my own confusion with ‘feminists’ in Indonesia (preface); while many 

Indonesian women and men proudly called themselves ‘feminist’, I associated it with radicalism 

and considered ‘feminism’ as something outdated. 

In my thesis I take the same pragmatic approach as Cooper has suggested for the 

‘container term’ ‘modernity’, namely focussing on how the concept of feminism (also being a 

part of ideas about progress and modernity) was used, claimed or rejected by Indonesian women 

themselves. Such an approach to the concept of ‘feminism’ is vital in recognising how it can 

have very different meanings for different people. However, no other concept covers the same 

specific meaning of ‘feminism’; it is both broader and more restricted than concepts like 

‘women’s emancipation’ and ‘women’s movement’, because it is a world view that can be 

shared by men and because not all women in the ‘women’s movement’ are ‘feminists’.54 

Because of this and since Indonesian women used the term themselves and thus participated in a 

debate on its meaning, a general definition of what ‘feminism’ could entail is indispensable in 

serving efforts of historians trying to understand ‘feminism’ across time and space and apart 

from discussions on its meaning as a practical concept.55 Such a general definition is also 

important, because it denies one original feminism, to which ‘other’ feminisms would be 

indebted or would have to look up to.  

In this thesis I follow Nancy Cott and Karen Offen in their explanation of opposition to 

gender hierarchy (more than a commitment to sex equality) as a central feature of feminism; it 

opposes to different and various forms of women’s subordination in the family and in society 

and moreover it attacks men’s claims to ‘define what is best for women without consulting 
                                                 
52 Although scientists can also not escape expressing implicit value judgements.   
53 Karen Offen, ‘Defining feminism: a comparative historical approach’, Signs vol. 14 no. 1 (1988) 119-157, there 
137-138.  
54 Maria Grever, Strijd tegen de stilte. Johanna Naber (1859-1941) en de vrouwenstem in de geschiedenis 
(Hilversum 1994, published dissertation) 32. 
55 Offen, ‘Defining feminism’, 132-133. 
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them’.56 This definition presupposes the idea that the condition of women is not simply a 

consequence of their biological features, but is also socially constructed. Feminism is a theory 

about equality as much as it is one about sexual difference, because it reasons that women as 

women feel collective grievances and it requires gender consciousness. The differences and 

similarities between men and women are defined by nature and culture, which both are 

inextricably entwined.57 This definition of feminism includes many arguments and ways for 

improving women’s positions, belonging to what Karen Offen calls ‘individualistic feminism’ 

(taking the individual as the basic unit of society and downplaying cultural and biological 

differences in capacities between men and women) or ‘relational feminism’ (assuming a 

companionate, non-hierarchical, male-female couple as the basic unit of society and emphasizing 

women’s rights as women).58 

 

§1.5 Outline of this thesis 

 

In analysing Indonesian women as agents in a multifaceted Indonesian discourse on progress and 

modernity (accompanied with ideas about womanhood and citizenship rights), one cannot ignore 

ideas of Europeans – especially European women – about Indonesian society; after all, 

Indonesian women participated not only in a complex ‘Indonesian’ discourse on progress, but in 

a more general discourse on this subject taken up by different groups in society to defend certain 

points of view. In a struggle of words, nationalist Indonesians attacking European rule (and other 

groups striving for more citizenship rights) and colonialist Europeans  defending the imperialist 

project, often reacted to one another. Therefore, chapter two deals with Dutch views on 

Indonesian women, in particular with views of European women. This not only clarifies the 

similarities and differences in ideas of European and Indonesian women about womanhood and 

ideas on conditions (e.g. race, class, certain morality, certain lifestyle) making one more or less 

‘progressed’ or ‘superior’; it also explains why European women and Indonesian women would 

remain largely separated in their struggle for the improvement of women’s position in society. 

Chapter three provides a short history of the development of the colonial Indonesian women’s 

movement and clarifies that Indonesian women cooperated more closely with Indonesian men 

                                                 
56 Nancy Cott, The grounding of modern feminism (New Haven, London 1987) 4, Offen, ‘Defining feminism’, 
Quote: Offen, ‘Defining feminism’, 151. 
57 Nancy Cott, The grounding of modern feminism (New Haven, London 1987) 3-6. 
58 : Offen, ‘Defining feminism’ 136. Offen pleas for a revaluation of ‘relational feminism’, but very rightly also 
notes that we should be aware that ideas about women’s distinctiveness are easily twisted to endorse male 
privileges.  
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than with European women because, in the end, the divide between ‘ruler’ and ‘ruled’ was more 

decisive than solidarity among women across the racial divides.  

Finally, chapter four analyses a selection of magazines of Indonesian women’s 

organisations. Written by and for members of these organisations, such magazines provide 

primary source material on elite and middle class Indonesian women voicing their opinions and 

trying to educate ‘their own’ members about certain subjects. These magazines challenge what is 

usually stressed in literature as the Dutch ethical ideal of educating indigenous society or the 

Dutch colonial idea of natives as childlike or backward. The exploration of the magazines is not 

meant to contradict that this colonial ethical discourse existed indeed; but in exploring accounts 

by Indonesian women it might give an insight as to what was happening beyond these colonial 

views.   

How did the authors of these magazines see themselves and how did they address their 

readers? What topics did these magazines deal with and why? These magazines mainly dealt 

with such issues like women’s position in the family and society, polygamy, child marriage, 

voting rights, hygiene, clothing, western values, local adat and nationalism. My hypothesis is that 

these issues were regarded as necessary subjects of discussion for improving the situation of 

women, however they were sites of friction and contestation both with the colonizer and with 

Indonesian men. Thus the subjects discussed (touching upon ‘the’ personal and on atrocities to 

women in society as a whole) were not only political in the sense that they were about  

improving women’s position and agency. They also touched upon ideas on what ‘progress’, 

‘modernity’ and ‘colonial citizenship’ entailed and therefore upon general and sometimes 

ambivalent claims to the emancipation of the Indonesian people. Topics Indonesian women 

discussed thus could be instrumental in a more general struggle against the colonizer, fitting in a 

discourse on ‘progress’ directed against (ideas of) the colonial state. Indonesian women’s 

organisations became intertwined with and an important part of a broader discourse of resistance. 

Elsbeth Locher-Scholten has for instance argued that the monogamy debate, following a framed 

draft of the colonial government on voluntary monogamy in 1937, ‘made women and the 

rhetoric about women transgress the borderline between private and public and politicised them 

both. Indonesian and European women were thus involved in a process of colonial state 

formation in various ways, both as subjects and objects.’59 Indonesian women played their part 

in nationalism, in the sense that their struggle developed as part of a struggle for political and 

societal change (for citizens’ rights) in favour of Indonesians. Many of the topics women 

                                                 
59 Locher Scholten, Women and the colonial state, 38-40, quote on 40.  
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discussed touched upon discussions about what ‘progress’ and ‘modernity’ entailed, a discourse 

of great importance in the ‘Indonesian’ struggle for more rights, because (in its most radical 

form) it could turn itself around against the colonial oppressor. In analysing the magazines, I will 

deal with some topics that were most frequently discussed in them; polygamy/monogamy, 

‘western values’, education, feminism and women’s roles in society.  

Although in chapter four I will primarily focus on an analysis of texts, this thesis also 

wants to explore some of the information in the pictorial material published in the magazines at 

stake. These pictures will be approached as more than sources meant for illuminating an already 

finished history. As is shown by researchers like Elizabeth Edwards, Eleanor Hight & Gary D. 

Sampson and Joan M. Schwartz & James R. Ryan, photographs and films with all their merits 

and demerits, as snapshots of a perceived reality tell a story within themselves.60 This is 

underlined even further by the numerous recent publications of nostalgic photograph albums 

about the colonial past: photographs as individual pieces and in albums are arranged as a story or 

meant to underline a storyline. In this sense pictures are power tools in a discourse, in a 

perceived/imagined (hi)story,  but they also mean something in their own right as snapshots 

taken in certain context and as objects moving within this original context and in new contexts.61 
Although drawings and advertisements, but also diorama’s (discussed in §1.1) are no snapshots 

of reality but ‘ideals’ or stereotypes of it, they however can also be said to be moving in certain 

contexts; this can be the original context of the maker, but it can also be new contexts of 

meaning, new discourses (for instance on ‘womanhood’ and ‘modernity’) that do not necessarily 

change the main message of the advertisement, but do change other/sub- connotations or 

thoughts of the people looking at it. Therefore in discussing the magazines I will also take into 

account pictorial material (pictorial material and narrative descriptions of 

pictures/images/events). I will try to explain what kinds of stories these pictures were meant to 

tell in a certain context; not only as tools of a discourse, but also as discourses in themselves.  

Finally, in the conclusion I will explain that Indonesian women actively participated in 

the struggle of the ‘Indonesian’ people for more citizenship rights. This struggle was not 

necessarily nationalistic and neither did it merely entail active and overt resistance towards the 

                                                 
60 Photographs: Elizabeth Edwards, Raw Histories (London, New York, 2001), Eleanor Hight and Gary D. 
Sampson, Colonialist photography. Imagining race and place (London, New York, 2002) , Joan M. Schwartz and 
James R. Ryan Picturing place. Photography and the geographical imagination (London, New York, 2003). Films: 
Nico de Klerk, ‘Koloniale films zonder kolonialisme’, Skrien nr. 34 afl. 10 (December/January 2002) 31-33. 
61 Examples of recently published photograph albums are: Peter Boomgaard and Janneke van Dijk, Het Indië boek 
(Zwolle 2001), Jack Botermans and Heleen Tichler, Het vergeten Indië. Stille getuigen van het dagelijks leven in het 
Indië van toen (Arnhem 2009 photograph and picture book), Liesbeth Ouwenhand, Herinneringen in beeld. 
Fotoalbums uit Nederlands-Indië (Leiden 2009 photograph album), and Louis Zweers, Indië in vervlogen tijden 
(Arnhem 2008 photograph album). 
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colonial state. In discussing women’s roles in private sphere and the public sphere, polygamy, 

clothing, western values, adat (customs), but also citizenship rights such as the right to vote and 

political views such as nationalism, Indonesian women’s magazines actively participated in – 

and were also instrumental to – a broader discourse on ‘progress’ and ‘modernity’, of which 

nationalism could be part. The editors and writers of the magazines under review actively 

addressed their readers as ‘modern’, but, although Indonesian women’s organisations were 

unified in a federation from 1928, the journals differed in their ideas on what this entailed. In 

resisting imperialist ideas of Indonesians needing European guidance, some women were overtly 

nationalistic, while others supported the colonial government. As is also reflected in 

advertisements, some women adopted ‘western’ ideas on ‘the modern woman’, while others 

resisted these ideas. Indonesian women were thus not only brave companions of men in a 

nationalist struggle, but agents thinking for themselves and having differing ideas on progress 

and the future. The subjects Indonesian women discussed were thus not only political in 

improving their own position; they were also entwined with ideas on ‘modernity’, ‘progress’ 

instrumental in a quest for more power in multiple forms (for instance in collaboration with or in 

opposition to the colonial state). As we will see, however, some Indonesian women also engaged 

themselves in defining ‘Indonesian’ identities and were opinionated agents in a struggle for 

power in explicitly voicing views on for instance ‘nationalism’. Canonised national heroines 

such as Raden Adjeng Kartini, insufficiently clarify the diversity among Indonesian women and 

inadequately explain the important roles of Indonesian women as agents in late-colonial society. 
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Chapter 2. Racial divides, Indonesian women and European stereotypes 

 

§2.1 A short history of women in early colonial Indonesia 

 

At the end of the sixteenth century the Dutch first set foot in the Indonesian archipelago and in 

1619 the port city of Batavia (on the north-west coast of Java) was established. For a long time, 

Indonesia functioned as an unplanned trading colony. In the seventeenth century trading 

activities were guided by the United East Indies Company (Vereenigde Oostindische 

Compagnie, VOC), which was founded in 1602. When this organisation was dismantled, the 

Dutch had achieved control over most of Java, parts of Sumatra and the Maluku and the 

hinterlands of many ports in other islands. After 1815 the Dutch expanded and consolidated their 

rule.62 In the late nineteenth century (when this development accelerated) this colonial 

expansionism was represented to the Dutch public as an indispensible element of a western 

civilising offensive (Ethical Policy63), but in reality the thirty-two wars the Dutch fought 

between 1870 and 1910 were coupled with intimidating violence and force. Dutch control over 

the whole of contemporary Indonesia only lasted a short time and was ended in 1942 with the 

invasion of the Japanese in World War II.64 

                                                

 With the homecoming of travellers from Southeast Asia to Europe, so did all kinds of 

stories and myths. Well-known stereotypes are those of Asian women as indigenous beauties 

with free sexual morals and of Asian women as astute traders. These labels, however, display a 

distorted image of reality. In different periods and places women in Southeast Asia could have, 

and had, important positions in society. Women often were respected as wives and mothers as 

well as as independently ruling queens, diplomats and international tradeswomen. ‘Perhaps the 

most spectacular exercise of public power by women in early modern Southeast Asia occurred in 

Aceh on Sumatra and Mataram on Java, where at least two rulers maintained female bodyguard 

 
62 Adrian Vickers, A history of modern Indonesia (Cambridge 2005) 10-11. 
63 The Ethical Policy (‘white man’s burden’ or ‘mission civilisatrice’) originated from nineteenth century political 
critique on the liberal economical policy in the Netherlands East Indies. ‘Ethici’ argued that the colony should not 
only be regarded as an area for exploitation (a ‘wingewest’), but that the Dutch should also have to take their moral 
responsibilities and stimulate the progress and well-being of the native population, for instance by providing 
education and some opportunities for self-rule. Some ‘ethici’ were more progressive in their views on how this 
moral vocation should be carried out than others. With the rise of Indonesian organisations conservatives gradually 
started to oppose the ethical policy in the 1920s and 1930s. Elsbeth Locher-Scholten defines the policy as ‘an active 
advocacy for the development of land and people of the Indonesian archipelago, under Dutch rule and following a 
Western model’ Elsbeth Locher-Scholten, Ethiek in fragmenten. Vijf studies over koloniaal denken en doen van 
Nederlanders in de Indonesische archipel 1877-1942 (Utrecht 1981) 12. Adrienne Huijzer, ‘Geene zwakheid, geene 
Hazeu-igheid!’ G.A.J. Hazeu en de Sarekat Islam. Een adviseur voor inlandse en Arabische zaken tijdens het 
‘ontwaken’ van een volk en een koloniale ethische discussie (2007, BA thesis). 
64 Henk Schulte Nordholt, Indonesië na Soeharto. Reformasi en restauratie (Amsterdam 2008) 12-13. 
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groups (‘prajurit estri’), including a group trained in the use of arms.’65 Also at the end of the 

nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, Indonesian women are known who stood 

up for the rights of their people. For instance, Cut Nyak Dien and Cut Meutia66 were women 

leaders in Aceh (North Sumatra) participating in the armed struggle against the Dutch in the first 

years of the twentieth century.67  

The coming of Europeans, as well as the spread of world religions like Islam and 

Christianity had a large impact on both the economical opportunities and the sexuality of 

women. It, for example, became more difficult for respectable women to be active in trade in 

international cities: often these cities also had developed into networks of prostitution, and thus it 

gradually became more common that elite women stayed indoors. 68 European imperialism thus 

influenced social structure and altered the position and opportunities of some groups of high 

class Indonesian women. Overall, however, most Indonesian women played an active role in the 

rural economy. Eighty percent of the population in the late nineteenth century was occupied in 

manual agriculture, an activity in which women traditionally carried out many tasks from 

planting and harvesting the paddy to preparing the rice and selling products on the market.69 It 

was this situation that made the famous Dutch feminist Aletta Jacobs – travelling in the 

archipelago in 1912 and in many other ways subject to the same colonialist paternalistic and 

racist attitudes of her time – applaud the hard work, independence and status of ordinary 

Indonesian women as a lesson to many Western women.70  

Around 1900 only 76,000 Europeans lived in the archipelago, mostly in the cities and on 

Java. This meant that ‘policing and policy could only do so much in enabling a small foreign 

group to rule over a massive population. The colonial rulers needed to be able to keep social 

groups apart […] The main mechanism by which the Dutch achieved this was through 

institutionalising the concepts of race that were common throughout all colonial societies at the 

                                                 
65 Barbara N. Ramusack and Sharon Sievers, Women in Asia (Bloomington 1999, part of the four volume series 
‘Restoring women to history’) 86. Paraphrasing Peter Carey and Vincent Houben, ‘Spirited Srikandhis and sly 
Sumbadras: the social, political and economic role of women at the central Javanese courts in the eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries’ in: Elsbeth Locher-Scholten and Anke Niehof, Indonesian women in focus: past and 
present notions (Leiden 1992). 
66 Cut Meutia was enthroned officially as a national hero of independence in 1964, Cut Nyak Dhien in 1965. A full 
list of official national heroes of independence is given on the following website: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_heroes_of_Indonesia (consulted on March 11th 2010).  
67 Wieringa, ‘The perfumed nightmare’, 259. Sukanti Suryochondro, Kajian wanita dalam pembangunan (Jakarta 
1995) 39. 
68 Ramusack and Sievers, Women in Asia, 83-88. 
69 Cora Vreede-de Stuers, The Indonesian woman. Struggles and achievements (‘s-Gravenhage 1960) 42-43. 
70 Susan Blackburn, ‘Western feminists observe Asian women: an example from the Dutch East Indies’ in: Jean 
Gelman Taylor (ed.), Women creating Indonesia: the first fifty years (Clayton 1997) 1-21, there 12. 
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time.’71 Dutch colonial law distinguished three legal groups with different rights: 

(Indo)Europeans (Europeans and mestizo children acknowledged by their European father), 

Foreign Orientals (e.g. Chinese) and natives.72 Following these racial divides the white 

prosperous male was considered to be at the top and the native village woman at the bottom of 

the hierarchy in the colony. In the Dutch East Indies, divisions in society were thus based on race 

(Indo-European versus ‘inlander’ and ‘Foreign Oriental’), gender and religion, but the ways in 

which these kinds of categorizations were made in practice sometimes proved to be very 

complicated and caused many discussions on groups of people falling in between of overt 

categories, for instance native Christians (considered natives) and Japanese (considered as 

Europeans from 1899). Also, Javanese elite (priyayi) and Islamic leaders (ulama) were clearly 

ranked higher than Indonesian peasants (petani).73  

In this colonial practice of classification categories of race, gender, ethnicity, class and 

religion intersected.74 In practical daily life racial differences, however, were more complicated 

than the formal distinctions might indicate, because differences were more subjective and part of 

the ‘taken-for-granted.’75 In colonial society there were written and unwritten rules about racial 

barriers and extreme deviations from these rules were prevented. In boat transport, for instance, 

first class was reserved for the white elite only, second class for less fortunate Indo-Europeans 

and Foreign Orientals and deck class for Indonesians. Joop van den Berg has shown that these 

divisions were taken very seriously: rich natives and Orientals were not expected to assign 

themselves to first class and poor whites on the other hand were often prevented from travelling 

deck class by offering them second class without extra expenses.76   

As Ann Stoler has shown, the maintenance of this colonial hierarchy of human species 

was vital for the legitimization of Dutch rule in the archipelago and thus had to be ‘secured 

through forms of sexual control which defined the domestic arrangements of Europeans and the 

cultural investments by which they identified themselves.’77 This was important because colonial 

imperialism was based on the powerful, but false, premise that Europeans in de colonies were an 

easily identifiable group of a superior biological and social entity and that the boundaries 

                                                 
71 Vickers, A history of modern Indonesia, 25. 
72 Locher-Scholten, Women and the colonial state, 18. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Anne McClintock, Imperial leather. Race, gender and sexuality in the colonial contest (New York, Londen 1995) 
104-109.  
75 Catherine Hall and Sonya O. Rose, At home with the empire. Metropolitan culture and imperial world 
(Cambridge 2006) 20-22. 
76 Joop van den Berg, ‘Van de brug uit keken ze op ons neer. Rassendiscriminatie in Nederlands-Indië’, Bzzlletin 
vol. 24 no. 228 (September 1995, ‘Nederland en Nederlandsch Indië’) 43-52, there 45-50.  
77 Stoler, ‘Making empire respectable’, 36-37. 
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between ‘colonizer’ and ‘colonized’ were clear and had to be confirmed. For the maintenance of 

these boundaries sexual control was vital, but it was also a social measure for defining power 

relations.78 Colonial authority and racial distinctions were thus fundamentally structured in 

gendered terms and this influenced the roles of both European and Indonesian women in society 

from early colonization onwards. Also, (as we will see below) the large amount of mestizo 

children visible in society, created a large problem to this rigid colonial hierarchy. 

From the moment the Dutch set foot in the archipelago, they were thus engaged in 

regulating sexual relations. Apart from a couple of experiments of importing poor marriageable 

Dutch women to the Dutch East Indies in the beginning of the seventeenth century, immigration 

of European women to this colony was consciously restricted until the late nineteenth century. 

The United East India Company and, later, also many government armies, bureaucracies, 

plantation companies and trading companies, actively selected bachelors as their employees. The 

rationale behind this was mainly economical: married men would have to provide for their wives 

and thus required higher salaries, while on the other hand they would want to go back to the 

Netherlands as soon as possible. Therefore, concubinage, a practice that already existed in the 

Indies, in the seventeenth century developed as the most prevalent living arrangement for 

Europeans in the Indies. This large institution would remain inextricably bound to colonial 

society and would endure until independence, even if it became less accepted in the early 

twentieth century. 79 Concubines lived in places were ‘rulers’ and  ‘ruled’ inevitably met; their 

history unlike any other demonstrates how important gender constructions can be in 

strengthening power and rule. 

 

§2.2 Concubinage and colonial superiority 

 

The system of concubinage was actively stimulated by the VOC, that considered this way of 

commitment to a sexual partner as cheaper than an endogamous marriage, better for public 

health than prostitution, and as positive in spurring men to stay in the colonies and in creating a 

reservoir of future employees and female partners. For the nyai (concubine) however, the 

alliance with a European man often secured better living conditions, but was without any 

guarantees: there was no formal commitment and thus she and her mestizo children could  be 

sent away by the European man whenever he wanted to, for instance when he planned to return 
                                                 
78 Ibid, 37-38. 
79 Reggie Baay, De nyai. Het concubinaat in Nederlands-Indië (Amsterdam 2008) 15-37. This book provides an 
intriguing overview of the various forms of concubinage prevailing in the Dutch East Indies and tells about the lives 
of several nyai’s  during and after the colonial period. 
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to the Netherlands or had acquired enough wealth and status to marry a ‘white’ woman.80 Until 

the abolishment of slavery in the East Indies in 1859, concubinage was often an involuntary 

commitment. Nyai’s were most of the times poor Indonesian women from the desa (small 

village) offering themselves to European men as a concubine (e.g. in barracks concubinage in the 

nineteenth century) or picked up from the servant quarters of European friends or in a warung 

(food stall).81   

From these mixed couples a new class of Eurasian people emerged. Most Eurasian girls 

achieving adulthood would again become a nyai or a marriage partner to an (Indo) European 

man in the colony. Up to the highest ranks of colonial governance mixed marriages did occur. In 

1669 it was decided that the earlier emigration ban for European ‘white’ women would be 

abolished, but still these ‘white women’ had to commit themselves to staying in the colonies for 

at least fifteen years. Even if many high officials brought their wife and family with them, many 

more officials married a Eurasian woman in the Indies. As a result, until the nineteenth century a 

mixed Creole elite – characterized by strict hierarchical structures – would rule the colony.82 It 

was towards the end of the nineteenth century that subtle differences in skin colour came to 

matter in defining social status.83 

A concubine ‘served’ the European man as a housekeeper, sexual partner and she 

delivered his children. But she was also useful in introducing him to his new surroundings, with 

her knowledge of language and habitual forms.84 Therefore many manuals, for instance for 

incoming plantation employees, urged men to find local ‘companions’ as a prerequisite for quick 

acclimatization and as a way of maintaining sexual health.85 It also happened that a nyai and a 

European man lived together as lovers even if they were not married or that a European man 

decided to keep his nyai and even to marry her (which was officially possible from 1848 
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onwards).86 It is however important to understand that even in romantic relationships like these, 

the initiative was always with the European man: the Indonesian nyai was never his equal and 

thus the system of concubinage inherently facilitated the inequalities between ‘ruler’ and ‘ruled’, 

between ‘white’ and so-called ‘natives’ and between men and women.87  

As from 1828 it became possible for the European father to formally acknowledge his 

mixed blood children as his own. If doing this, his children would receive the juridical 

(Indo)European status. The practice of centuries of mixed racial contacts thus resulted in an 

Indo-European societal elite being more diverse than the predicates ‘white’ or ‘European’ might 

suggest. In practice skin colours in this top layer of hierarchy varied from white to many shades 

of brown. However, poor ‘Indo’s’ and also unacknowledged children running around bare-footed 

in the ‘kampung’ (Indonesian village) were increasingly considered as a real problem. Their 

recognisability in society threatened ‘white prestige’ and thus directly harmed the argumentative 

basis of colonial imperialism; namely that of Europeans as having a superior culture. Therefore, 

Europeans often undertook projects to remove these mestizo children from their undesirable 

surroundings, for instance by taking them from their Indonesian mothers and placing them in 

orphanages or adopting them. Thus, concubinage and mixed relationships not only confirmed but 

also compromised colonial hierarchies. 88  

Concubinage only worked as long as the idea of European superiority went unchallenged. 

Rising concerns over ‘white degeneracy’ went together with the arrival of European women in 

the Indies from the late nineteenth century, the embourgeoisment of colonial communities  and 

the sharpening of racial lines necessary for legitimizing colonial rule. Even though the practice 

of concubinage remained intact, the normative standard from that time onwards focussed on 

racial segregation and adopting a European lifestyle for upholding white morality. This process 

has also been called ‘totokisation’ (‘totok’ being name for a pure-blooded ‘white’ inhabitant in 

the colony).89   

The presence of European women and ‘pure-blooded’ children was considered to require 

not only higher standards of living, but also strict racial segregation; intercourse between races 

had to be prevented as far as possible. In this period authorities and society constantly referred to 

                                                 
86 Baay, De nyai, 94-97. Around 1900 the number of mixed marriages (one person with a European legal status with 
a person of ‘native’ status) was one in ten and around 1925 this was three in ten. It is estimated that between 1848 
and 1940 a little less than 19,000 mixed marriages had taken place. Most of these matches concerned a European 
man and an Indonesian woman, but in some instances it did occur that a European woman married an Indonesian 
man. 
87 Ibid, 65. 
88 Stoler, ‘Making empire respectable’, 41. 
89 Locher-Scholten, Women and the colonial state, 121-150 and Frances Gouda, Dutch culture overseas: colonial 
practice in the Netherlands Indies, 1900-1942 (Amsterdam 1995) 157-173. 
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the presence of European women as a reason for clearing racial boundaries; these women were 

defined as carriers of white morality who needed to be protected from the primitive sexual urges 

of ‘natives’. 90 In line with these developments the Indonesian concubine was, for instance in 

novels, increasingly stereotyped in very negative, but also ambivalent, ways. She was for 

example pictured as shockingly dumb, but also as unattractive, vindictive and sly.91 Racialised 

gender construction – with an opposition between ‘white’ European women and ‘native’ women 

– has thus played an indispensible role in the justification of colonial racist politics. European 

women, as ‘incorporated wives’ taking their place within colonial hierarchy by following the 

status of their husbands, have been actors in this colonial project. European fashion and eating 

habits were actively upheld by these women and placed on the pedestal of Western civilisation. 

Clothing and food were more than just necessities of life, because they expressed social 

distinctions in age, class and gender and indicated social norms and values.92 ‘White women 

performed a crucial part as supporting actresses in the ceremonial display and ostentatious rituals 

of Western superiority.’93 

European women were thus far from passive onlookers of colonial imperialism and the 

same can maybe be said of Indonesian women. What was their role in gender constructions in 

colonial resistance? 

 
§2.3 Unbridgeable gaps: Dutch women about colonial society and Indonesian women 
 

From the late nineteenth and the early twentieth century onwards, European women thus became 

more prominent in the top layer of colonial society. They were assigned and often also implicitly 

assigned themselves the task of upholding ‘white superiority’ and as a result these ‘incorporated 

wives’ were expected to conform themselves to certain habitual rules in daily life. Often, women 

could already prepare themselves for their new roles before departing from the Netherlands to 

the Dutch East Indies. For instance, women could enrol in courses at a colonial school for girls 

and women that had been opened in the Hague in 1921. This school aimed at training both 

unmarried women, as well as wives and mothers, for their future tasks.94 In several prospectuses 

the necessity of a school for women that were to leave for the Indies was argued from the 

unexpected situations one could come across while being in the colonies. What the women 
                                                 
90 Stoler, ‘Making empire respectable’, 50-53. 
91 Baay, De nyai, 86. 
92 Locher-Scholten, Women and the colonial state, 122. 
93 Frances Gouda, ‘Nyonyas on the colonial divide: white women in the Dutch East Indies 1900-1942’, Gender & 
History vol. 5 no. 3 (1993) 318-342, there 333.  
94 Notulen van de bestuursvergaderingen 25 maart 1920 -29 december 1949, National Archive The Hague, 
Koloniale School voor Meisjes en Vrouwen, 1920-1953, inventory number 2.20.24, 2-4. 
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would learn would also be of great benefit to Indonesians, because it turned the women into 

counsellors to which they could go in times of trouble, as well as to (future) husbands providing 

them well-prepared companions that could adapt to the new colonial situation without many 

troubles. Among others, courses were offered for mothers on child care, but also on subjects like 

tropical hygiene, sewing European clothes, nursery, first aid, the Malay language and people, 

Indonesian cuisine and how to relate oneself to servants and ‘natives’ in general.95 Although no 

real descriptions of the courses are available in the archives, it is clear that women were 

supposed to be able to communicate with the Indonesian people they would come across, but 

also it was considered necessary they were explicitly instructed in the kinds of relationships they 

would preferably have with them. 

 Another way in which women were instructed about the new colonial situation was by 

means of manuals written by and for women leaving to the Dutch East Indies. One well-known 

author of such a manual was Jans Kloppenburg-Versteegh, who wrote Het leven van de 

Europeesche vrouw in Indië (The life of the European woman in the Indies, Deventer 1913), a 

book aimed at helping other European women to find their way in the Indies.96 In this book she 

voices a clear-cut opinion on the character of ‘native’ servants and Indonesians in general. 

Although she emphasizes that one should not think badly of all Indonesians, she claims 

Europeans should always remain suspicious of them, because Indonesians held different moral 

standards than Europeans. For instance, with ‘kokkie’ (the cook) one should be aware of stealing 

and not give in when she starts crying, because ‘met een eerlijk gezicht beliegt en bedriegt ze u’/ 

she lies and cheats on you with an honest face.97 Also, she depicts Indonesian servants as 

ignorant of any form of hygiene, extremely easy- lazy and with animal like tendencies: 

 

‘Onze bedienden dragen in zich de ondeugden van Europeaan en inlander beide. ’t Is helaas zoo; ze zijn 

over het algemeen onbetrouwbaar, men moet ze goed kennen, wil men zich vrijwaren tegen hun slechte 

gewoonten en neigingen, tegen hun gebrek aan moreel gehalte’ (translation: ‘Our servants carry within 

them the vices of both Europeans and natives. Unfortunately,  in general they are not to be trusted, one 

has to know them well if one wants to safeguard oneself against their bad habits and desires, their lack of 

moral standard.’).98 

 
                                                 
95 Prospecti, waarin de omschrijving van de te geven lessen, 1920-1946, National Archive The Hague, Koloniale 
School voor Meisjes en Vrouwen, 1920-1953, inventory number 2.20.24, no. 78. 
96 http://kloppenburg.damescompartiment.nl/kloppenburg/leven.html (Consulted on April 19 2010). Jans 
Kloppenburg-Versteeg was by that time already well-known in colonial society because of her book ‘Indische 
planten en haar geneeskracht’ (Indonesian plants and their healing power, 1907). 
97 J. Kloppenburg-Versteegh, Het leven van de Europeesche vrouw in Indië (Deventer 1913) 37. 
98 Ibid, VI. 
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Finally, in Kloppenburg’s manual the idea of European women as protectors of white morality 

comes to the fore in her advice to these women to stay calm, whatever the behaviour of their 

servants; the European housewife never should raise her voice or ridicule the servant. Not only 

could she thus maintain her prestige, her good example might also help to elevate the Javanese 

people.99  

 Not all manuals shared the extreme negative tone on ‘natives’ of Kloppenburg-Versteegh, 

however ideas of elevating the Javanese people and keeping up white morality by living 

according to European standards of for instance hygiene, clothing and contact with other races, 

came to the fore in many of them. It was considered necessary that Dutch women in the 

‘Tropical Netherlands’ guarded their Dutch identity against foreign influences and live a life 

according to Dutch values as much as possible.100 In the twentieth century, this phenomenon can 

be traced in many aspects of daily life; for instance,  in the rise of the popularity of eating 

European food and the wearing of European summer dresses instead of the traditional Javanese 

‘sarong’ and ‘kebaya’.101 

Thus, many manuals resulted from a perceived need to help women find their way in a 

colonial world full of ‘unspoken’ rules and conventions of how to associate within the group of 

Europeans and with people from outside the group, the colonial ‘other’. Elsbeth Locher-Scholten 

has pointed out that the nature of these manuals is ‘highly prescriptive and normative’.102 Also, 

the notions available in manuals about contact and habitual forms only say something about 

Indonesians with which European women would have regular contact in daily life.103 Servants 

make up one such group of Indonesians; it was with servants that European women came into 

contact most often and thus they feature prominently in many manuals. Exploring a wide range 

of manuals Elsbeth Locher-Scholten draws the conclusion that the booklets are characterized by 

dual messages emphasizing the ‘otherness’ of the Indonesian servants: social contact between the 

servants and the European family had to be minimized  in every  possible way and Indonesian 

servants were characterized in many contradictory ways.104  

Indonesian servants were often characterised as ‘underdeveloped’, ‘childlike’ and 

‘unsanitary’ needing a consistent and watchful eye of the European housewife in order to carry 

                                                 
99 Ibid, 114. Locher-Scholten, Women and the colonial state, 97. 
100 Eveline Buchheim, ‘De illusie van tropisch Nederland’ in: Esther Captain, Marieke Hellevoort and Marian van 
der Klein (eds.), Vertrouwd en vreemd. Ontmoetingen tussen Nederland, Indië en Indonesië (Hilversum 2000) 65-
76, there 73-74. 
101 Locher-Scholten, Women and the colonial state, 128, 141-143. 
102 Ibid, 86. 
103 Ibid. 
104 Ibid, 94-100. 
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out their work properly.105 In the case of the ‘babu’ (nanny) more gendered stereotypes featured; 

she was assigned the job of caring for the children and in doing so intruded more directly in the 

‘white’ personal sphere of the European housewife. The ‘babu’ was often remembered by 

European children with longing; it was this Indonesian woman that gave the child ‘a vicarious 

sense of intimate belonging to the indigenous world’106 while also making him aware of his own 

‘otherness’ in this world. It was through her that children made Indonesian friends and played 

Indonesian games. Like with other stereotyping on servants, the ones concerning the ‘babu’ were 

full of ambiguities. Although she was also assigned positive characteristics, for instance being 

loyal, the ‘babu’ was more often accused of spoiling the children and of being the cause of them 

growing up too fast mentally. Therefore in  twentieth century it is was increasingly advised that 

European women kept a sharp eye on the babu, took up a large part of the task of upbringing and 

educating personally and preferably took away their children from the sultry Indonesian 

environment and sent them to Holland.107 Because of her role the ‘babu’ was often seen by the 

children as a mother figure. As a character fighting with the European mother over their love, she 

became a popular character in novels along with the ‘nyai’ (Indonesian concubine) who – as the 

previous partner of a white woman’s husband and the mother of mixed blood children – was also 

often the object of resentment.108  

Many manuals for European women leaving for the Indies list answers to practical 

questions; they for instance contain lists on what trousseau a woman should bring to the Indies, 

what clothing and linen she should bring or buy, what her household would look like, how many 

servants she should engage and how she should relate herself to them. General information on 

the Indonesian language and culture and information on hygiene and parenting in the tropics also 

featured prominently. Many of these manuals emphasized women’s roles as guardians of 

morality ‘protecting their husbands against moral decline’. 109  

Besides manuals, European women in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

have also written novels situating in the colonial environment or they contributed to the 

                                                 
105 B. van Helsdingen-Schoevers, De Europeesche vrouw in Indië (Baarn 1914) 25-26. 
106 Gouda, Dutch culture overseas, 182. 
107 C.J. Rutten-Pekelharing, Waaraan moet ik denken? Wat moet ik doen? Wenken aan het Hollandsche meisje, dat 
als huisvrouw naar Indië gaat (Gorinchem 1927) 70-72. 
108 Jean Gelman Taylor, ‘Nyai Dasima. Portrait of a mistress in literature and film’, Laurie J. Sears (ed.), Fantasizing 
the feminine in Indonesia (Durham and London 1996) 225-248. Taylor analyses three versions of the famous story 
of Nyai Dasima. She shows how a Nyai Dasima is portrayed as a victim in all three. Also in the colonial novel she is 
depicted as a ‘victim’, however in the colonial novel she is not a victim of whites but of fellow Indonesians. 
109 A few examples of such manuals are C.J. Rutten-Pekelharing, Waaraan moet ik denken? Wat moet ik doen? 
Wenken aan het Hollandsche meisje, dat als huisvrouw naar Indië gaat (Gorinchem 1927), J. Kloppenburg-
Versteegh, Het leven van de Europeesche vrouw in Indië (Deventer 1913) and B. van Helsdingen-Schoevers, De 
Europeesche vrouw in Indië (Baarn 1914), translated quote page 24. 
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newspaper. Examples of authors are Mina Krüseman, Marie van Zeggelen, Annie Foore, Thérèse 

Hoven, Augusta de Wit and Ems van Soest.110 These novels were mainly about the clash 

between the world in which European women lived and the ‘other world’ in colonial daily life 

and were written from a European point of view. Therefore these authors in their book 

emphasized their exotic residences, colonial societal structures, situations and problems typical 

for the Indies and the consequences of superstition. Sketches of characters in the novels often 

follow their contemporary ideas on race in terms of development and moral. Although the 

authors mentioned had different political views they, like Aletta Jacobs, were bound to the 

colonialist racist notions of their time. For instance the character of Ada in Augusta de Wit’s ‘De 

godin die wacht’ (1903) is the paragon of the ‘white’ woman standing for western morality and 

an ideal of lifting up the Indonesian people. Immoral characters with dark motives are often 

personified in a character of mixed blood of Indonesian descent.111  

Besides manuals from the 1910s and 1920s, other preserved nonfictional sources 

produced by and for European women were periodicals aligned to European women’s 

organisations, for instance De Huisvrouw in Indië 112 (The housewife in the Indies), published in 

the 1930s and 1940s. Because of the strong racial segregation in colonial society European and 

Indonesian women’s organisations, however, largely operated apart from each other (see chapter 

three). Some Indonesian women from priyayi (elite) circles were admitted as a (special) member 

of European women’s organisations and also some European women might have visited 

Indonesian women’s organisations or activities they organised.  But usually membership of these 

women’s organisations was restricted in terms of race or nationality. European women 

                                                 
110 Parts of their work and information on all these authors can be found on www.damescompartiment.nl (Consulted 
on April 20 2010). Also Indische Letteren has published an issue dedicated to analysing works on some of these 
women: Indische Letteren Special Edition ‘Vrouwen over Indië’ vol. 20 no. 1 (March 2003). 
111 Frances Gouda, ‘De vrouw in Nederlands-Indië. Van mestiezencultuur naar Europese cultuur’, Indische Letteren 
vol. 20 no. 1 (Special edition ‘Vrouwen over Indië maart 2005) 3-14, there 9. 
112 De huisvrouw in Indië: orgaan van de vereeniging van huisvrouwen te Batavia, Vereeniging van Huisvrouwen te 
Batavia, (Batavia vol. 1 no. 1 1931 - vol. 17 1947). Comparable periodicals were also published by organisations 
elsewhere in the colonies, for instance in Yogyakarta (Java), Medan (Sumatra). Another magazine was Maandblad 
van de vereeniging voor vrouwenkiesrecht in Nederlandsch-Indië, Vereeniging van Vrouwenrechten in Nederlands-
Indië (vol. 1 no. 8 1927 -  vol. 9, no. 2 1937). This Eurocentic association, committing itself to the cause of gaining 
voting rights for the ‘Volksraad’, only counted several hundreds of members. When it was agreed that it would be 
unwise to only give the vote to European women and Indonesian women were not ready for it,  this association for 
women’s suffrage tried to attract Indonesian membership but had little success. VVV meetings show feelings with 
European women that Indonesian women were still too backward and therefore not interested in suffrage. They were 
slow to notice that Indonesian women joined hands with male ‘nationalists’. Although in 1936 it opposed to 
exclusion of Indonesian women from suffrage, it mainly legitimized its own right to it by arguing that European 
women had contributed a lot  to the construction of colonial society. VVV still mainly focussed on European women 
and racial divisions were maintained. Source: Susan Blackburn, ‘Winning the vote for women in Indonesia’, 
Australian Feminist Studies vol. 14 no 29 (1999) 207-218, there 209-212. 
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sometimes expressed their sympathy for priyayi women active in (European or Indonesian) 

women’s organisations, some of whom they might have met. However, in general terms the  

worlds of Europeans and Indonesians were separate and opinions and European women still 

aired feelings of superiority and being more ahead in the women’s movement and emancipation. 

And thus, the periodicals of European women’s organisations mainly deal with issues of interest 

to European women.  

‘De Huisvrouw in Indië’ provided women with practical information on prices of 

products in the Indies, norms for salaries for servants, recipes, practical addresses and so forth. 

Articles in ‘De Huisvrouw in Indië’ mainly oriented women to Europe, informing them about 

new European fashions in for instance childcare and home furnishings. Advertisements in the 

magazine informed women on how to maintain a ‘modern’ European lifestyle, using terms like 

hygiene, psychology, nutrition, medicine, and efficiency.113 The magazine thus focussed almost 

completely on the European woman organising their tropical lives.114 

Manuals and periodicals by and for European women from the period between 1910 and 

1940 were thus in majority meant to inform, assist or represent them in their roles and tasks in 

the ‘Tropical Netherlands’. Representations of Indonesians in these sources differed; sometimes 

they absent, sometimes they were described using ambiguous stereotypes and sometimes they 

were moderately positive but still had patronizing tone. Special attention however must be given 

to a source of a different kind from the 1930s. In 1936 the first Women’s Yearbook of the Indies 

was published. Consisting of contributions of many different authors, the majority of whom were 

women, it was meant to inform Dutch speaking women in the Indies and women in the 

Netherlands about the ‘multifarious expressions of life in the Indies’.115 The contributions were 

written mainly by Dutch women and men, but room was also given for contributions of women 

and men of Indonesian or Chinese descent. What image comes to the fore of Indonesian women 

in this yearbook and how can this be explained? At the end of the publication a short biography 

is given on each person contributing to the yearbook. The Indonesian and Chinese contributors 

were mentioned on the same foot and praised in the same way as the other authors. For instance 

mrs Ch. Sj. Daroe Toemenggoeng (editor of the monthly Pedoman Istri for women’s interests) 

was said to have organising talent and being expeditious and mrs Liem Sam Tjiang was said to 

be the editor of the excellent Dutch Chinese women’s organ ‘Fu Nu Tsa Chih’.  
                                                 
113 Susan Blackburn, Women and the household in colonial Indonesia: Insights from the women’s press (Leiden 
University, 1995, paper presented at workshop on Indonesian Women in the household and beyond) 4-6. 
114 De huisvrouw in Indië: orgaan van de vereeniging van huisvrouwen te Batavia, Vereeniging van Huisvrouwen te 
Batavia, (Batavia vol. 1 no. 1 1931 - vol. 17 1947). 
115 M.A.E. Lith-van Schreven and J.H. Hooykaas-van Leeuwen Boomkamp (eds.), Indisch vrouwen jaarboek 1936 
(Jogjakarta 1936) preface. 
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Mrs. Abdoel Rachman, famous in the Indonesian women’s movement, was explicitly invited by 

the editors to write a contribution for the women’s yearbook on the development of Javanese 

women’s organisations. Born in a priyayi (elite) family in Java, she and others founded the first 

women’s organisation called ‘Poetri Mardika’ in 1913. Subsequently she founded a Kartini 

school in Bogor in 1919 and consultation bureaus for child nutrition in 1929.116 Clearly the 

editors knew who to invite and thought it important to know about and describe what happened 

outside the European community too. Thus the yearbook might be a good example of existing 

contacts between European women and Indonesian elite women, even if colonial society and the 

women’s movement were segregated along racial lines. Also, the Indonesian elite women invited 

to write in the yearbook were probably viewed as being more ‘progressed’ than other 

Indonesians, therewith meeting the standards of the editors. Of course, what played an important 

role by 1936 is that the rise of nationalist and other emancipating movements in local society 

could not be ignored anymore. In the yearbook a change in tone toward Indonesians can be 

discerned. Still the situation of Indonesians was regarded as in need of much improvement and 

feelings of them being underdeveloped in many areas remained. For instance attention was given 

to issues like child marriage, education for European and Indonesian children and attention was 

given to ‘modern’ childrearing and housekeeping by emphasizing issues of hygiene, diseases, 

vitamins and so forth. However, harsh stereotypes were hardly present in this yearbook. A 

statement by van Lith – van Schreven is indicative for this new position; according to her ‘the’ 

Indies (as a geographical area and a society) were not lower in moral rank than the Netherlands. 

She signalled family contact as a vital point in the upbringing of children and thus she did not 

stereotype the ‘babu’ in negative terms, but blamed parents for going out many evenings a week, 

while leaving their children to the babu or to their fate.117  

 

                                                 
116 Cora Vreede-deStuers, The Indonesian woman, Appendix H. 
117 M.A.E. Lith-van Schreven , ‘Zullen wij onze kinderen naar Holland zenden?’ in: M.A.E. Lith-van Schreven and 
J.H. Hooykaas-van Leeuwen Boomkamp (eds.), Indisch vrouwen jaarboek 1936 (Jogjakarta 1936) 227-241, there 
233-234. 
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Chapter 3. Unity in diversity: Indonesian women joining hands with Indonesian men 

 

§3.1 The ‘education of desire’118  

  

As stated in my introduction, the history of women’s roles in the anti-colonial struggle has until 

now, and especially in Indonesia’s official nationalist history, mainly been described in terms of 

women as assistants in a male political struggle for independence. Some nationalist heroines, for 

instance Cut Meutia, Cut Nyak Dhien and Raden Adjeng Kartini have been canonised by the 

state to represent women’s valuable contribution to Indonesia’s struggle for independence. This 

view on the role of women in history denies women as historical actors in their own right: the 

women active in the anti-colonial struggle cannot be reduced to flexible symbols moving with 

the political tide. Besides, the anti-colonial struggle wasn’t only fought with arms but also with 

words; discourse and the construction of images have also been significant in opposition. The 

importance of ideas about gender and sexuality in maintaining and enforcing colonial power 

structures has already convincingly been shown by Ann Stoler, Frances Gouda, Elsbeth Locher-

Scholten, Christine Doran and many more historians. They have for instance shown how ‘white 

women’ as (also self-assigned) ‘protectors of white morality’ were active actors in the imperialist 

project.119 Could not Indonesian women too have been active agents in how they pictured 

themselves in gendered terms in the anti-colonial struggle? A focus on a chronology of 

happenings and the deeds of leading female heroes and women’s institutions only partly answers 

this question. More attention should be given to self-representations and views of Indonesian 

women in that time on the role they wanted to play or played: what did these women say, what 

mattered to them and why? As I already argued, such an approach needs to start from 

‘nationalism’ as a cultural and social movement, next to just a political one. This also entails 

viewing Indonesian nationalists not only in political terms, but also as reacting to colonial state 

formation as a cultural project of defining ‘belonging’, ‘the modern’ and ‘citizenship’. In the 

following chapters focus will be on self representation and views of Indonesian women in the 

early twentieth century. Starting with the Ethical Policy and women’s plea for education this 

                                                 
118 The term ‘education of desire’ comes from Ann Stoler’s fascinating book Race and the education of desire. 
Foucault’s History of sexuality and the colonial order of things (Durham, London 1995). 
119 Christine Doran, ‘White women in colonial contexts. Villains, victims and/or vitiators of imperialism?’ in: Harry 
A. Poeze and Antoinette Liem (eds.), Lasting fascinations. Essays on Indonesia and the Southwest Pacific to honour 
Bob Hering (Stein 1998) 99-116. Following Doran, Elsbeth Locher- Scholten shows how European women as 
‘incorporated wives’ reinforced Dutch colonial identity following, their husbands and behaving according to 
generally accepted standards for European women. See: Locher-Scholten, Women and the colonial state, 121-146. 
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chapter will provide an historical overview of women’s role in late colonial society, based on 

existing historiography. 

 

In her speech of the throne in 1901 Queen Wilhelmina put forward a new direction for colonial 

politics, based on the idea of the Dutch having a moral vocation towards the colonial subjects in  

the Dutch East Indies. This event has often been pointed out as the starting point for the so-called 

Ethical Policy, resulting out of criticism on the heavy toll the Indonesian people had to pay for 

the financial profits the Dutch subtracted from the colony. C. Th. Van Deventer (1857-1915) – 

lawyer, liberal colonial publicist and politician – spoke of a ‘dept of honour’ that had to be 

repaid. Under the banner of this dept of honour the colonial government started to undertake a 

welfare policy aimed at the moral education of the Indonesian people and the improvement of 

their situation; in 1904 investigation was made on the ‘mindere welvaart’ (lack of prosperity) of 

the population of Java and funds were allocated meant for the development of education for 

Indonesians, the increase of the number of rice fields and irrigation projects and the expansion of 

health care services.120 Apart from being a drop in the ocean, this ethical policy also underscored 

an assumed superiority of the Dutch.  

One aspect of this Ethical Policy was to pay more attention to education for the local 

population of the Indies. According to Anderson education gave the local intelligentsia access to 

models of the nation, nation-ness, and nationalism derived from European history and was 

therefore a crucial factor in the development of colonial nationalism. 121 However, Henk Schulte 

Nordholt, in analysing some boards used on HIS (‘Hollandsch-Inlandsche Scholen’) schools, has 

proved that education for Indonesians in the colony was not only of influence on developing 

political ideas about the nation, but also on for instance ideas on modernity and progress. Of 

course education was only one of many factors in the development of these new ideas. Henk 

Schulte Nordholt for example also notes the importance of press and advertisements in Malay for 

‘the education of desire’.122 These conclusions indicate the importance of education, not only in 

the development of (political) ideas about ‘nation’ among Indonesians, but also in the 

development of ideas on ‘progress’, ‘modernity’ and the right of Indonesians for having their 

own (material and immaterial) aspirations within the colonial state.  It provided Indonesians with 

a framework of ideas on ‘progress’ and ‘modernity’ that could be adopted, attacked and 

                                                 
120 Suryochondro, Kajian wanita, 40. Vincent Houben, Van kolonie tot eenheidsstaat. Indonesië in de negentiende 
en de twintigste eeuw (Leiden 1996) 59-61. 
121 Anderson, Imagined communities, 113-140. 
122 Schulte Nordholt, ‘Onafhankelijkheid of moderniteit’, 105-120.  
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reconsidered by them. The question then remains how much access Indonesian women had to 

education and other important elements in this ‘education of desire’.  

In the nineteenth century colonial society was strictly segregated and was characterized 

by a dual system: Europeans and population groups treated as Europeans were covered by a 

different legal and school system than Indonesians. Some guidelines for the education of the 

autochthonous population were fixed in the second half of the nineteenth century, however in 

practice regency schools were scarce and only trained their pupils in some basic skills like 

reading and counting. Around 1900 only 0.5% of the total non-European population of the Indies 

went to these schools.123   

In accordance with the Ethical Policy, however, government policy emphasized 

education as a way of achieving native progress. This new direction was supported by many 

entrepreneurs, because educated Indonesian personnel meant less salary costs; personnel no 

longer had to be recruited from the more expensive European top-layer in society. The colonial 

adviser for native affairs Snouck Hurgronje thought that a policy of association of natives with 

Europeans and European ideas would elevate them and make them ready to help govern the 

Indies.124 The Ethical Policy itself met with much resistance from conservative thinkers, 

gradually winning more ground as Indonesian opposition to (aspects of) Dutch rule grew 

stronger in the 1920s and 1930s. These conservatives thought elevating colonial subjects 

undesirable or being of less a priority compared to the maintenance of peace and order in the 

colony. In their view ‘Indonesian’ access to education too should remain limited. Nevertheless, 

in the political tide of the first twenty years  of the twentieth century an active start was made 

with opening up of Western education for Indonesians; in the decades thereafter conservatives 

won more ground, but by then the genie of Indonesian emancipation was already out of the 

bottle. 

A project of establishing desa (village) schools was carried out soon after the 

inauguration of the ‘ethical policy’. At the end of 1910, nearly twelve hundred of these schools 

were established, mainly aimed at teaching children the basic skills of reading, writing and 

counting in Malay. However, as the minister for education, worship services and industry 

Abendanon acknowledged in 1913, no public schools were established yet for Indonesian girls. 

Educational provision for girls between 1900 and 1915 lagged behind compared to the general 

educational provision for boys. In as far as parents permitted their daughters to attenhd school 
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and were in the position to do so, some girls did attend second class government schools or 

missionary schools.  In 1916, however, only roughly 9.4 per cent of the pupils in these schools 

consisted of girls. 125  

Apart from establishing village schools, the ethical government also aimed at educating 

an upper stratum of Indonesians as loyal subjects of the empire. They did this by establishing 

‘first rate’ Dutch ‘Indonesian’ schools (HIS, Hollandsch-Indische School); these schools aimed 

at children of Indonesian civil servants and used Dutch as the language of instruction. In 1917 

4,900 (out of a total of 24,800) of the pupils in these primary schools were girls.126 In 1928 

almost 75,000 Indonesians had completed such Western primary education; 6,500 Indonesians 

had finished secondary school. Even less Indonesians went to a school for higher professional 

education and only few of them had the opportunity to get an academic degree in the 

Netherlands. Dutch schooling thus only reached a small proportion of Indonesians from the 

upper and middle class of society.127  

In the first decades of the twentieth century, education for girls lagged far behind, 

however the years between 1915 and 1925 were characterized by a more active development of 

public education for girls. Influenced by an increase in demand for education for girls in elite and 

middle class circles, the educational device was broadened with new types of schooling for girls 

supplementing primary education and popular schools already available. Despite the world 

economical crisis of 1929 the government hardly cut expenses in girls education and in the 

beginning of the 1930s the total number of female pupils in primary schools increased, while the 

absolute number of students in primary education declined.128 The percentage of schools for 

Indonesian girls on the total number of schools increased from 2.8% in 1929 to 4.2% in 1939.129 

Compared to the total number of people living in the Dutch East Indies at that time, this 

number of Indonesian children receiving education was still very low, but it did play a part in the 

creation of a group of educated Indonesian men and women with the proper intellectual 

equipment for developing their own ideas on colonial society. However, education was not the 

only trigger for Indonesians to develop their own ideas. Other triggers that reached a broader 

Indonesian public were advertisements and events in daily life. The rise of local movements in 

the early twentieth century claiming more legal rights in the colonial state, was for a large part 

initiated by an educated elite. It is not surprising that the improvement of and the access to 
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education soon became an important issue on the agenda’s of these movements. Increasingly 

these movements demanded more education from the government, because they realized that 

knowledge was an important weapon in the struggle for more rights. Some organisations 

committed themselves for the establishment of their own schools. In 1922 for instance Soewardi 

Suryaningrat – later called Ki Hadjar Dewantoro – established the ‘Taman Siswa’ movement 

(i.e. Garden of Pupils, its women’s section was called ‘Wanita Taman Siswa’). This school 

movement, incorporating theosophical ideas, started from the idea that it could take certain 

features from Western education and apply it to Indonesian culture. In 1937 this movement had 

established 225 so-called ‘wild schools’ with 16,000 pupils.130 

Considering that education for girls was still relatively more behind than that for boys, it 

might be less surprising that the demand for education not solely came from Indonesian men; 

from the start Indonesian women made education into one of their most important demands 

towards the colonial government. 

 

§3.2 The ‘awakening’ of Indonesian women 

 

Around the turn of the century there were a few individual women who were concerned with 

education for Indonesian girls. Kartini, lamenting her own fate of suffering from the prescribed 

seclusion of young marriageable girls and having to quit school, was one of them.  After entering 

her obligatory polygamous marriage, she established a small school and after her death her idea 

of establishing schools for girls was continued by the Dutch Kartini fund, an initiative by the 

earlier mentioned ethicist C. Th. Van Deventer.131 However, more people were concerned with 

the subject: a girls’ school was for instance also established at the court of Solo and between 

1906 and 1912 Dewi Sartika132 (1884-1945) established no less than nine schools  for girls –

Keutamaan Istri, ‘Woman’s accomplishment’ – in the Sundanese country (West Java).More 

individual men and women have committed themselves to the cause of education for girls, 

however many of them remain unknown. They were of great influence, because their actions 

roused public opinion, putting girls’ education on the agenda of the colonial government and of 
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emerging organisations that took action for the emancipation of the Indonesian peoples within 

and, or, in protest against the colonial state.133  

Slowly however, the feeling emerged that it would be better if Indonesians organised 

themselves and made sure their own voices – and not only those of sympathizing ethicist 

Europeans – would be heard. Individual actions were no longer regarded as sufficient.134 As 

Kartini’s sisters Roekimini, Kartinah and Soematri, made clear in a letter in newspaper ‘De 

Locomotief’ in 1908: 

 

‘Zijn er onder ons echter niet genoeg die zich zelf uiten kunnen en het voor ons volk opnemen? Welnu, 

waarom uiten zij zich niet? […] Het is, omdat er geen band, geen voeling tusschen ons bestaat, wij 

kennen elkaar te weinig, wij weten zelf niet welke krachten er in ons volk sluimeren. Op dan, laat ons 

onder de leus “Java Vooruit” een vereeniging vormen, die bij genoegzame deelname een eigen orgaan 

kan uitgeven, waarin wij voor onze heilige zaak, van de opheffing van ons volk, strijden kunnen; […] 

waarin wij stelling kunnen nemen tegen […] de Javanen minder vriendelijk gezinden [en kunnen strijden 

tegen de AH] voor ons nationaal gevoel zoo diep krenkende bewering, als: “de Javaan is 

onbetrouwbaar”.135 

 

(Translation: ‘Are there not enough people among us that can stand up for our people? Well, why don’t 

they express themselves? […] It is because there is no relationship, no feeling of connectedness between 

us, we know too little of each other, we don’t know what powers lie within our nation. Come on, let us 

establish an association under the watchword “Java Forwards”; one that can publish its own periodical 

when it has enough members, one in which we can struggle for our holy cause of elevating our nation, 

one in which we can take a stand against people less friendly to us Javanese and against the hurtful 

allegation “the Javanese are untrustworthy.”) 

 

Only two months before this article was published, the Javanese doctor Soetomo established the 

organisation ‘Budi Utomo’ (1908-1935, Pure Endeavour) which is generally regarded as the 

beginning of Indonesian resistance to the Dutch colonizer. This organisation was chiefly 

concerned with the development of education and cultural progress, but gradually shifted its aims 

towards struggling for Javanese representatives in different levels of the government apparatus. 

From the 1910s onwards women too started to expose for shame many abuses to women in 

society in organised activities. This struggle was not one fought against Indonesian men; on the 
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contrary, many men acknowledged problematic excrescences like child marriages, lack of 

education, polygamy and either criticized these issues themselves or backed up the struggles of 

their daughters and wives.136 As will be elaborated upon more extensively below, the ‘gap’ 

between races and ideologies seemed to be much bigger than the one between ‘men’ and 

‘women’. Indonesian men and women, even if they had conflicting agenda’s at times, found each 

other in joint ‘enemies’: the colonial government that failed to meet their demands and ‘adat’ 

(traditional custom), ‘western’ and other values that seemed to misunderstand Indonesian views 

on morality, progress and modernity. It is therefore not strange that the first women’s 

association, ‘Putri Mardika’ (The Independent Woman), was founded in 1912 in Jakarta with the 

aid of ‘Budi Utomo’.137 Links between emancipation and nationalist organisations and women’s 

organisations were thus close, but this does not necessarily imply that these women’s movement 

didn’t operate autonomously or did completely depend on men. As we will see below different 

women’s organisations have known various degrees of independent opinion and decision 

making. The history of the women’s movement however, for a large part cannot and should not 

be seen apart from the history of cultural or political organisations (which could gradually 

become more nationalist in their position); both had their roots in the activities and concerns of 

an educated  Indonesian elite and they were very much intertwined, for instance in organisational 

form.  

While establishment of ‘Budi Utomo’ is regarded as the beginning of Indonesian 

resistance to the colonial state, ‘Putri Mardika’ is viewed as one of the first expressions of 

organised social activities taken up by women.138 This woman’s organisation, founded in 

Batavia, consisted mainly of educated priyayi (elite) women and first and foremost targeted at 

supporting intelligent girls in getting and continuing an education. They did this by giving advice 

and information, but also by granting financial help. Connected goals were to help girls get rid of 

their shyness and to give them a chance to participate in public life. From 1913 Putri Mardika 

also published a weekly magazine dealing with other problems. The organisation in its 
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publications concerned itself over issues like child marriage, the practice of polygamy, criminal 

youth and questions on how to deal with ‘adat’ (traditional rules and conventions). 139  

After the founding of Putri Mardika many more initiatives were taken in other regions for 

setting up women’s organisations. In the 1910s these activities were mainly confined to Java and 

Sumatra, but from the 1920s more women’s organisations came into being in Sumatra and for 

instance the Moluccas (e.g. ‘Ina Toeni’ on Ambon). Their founders and members, like those of 

'Putri Mardika' mainly came from elite circles. These women’s organisations, too, had a social 

agenda and focussed mainly on education and the excesses of child marriage and polygyny. 

Many of these organisations were independent and carried names like ‘Pawijatan Wanito’ (The 

Educated Woman), ‘Wanito Susilo’ (The Well-bred Woman) and Wanito Sworo (Women's 

Voice). However, as Susan Blackburn has noted, most of the early local women’s organisations 

were short-lived and have left little traces; it is therefore impossible to know how many women’s 

organisations were really active in the Netherlands East Indies before 1930.140 

After 1920 women started to organise themselves more often along religious and 

ideological lines instead of ethnical lines (e.g. Javanese, Sumatran) solely, as was also the case 

with the rapidly developing early nationalist movements. The Indonesian women’s movement 

could be divided in a reformist-Islamic and a secular-nationalist section.141 These new women’s 

organisations were often women’s wings of political (with nationalistic or more moderate or 

regional affiliations) or religious organisations. A well-known example of such a religious 

women’s association is Aisjijah (established in Yogyakarta, 1917), the women's section of the 

Islamic reformist movement Muhammadijah, still existent today. This organisation published a 

magazine called Soeara Aisjijah (The voice of Aisjijah), which is one of the periodicals under 

discussion in chapter four. Muhammadijah, was a reformist socioreligious movement founded in 

1912 by Hadji Ahmat Dahlan in Yogyakarta. It aimed at liberating Islam from adat customs 

(Javanese tradition) that could not be justified by Islamic tradition and it wanted to return to the 

basics of Islam in order to create a renewed Islam that could better cope with the modern 

world.142 Following this aim, the periodical Soeara Aisjijah for instance often discussed the issue 

of polygamy, which was considered problematic by many Indonesian women but was also 
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allowed in Islam; in their magazine Aisjijah women voiced their opinion and discussed on how 

Islamic women could best deal with this issue. Muhammadijah and Aisjijah also concerned 

themselves with social issues by establishing schools, orphanages and hospitals. Lastly, what 

makes an organisation like Aisjijah even more interesting is that, unlike many other women’s 

sections and associations, it also represented women from the middle class and their concerns 

more than only those of elite women.143 

Many more organisations were established within the context of broader emancipatory 

organisations. Women’s sections of a general kind were Jong Java Meisjeskring (1915, “Jong 

Java”), Wanita Taman Siswa Yogyakarta (1922, Persatuan Taman Siswa), Ina Toeni (1927, 

“Sarekat Ambon”) and Keputrian Indonesia Muda Jakarta (1931, Indonesia Muda). Women’s 

sections of religious organisations for instance were Sarekat Puteri Islam (1925, Sarekat 

Islam144), Wanito Katoliek Yogyakarta (1924, Partai Katolik), Damesafdeeling Jong Islamieten 

Bond (1925, Jong Islamieten Bond) and Wanita Pertiwi (1928, Partai Islam Perti).   

However there have also been many women’s organisations that were founded apart from 

these ‘male’ emancipator organisations. These organisations could aim at certain concerns or 

originate from ideological views or professional groups. A few examples are: Sarekat Kaoem 

Iboe Soematera (1920, Organisation for women in Sumatra), Isteri Sedar (1930, Conscious 

woman), Huisvrouwenvereeniging (1931, Organisation for Housewives), Pekerja Perempoean 

Indonesia (1940, Women labourers Indonesia), Indonesische Vrouwelijke Studenten Vereniging 

(1940, Association for Indonesian female students). Indonesian women’s organisations thus 

seemed to be an active part of a broader phenomenon of an Indonesian educated elite and upper 

middle class, organising different networks in a rapidly changing society. The women’s 

organisations, depending on their political and socio-cultural position, used either local 

languages, Malay/Indonesian or Dutch as a medium in their meetings and periodicals. 

In the beginning of the 20th century feminism blew over from Europe too. Dutch women, 

under the lead of Charlotte Jacobs (sister of the famous feminist Aletta Jacobs), in 1908 

established an Indies branch of the ‘Vereeniging voor Vrouwenkiesrecht’(the Dutch Association 

for Women’s Suffrage). This association, organised in eight sections and consisting of only a 

several hundred members, had a European character, striving to better the role of European 
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women in public society by gaining the right to vote in the colony. This claim for the right to 

vote was based on highly Eurocentric, racist and elitist arguments, leaving little room for the 

rights of Indonesian women from whatever class. In the view of its members European women 

deserved women’s suffrage because of their important role in the social and moral development 

of the colony. ‘The prestige of  “the white woman” demanded political rights immediately.’145  

For Indonesian women there was little to gain  from membership or cooperation with 

conservative European feminism in the colony; Dutch colonial feminism was fully involved in 

colonialism and European women remained to see Indonesian woman as culturally different. 

When there was question of cooperation, European feelings of ‘social motherhood’ and ideas of 

enabling Indonesian women to ‘learn’ from European feminism further hampered female 

solidarity across the racial divides. It is therefore not surprising that Indonesian women 

established their own organisations. When feelings of Indonesian unity and anti-colonialism 

grew stronger, what was there to gain from cooperation with European women and the struggle 

for women’s suffrage in the colony? From the early 1910s Indonesian women thus founded their 

own organisations that were not so much interested in political rights, but focussed more on 

social issues like polygamy and education.146 These women chose to work together with 

Indonesian men and preferred gender harmony and national goals over women’s interests. 

‘Companionate feminism’, emphasizing women as supporting men, served Indonesian unity in 

the struggle against the colonizer.147  

According to Mrs. Abdoel Rachman, earlier already mentioned as a well-known woman 

in the Indonesian women’s movement, it was of great importance that Indonesian boys and girls 

worked together in a general feeling of appreciation for one another:   

 

‘waar jonge mannen en meisjes gezamenlijk werken voor het verwezenlijken van hun idealen […] daar 

kan het niet anders of er zal iets groots tot stand komen. Door het ernstig willen van de jongeren zal 

onvermijdelijk een nieuwe geest, een nieuwe cultuur worden geboren.’148 (translation: ‘where young boys 

and girls cooperate in realizing their ideals […] something great cannot but arise. Because of the serious 

wanting of the Youth a new spirit and a new culture will inevitably be born.’)  

 

Differences in opinions and interests between European and Indonesian women, but (as we will 

see) also among Indonesian women themselves, made cooperation with Indonesian men and 
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emphasis on all-Indonesian unity and harmony the best way to go. During the Japanese 

occupation between 1942 and 1945, all Indonesian women’s organisations were prohibited and 

only a general organisation called Fujinkai, instituted by the Japanese, was permitted. This 

women’s organisation was active in fighting illiteracy and it carried out social work. Wives of 

Indonesian civil servants were active in this movement and were expected to propagate among 

women the Japanese view of a ‘Greater Asia’.149 It is not possible here to deal with all 

Indonesian organisations individually, however some women’s organisations will be discussed in 

more detail below and in chapter four. 

 

§3.3 Indonesian women’s organisations and their activities, 1900-1942 

 

The aspirations of the first women’s organisations and their publications were purely social-

economical and not so much political, they drew on social realities and emerging cries for 

‘kemadjoean’ (progress). Women’s associations aimed at the improvement of the position of 

women by means of education, getting women out of their ‘golden cages’ and denouncing 

atrocities against women in society.150 Their programs were directed towards the improvement 

of women’s position and rights, within socially accepted gender patterns. ‘Education, therefore, 

was conceptualized primarily as a practical gender interest. It would enable women to better 

fulfil their gender roles and receive greater respect for them, but did not challenge societal 

constructions of gender.’151 This position seems rational since education for girls at that time was 

still a controversial issue in conservative Indonesian elite families and the reality was that most 

Indonesian elite girls would become wives and mothers in the future. Besides, the struggle for 

education for girls also fitted in the discourse of emancipation and nationalist movements in their 

anti-colonial struggle that slowly developed into a struggle defined as a united effort for the 

rights of ‘the’ Indonesian people; after all, as mothers, they were the first educators of the next 

generation. Education for women was also important from a nationalist point of view, because of 

women’s roles as ‘mothers of the nation’. 152 

In 1928 women’s organisations met in the first women’s congress, held in Yogyakarta 

from December 22nd until December 25th. This event – depicted in the diorama discussed in 

paragraph 1.1 – is considered as a turning point in the history of the women’s movement in 
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Indonesia.153 However, 1928 was a memorable year for another reason too: in this year the 

‘Sumpah Pemuda’ (Youth Oath, see appendix 1) was sworn at the Second Congress of 

Indonesian Youth. Although, this event is no signifier for a complete turn of all Indonesians to 

nationalism, by declaring that the participants of the congress belonged to one Indonesian nation 

with one language (bahasa Indonesia) the oath did demonstrate the rise of anti-colonial 

sentiments transcending regional affiliations and taking the whole colonial area as a basis of 

resistance. The Women’s Congress exemplified this new development in the women’s 

movement. Although this first congress in reality counted mainly Javanese delegates, the 

participants saw themselves as Indonesian women and after a few years many non-Javanese 

organisations joined the women’s federation as well. European, Eurasian, Chinese and Arab 

women were not invited on a large scale, thereby consolidating a specific Indonesian identity of 

the congress members excluding people that did not racially descend from ‘Indonesians’ (or 

people from regions considered as such). 154 

The first women’s congress resulted in a federation of organisations called ‘Persatuan 

Perempuan Indonesia’ (PPI, Federation of Indonesian women), later renamed as ‘Perikatan 

Perhimpunan Isteri Indonesia (PPII, Alliance of Indonesian Wives), stressing the importance of 

women’s roles as wives.155 Many, but not all, of the organisations present at the congress joined. 

After this congress many more congresses were held; at the time of the second congress in 1929 

the PPII counted 22 organisations and 700 subscribers to its journal called Isteri. Until the 

present the women’s movement would experiment with all kinds of structures for an umbrella 

body.156  

The conduct of the congresses of the Women’s Alliance and the subjects discussed reveal 

the diversity of women’s associations in colonial Indonesia. The subjects discussed at the 1928 

congress were for instance child marriage, polygamy, divorce, European women, women’s 

responsibilities in the home and women’s roles as ‘Indonesia’s daughters’. Because politics 

could potentially lead to friction between organisations of secular feminist signature and of 

Islamic signature, it was decided that political matters were excluded from the debates on the 

congress and focus was solely on social issues and other common themes. However, focussing 

only on social issues did not mean frictions could always be evaded. Tensions between secular 
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and Islamic associations also existed regarding subjects of co-education of girls and boys and the 

ban of polygamy.157  

In practice polygamy was restricted to the higher classes and only concerned a few 

percentages of the Indonesian population158, however women active in the women’s movement 

often came from well-to-do circles and for them the topic was very much alive. Even though 

many Islamic women too abhorred the excesses co-existing with polygamy, they insisted more 

on the prevention of these excesses than on a legal ban on polygamy. The 1928 congress for 

instance did agree on a resolution stating that the meaning of talik (stemming from adat) should 

be explained more extensively at the marriage. If the husband at the wedding expressed the talik 

formula, a woman could seek divorce if her husband mistreated her and her position in the 

marriage was thus strengthened.159  

Polygamy was also a source of friction with the colonial government after it framed a 

monogamy draft in 1937, facilitating an agreement between husband and wife for having a 

monogamous marriage. This draft was aimed at mixed marriages between European women and 

Islamic men, but also at Indonesian elite women. As a result it propagated a ‘classed 

modernity’.160 The subject of ‘polygamy’ also featured prominently in the discussion among 

Indonesian women on what was ‘modern’ and what not. Polygamy will therefore be an important 

subject in dealing with the women’s magazines under discussion in chapter four. Overall, 

however, women’s organisations joining the PPII seemed to consider unity more important than 

getting their own ways. This is revealed by the closing of the monogamy debate when secular 

women’s organisations (praising the intention of the draft) joined ranks with the Islamic 

women’s organisations and called for a more Indonesian draft that did not oppose Islam. In 1938 

women’s organisations agreed to establish a ‘Komisi Perkawinan’ (marriage commission), 

assigned with the task of drafting an Indonesian marriage regulation that did not attack Islam.161 

For some Indonesian women, however, the conservative stance of the PPII was an 

eyesore. An association called Isteri Sedar (the conscious woman), publishing an organ called 

Sedar (Alert), loathed the culture of avoiding difficult subjects in the federation of women’s 

organisations. Established in 1930 and headed by Soewarni Djojoseputro, this secular 

organisation was of a more radical nature. It believed that the improvement of the position of all 

Indonesian women in society required a fierce and uncompromising stance, something a 
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federation like PPII could never have. Isteri Sedar stayed out of the PPII, but many of its ideas 

the in 1930s got support among other secular federation-members, while its uncompromising 

stance on for instance polygamy led to protest from Islamic women. It did not take long before 

Isteri Sedar developed into an association voicing clear nationalist political views, thereby 

drifting even further away from the Women’s Alliance and actively choosing to give up the 

socially accepted standard of women struggling mainly for social injustices and not interfering in 

politics. Isteri Sedar did not participate in politics as a political party itself, but it did encourage 

individual women to take part in political life and it actively supported nationalism; women 

should claim their place in society next to men and actively participate in the political nationalist 

struggle.162 After the establishment of Isteri Sedar some new secular organisations were formed 

in the 1930s, for instance ‘Isteri Indonesia’ (1932, headed by Maria Ulfah Santoso). This 

organisation entered the PPII, was neutral in religious matters and had clear ideas on divorce and 

polygamy. Indonesian unity and refraining from overt political activity, however, remained the 

norm in this organisation too; hence it tried to keep in mind the feelings of Muslim women in the 

federation.163 

Until 1942 several unofficial meetings and official congresses of the Women’s Alliance 

were held.164 On the 1935 congress in Jakarta the PPII was dissolved and the ‘Kongres 

Perempuan Indonesia’ (KPI, Congress of Indonesian Women) was formed, thereby emphasizing 

the increasingly nationalist Indonesian stance of many women’s organisations. Membership 

remained destined for higher and middle class women only, although attention was paid to the 

position of women of the poorer classes. Until 1942 only Isteri Sedar systematically criticised 

Dutch colonial policy; most women’s organisations focussed on social issues and supported 

other Indonesian organisations by taking an overtly nationalist stance.165 However, some 

incidents of Indonesian women actively participating in ‘political’ issues can be named;  on the 

congress of 1938 the right to vote first appeared on the agenda of the KPI as a reaction on the 

Dutch government wanting to accord Indonesian women the passive right of eligibility to certain 

offices, but refusing them the active right to vote. Already in 1935, some Indonesian women had 

requested that the government admitted an Indonesian woman to the People’s Council 

(Volksraad166), but it had instead appointed Cor Razoux Schultz-Metzer, a Dutch woman and 

                                                 
162 De inheemsche vrouwenbeweging in Nederlandsch- Indië, 23. 
163 Vreede-de Stuers, The Indonesian woman, 90-94. 
164 E.g. in 1930 in Surabaya, 1935 in Jakarta, 1938 in Bandung and in 1941 in Semarang. 
165 Wieringa, ‘The perfumed nightmare’, 263-264. 
166 The ‘Volksraad’ was established in 1916 and installed in 1918. It was an advisory body in the colony with 
limited legislative powers; it could always be overruled by the Governor General. Its sixty members were partly 
chosen by people with voting rights and were partly assigned by the Governor General himself. From 1931 the 
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member of the Indo-Europeesch Verbond-Vrouwen Organisatie which focussed first and 

foremost on social welfare and did not have a strong political signature concerning women’s 

rights. In 1938 again, the Dutch government refused all the proposed Indonesian candidates, who 

all were eminently qualified. When the government subsequently proposed to give the right to 

vote to Dutch women only, protests became even more fierce. On the eve of the Japanese 

occupation Indonesian women were finally accorded voting rights.167 

At each of the congresses held before the Japanese occupation, the Indonesian Women’s 

Federation moved further in a nationalist direction. Cooperation between secular and Islamic 

associations proved to be difficult in many instances, but notwithstanding KPI members tried to 

maintain friendly relationships with one another.168 

                                                                                                                                                             
council consisted of 30 Indonesians, 25 Europeans and 5 Foreign Orientals (Asians). Locher Scholten, Women and 
the colonial state, 153. 
167 Vreede-de Stuers, The Indonesian woman, 94-97. 
168 Blackburn, The First Indonesian women’s congress of 1928, 22. 
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Chapter 4. Indonesian women as agents with views of their own 

 
§4.1 The nature of the  women’s magazines under discussion  
 

From the 1930s onwards ideas on all-Indonesian unity and solidarity with Indonesians became 

more prominent in the Indonesian women’s movement. However, aspirations of women’s 

organisations to work together with each other and to maintain mutual friendly relationships 

could at times not cover up overt differences of opinion, especially between religious and secular 

organisations. In answering the question of what agency Indonesian women had in defining their 

own opinions on a rapidly changing society and their roles in it, one should thus keep in mind the 

differences among Indonesian women too. Ways of self representation are influenced by ways in 

which people perceive the world around them; therefore I’ve chosen to analyse the periodicals of 

three women’s associations with opposite ideological/religious views. Successively I will 

research Soeara Aisjijah (§4.1., the periodical of the Islamic women’s organisation Aisjijah), 

Sedar (§4.2., the periodical of the radical secular organisation Isteri Sedar) and Bale-warti 

Wanito Oetomo (§4.3., the periodical of the Javanese organisation Wanito Oetomo).169 I do not 

intend to give an overview of how all women (with different religious and ideological points of 

view) in the women’s movement perceived the world around them, because – if this would be 

possible at all – this research would be too extensive for this thesis. I’ve chosen to analyse these 

three magazines, because they make it possible to outline three different discourses that were 

part of the multifaceted world of the Indonesian women’s movement in general. By discussing 

views of women on different topics and by taking into account the pictorial material available in 

these magazines as well, I want to demonstrate how the authors of the magazines saw themselves 

and addressed their readers as participants in a rapidly changing colonial society. How did these 

magazines, representing different groups of Indonesian women, deal with subjects touching upon 

discussions on ‘what was modern/progress’? For instance education for women,  

polygamy/monogamy/marriage, views on local adat/ Indonesian customs/ ‘Indonesian’ 

modernity versus views on ‘Western’ customs/modernity and views on Western feminism. In 

other words what did ‘progress’ mean to these women? What did it mean for their views on 

                                                 
169 I’ve read and researched these Indonesian magazines myself, but I owe thanks to Abdul Wahid who has 
catalogued some volumes of the magazines I have reviewed on some of the subjects I was interested in for an 
internship he did with Henk Schulte Nordholt at the KITLV. His work has especially been of value for some articles 
in Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo written in Javanese (which I cannot read myself). Therefore (in the paragraphs about 
Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo) I have described in the references if the article was in Malay/Indonesian, Dutch or 
Javanese.  
I also owe special thanks to professor Henk Schulte Nordholt for bringing our two projects together. 
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society, on self and on other? What was their share in a broader discussion on ‘modernity’ and 

‘progress’? A selection of pictures from these magazines is available in the appendixes.170  

As Barbara Hatley and Susan Blackburn have convincingly demonstrated in their 

research on representations of women’s roles in the household in Indonesian women’s magazines 

and fiction, the majority of editors of the magazines – of women’s organisations – took their 

duties as wives, mothers and managers of the household very seriously. In the 1930s, 

prescriptions of the ‘modern women’ were prominent in discussions among the educated elite on 

modernity, progress and national identity. ‘Modern, progressive women were needed as wives 

and companions of modern men, as educators of a future generation and as contributors to 

society.’171 While Dutch women have been revealed as being ‘protectors of white morality’, 

Indonesian women in this sense could have been the ‘protectors of Indonesian morality or 

progressivity’ in educating the next generation, therewith indirectly attacking claims to ‘white 

morality’ supporting Dutch power claims. Hatley and Blackburn also conclude that in none of 

the magazines under analysis were women seen to be restricted to the realm of the household 

solely; to a greater or a lesser extent  all magazines emphasized women’s roles in politics and 

social activities. Thus, many of the magazines they have analysed, ‘were not  [solely AH] 

preoccupied with women’s role in the household. Insofar as they did cover that topic, they 

projected a desire to see women forming “modern” households, which appeared to be nuclear in 

composition.’172 Apparently being a ‘modern woman’ for the authors of these women’s 

magazines meant more than being active within the household; it also meant women should (to a 

greater or lesser extend) be active in public life. An exclusive focus on the roles of Indonesian 

women as ‘modern’ housewives and mothers does not sufficiently reflect Indonesian women’s 

roles in colonial society and the anti-colonial discourse.  

Especially Soeara Aisjijah and Sedar, also under review in this thesis, are revealed by 

Hatley and Blackburn as giving little attention to household matters and being more interested in, 

respectively, Islam and secular nationalism. This might be explained for Aisjijah in that this 

organisation was the women’s section of the reformist Islamic organisation Muhammadijah and 

                                                 
170 Not all the pictures discussed were taken up in the appendixes, because some issues were in a bad state and 
copies were not allowed and because some issues were on microfilm and its pictures were very unclear. The pictures 
available in the appendixes were copied at the KITLV in Leiden. 
171 Barbara Hatley and Susan Blackburn, ‘Representations of women’s roles in household and society in Indonesian 
women’s writing of the 1930s’ in: Juliette Koning, Marleen Nolteen, Janet Rodenburg and Ratna Saptari (eds.) 
Women and households in Indonesia. Cultural notions and social practices (Richmond 2000) 45-67, there 46. 
Hatley and Blackburn deal with magazines and fiction. The magazines under review are: Pedoman Istri, Isteri, 
Sedar, Soeara Aisjijah, Soeara Kaoem Iboe Soematera, Soeara Iboe and Keoetamaan Istri. Especially the priyayi 
journals Pedoman Istri and Keoetamaan Istri are revealed to say a lot about household matters and to project the 
ideal of a modern European household.  
172 Ibid, there 53-54. 
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for Isteri Sedar because it had liaisons nationalist organisations.173 At the least however, it 

signifies that the interests of many Indonesian women went beyond household matters; these 

women took part in discussions on their ‘modern’ roles in society. They were not passive and no 

‘victims of a ‘discourse’ created by Indonesian men; these women were important agents in 

discussions on the future of ‘Indonesians’ and the roles of women and men in this future. 

Therefore it is important to analyse what women of different backgrounds were interested in and 

how they addressed themselves and others.  

The three magazines under review here are all periodicals of women’s organisations and 

were edited and written by women. Their audience mainly consisted of members of Indonesian 

women’s organisations and their format was (largely) non-commercial. However, the magazines 

did carry advertisements and pictures therewith feeding certain ideals on how one should look 

and what one should buy. The nature of the information in the magazines under review was 

multifarious; sometimes statutes or notes of meetings of the organisations were published in it 

and it also happened that editors clarified the opinion of the organisation in a specific matter. 

However, the periodicals also featured journalistic reports of events and opinionated essays in 

which authors clarified their point of view on certain topics. The magazines thus also had 

didactic or instructive features. The journals under discussion claimed to reflect the ideas of 

more than one individual woman, or at least provide a framework in which the opinions of a 

certain community of readers should fit. Sometimes too short stories, poems  or songs were 

printed explaining a specific situation or problem. The volumes available to me stem from the 

early and late 1930s, when many anti-colonialist and nationalist organisations had come to full 

bloom.174  

All periodicals were published on a monthly basis, however often issues were joined in 

one publication, probably because there was too little copy for printing separate issues. 

Circulation of the magazines was most likely restricted to literate women of the higher and 

middle classes and therefore the number of readers of these magazines was probably small. For 

instance, of the first issue of Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo (which came out in 1934) 1500 copies 

were printed and in one issue of 1939 it was reported that the specific issue had been printed 800 

times. Because, in 1939, Wanito Oetomo had 225 members, the magazine thus seemed to have a 

broader readership than only its organisation members. It is uncertain what the number of copies 

                                                 
173 Ibid, there 50. 
174 Issues available to me for Soeara Aisjijah originate from the period between 1927 to 1942. More volumes are 
available in the KITLV from 1952 until 2008, but I restricted myself to the colonial period. Issues available for the 
other two magazines were: for Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo from 1936 until 1942 and for Sedar from 1930 until 1932.  
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of Soeara Aisjijah and Sedar were, however in 1939 Aisjijah was said to have 6,500 members.175 

Thus, this organisation had significantly more members than Wanito Oetomo. Compared to the 

total number of Indonesians at that time, the number of women reading these magazines seems to 

have been small. However, as Hatley and Blackburn point out, for women the role of the media 

might have been very significant, because (especially well-to do) women were often more 

restricted in their social contacts than men and thus the written word was of more importance in 

their communication. Benedict Anderson has also stressed the importance of the media in 

creating a sense of ‘belonging’ and ‘community’ amongst a group of people.176 Thus, the 

magazines offered women an opportunity to participate in the ‘public sphere’ as a place in which 

people could exchange ideas about subjects like ‘womanhood’, legal and cultural ‘citizenship’ 

and ‘government’ without necessarily contesting ideas about their place within the home (see 

§1.3). 

 

                                                 
175 Number of copies: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 5 no. 5 (May 1939) front page. Number of members: 
Poeradiredja, E., ‘Lezing van Mevr. E. Poeradiredja’, Maandblad van de Nederlandsch – Indische Vereeniging voor 
Vrouwenbelangen en Gelijk Staatsburgerschap vol. 10 no. 10 (1939).  
176 Hatley and Blackburn, ‘Representations of women’s roles in household’, there 46. 
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§4.2 Soeara Aisjijah: voicing Islamic ideas on women and ‘progress’ 

 

The first volume of Soeara Aisjijah (Aisjijah’s voice) appeared in 1927 and was written in 

Arabic script. But soon the authors switched to roman script and eventually its articles were 

written in the Malay (Indonesian, old spelling), thus enlarging its potential readership. In 

principle Soeara Aisjijah was to appear on a monthly basis and was to contain information about 

Islam that was especially of interest to women (‘isteri’/wives) or related to them. It brought 

forward a view that should support the development of Islamic women. Besides, the magazine 

also to contained general knowledge about the needs and developments of the organisation.177 

The magazine thus explicitly aimed at providing women with information and an ideal on how to 

be a Muslim woman.  

Subjects discussed in the magazine were Islam, developments in the organisation, ideas 

about western values and upbringing, women’s position in ‘adat’ and in Islam, polygamy and 

ideas on progress and the women’s movement. All these themes touch upon a wider discussion 

in the women’s movement on what ‘progress’ entailed.  

 

§4.2.1 Aisjijah’s moderate view on polygamy 

 

The subject of polygamy frequently caused friction between secular women’s organisations and 

Muslim women’s organisations. Secular organisations were opposed to polygamy and pleaded 

for marriage reform. While more moderate secular organisations considered it important that this 

reform took into account the feelings of Islamic women, more radical organisations (like Isteri 

Sedar) were convinced that any form of polygamy should be forbidden. Muslim organisations 

like Aisjijah, on the other hand attacked its excrescences but also defended polygamy as an 

institution tolerated by the Qur’an. Noteworthy in this respect is the 1928 women’s congress. 

Here emotions ran on high when Siti Moedjijah of Aisjijah defended the Islamic marriage law 

and the delegates of the secular Poetri Indonesia and the catholic Wanito Katholiek attacked her 

opinion in a heated debate.178 Although in the end, many women’s organisations thought unity 

within the women’s movement was more important, polygamy remained a subject on which the 

women’s movement as a whole was heavily divided throughout the colonial period. 

Exemplary for Aisjijahs’ opinion on polygamy is a speech held at a 1932 Aisjijah 

congress in Bukittinggi (central Sumatra). In this speech a woman defended polygamy by 

                                                 
177 Soeara Aisjijah, vol.1 no.1 (1927). 
178 Blackburn, The first Indonesian women’s congress of 1928, 15. 
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making a parallel between polygamy in Islam and official monogamy in Western society. 

Official monogamy in ‘Western society’ was mentioned as causing the existence of illicit 

relationships and prostitution; situations that were very unfavourable for women. Following this 

argumentative line polygamy offered women a better economical situation and was also a 

satisfactory solution for societies with a surplus of women. 179 Furthermore, in 1929 Soeara 

Aisjijah published a speech made by Sitti Hajinah (secretary of the board of Aisjijah) at the 

opening of the 1929 Moehammadijah congress in Solo. In this speech, called ‘Nasib Perempoean 

Hindia Timoer’ (The fate of women in the East Indies) it was stated that the good aim of 

polygamy in Islam to preserve women’s dignity was abused and turned around to denigrate Islam 

and insult (Islamic) women.180 This speech probably is a reaction to secular attacks on polygamy 

by other women’s organisations. By stressing polygamy was actually meant to protect women’s 

dignity, this speech counters secular attacks on the practice declaring it ‘humiliating’ to women. 

Contrary to secular organisations, Aisjijah seemed to consider polygamy a necessary evil that 

offered a good and pragmatic solution for protecting women’s dignity against male sexual abuse. 

By stating that polygamy in the Indies was a better solution for problems than official 

monogamy in the West (which fostered prostitution and illicit relationships), Aisjijah women 

countered ideas of monogamy being more enlightened or ‘modern’.  

 

§4.2.2 Western values and upbringing 

 

In several issues of Soeara Aisjijah women are critical of western values and habits. According 

to the authors, women should be careful in adopting certain ‘western’ practices. First of all, the 

dress style of Western women is heavily criticised. A 1927 anonymous article describes how 

Western women, still wearing more conventional clothes ten years before, were increasingly 

wearing clothes only covering women’s private parts from the upper part of the torso to the knee. 

Shoulder, neck and arms were not considered to need covering. And thus, the author asked 

herself, which parts of the body were allowed to be left uncovered tomorrow? Because of this 

danger Aisjijah women should attempt to cover up the parts of the body that should be covered 

up.181 Besides western clothes, the habit of wearing make-up signalled in magazines from 

‘outside’ is disapproved of since it was not considered allowed to change God’s creation.182 On 

the other hand, as a reaction to women in Solo that walk around with heads ‘eating dust and 
                                                 
179 Vreede-de Stuers, The Indonesian woman, 106-107. 
180 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 3, no. 8-12 (January – May (congress issue) 1929) ‘Nasib Perempoean Hindia Timoer’.  
181 Soeara Aisjijah, vol. 1 no. 4 (1927) ‘Koedoeng Oetawi Machromah Kawontenan’. 
182 Soeara Aisjijah, vol 16 no. 11 (November 1941)  ‘Memakai tjemara dan disekitar mempertjantik diri’. 
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bathing in the sun’, it is stated that men should help women to follow the obligation of Allah to 

wear a veil (also covering the neck).183 

Other western values that were critiqued were ‘vrije omgang’ (free companionship), 

dancing and extensive vacations. For instance, a letter reporting on the improvement of the 

situation in Gorontalo states that women in this area have opened their hearts, follow the right 

road now, have changed their (western) clothes, have discarded dancing and take less 

vacation.184 ‘Penyakit dansen’ (the disease of dancing) is described as an illness not only 

damaging the body, but also destructing a persons morals.185 It is explained as ‘not only a 

pleasure of Western people that is imitated by Eastern people’, but also as a danger within 

Islamic society ‘hampering progress in a true Islamic way’. 186 For instance one article laments 

how women in Pontianak took of their veil and went to the movies or a dancing.187 And in 1941 

Soeara Aisijah published a letter to the train and tram workers union (Persatoean Pegawai Spoor 

dan Tram) protesting against a wrestling (or tug-of-war?) competition with women organised by 

them.188 

However disapproval also hit western ways of parenting and education. A speech called 

‘Aisjijahs viewpoint 1928’ expresses its disapproval of the development of mixed organisations 

by European and Indonesian women’s organisations in which boys and girls associate with each 

other, for instance scouting and cycling associations. The lecturer expresses to be upset ‘didalam 

pendidikan tjara Eropa, jang tidak benar’ (about the European way of upbringing, which is not 

correct).189  

In multiple ways the life of a devoted Islamic young woman is described of being full of 

challenges concerning western habits and values. A short story in Soeara Aisjijah about a devout 

religious girl named Dewi Maryam illustrates this. In the story a girl called Dewi Maryam is 

asked to come home by her aunt because of two urgent issues. One of these issues concerns her 

sister Ning Siah, who had gone astray from the right Islamic moral; especially after she went to a 

Dutch MULO school. She is described as ignoring her religion, not performing the obligated five 

prayers a day and changing her  veil for a ‘baboska’.190 The story explains that she had changed 

                                                 
183 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 3 no. 8-12 (Congress issue January-May 1929) ‘Pemandangan dan perasaan’.  
184 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 7 no. 12 (December 1932) ‘Dari Gorontalo’. 
185 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 5, no 5 (October 1930) ‘Berdirinja tjabang Moehammadijah bahagian ‘Aisjijah di 
Gorontalo’. 
186 Ibid. 
187 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 7, no 12 (1932) ‘Perempoean di Pontianak’. 
188 Soeara Aisjijah vol 16 no 8. (August 1941) ‘Adoe-Goelet’. 
189 Soeara Aisjijah vol.3, no. 8-12 (Congress issue January-May 1929) ‘Pemandangan ‘Aisjijah 1928’.  
190 I’ve tried to figure out what ‘baboska’ might mean. I concluded it might come from the Russian ‘baboesjka’, 
puppets picturing an old woman with a sjawl tied around her neck. In the story the sister of the main character 
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her traditional Javanese clothes for a western knee-long dress, freely associated with both women 

and men and barely came home anymore. It was this bad situation that had made Maryam’s 

father ill and eventually die. This story thus describes how an Islamic girl had gone astray 

because of a western education and getting into contact with western values. It also emphasizes 

the perseverance a young Muslim girl needs to stay on the right track: during her travel Maryam 

met two young women in Western clothing who were mocking her and were calling her a ghost 

because of her veil and her white clothes.191  

 Aisjijah’s critique on western schooling thus was mainly about issues like ‘vrije omgang’ 

and contact with Western values corrupting ones abidance to Islamic prescriptions. This did not 

mean women should be denied any education: many voices in its magazine emphasized the 

importance of education and obtaining knowledge for the Muslim girl. One article stated that 

‘kemadjoean’ (progress) was not complete as long as women stayed ignorant; women were said 

to have equal right to education, because only educated women could develop a ‘bangsa jang 

baik dan terpeladjar’ (good and educated nation/people).192  

 

§4.2.3 The position of women in adat and Islam 

 

Beside being critical of ‘western values’ Soeara Aisjijah emphasizes that Islamic women should 

also be critical of local adat/customs. The magazine depicts women in traditional adat as 

powerless and as merely slaves in the household; these women did not have the right to speak or 

voice opinions (if women did so, they were not to be trusted/believed) and also they were not 

allowed the right to obtain knowledge or to learn to write (because it would give them power and 

make it possible for them to write letters to men).193 Many articles in Soeara Aisjijah thus 

emphasize the good influence of Islam on the position of women as compared to the position 

women have according to local customs (adat).  

Already in a 1927 article of the magazine the allegation in newspapers that Islam lowers 

the position of women and does not allow them the freedom to find knowledge, is denied. It is 

argued that these kinds of statements are often made by people who want to defame Islam; 

enlightened people or people prepared to think for themselves, according to this article, would 

surely come to a different conclusion. It is claimed that Islam compared to adat (traditional 

                                                                                                                                                             
changes her veil for a ‘baboska’. The title, which means something like ‘ripping the baboska’ makes sense in this 
meaning, because the main character is called home to help her sister on the right path of Islam again.  
191 Soeara Aisjijah, vol. 16 no 11 (November 1941) ‘Merobek Baboska’. 
192 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 7 no 12 (December 1932) and Soeara Aisjijah vol. 16 no.8 (August 1941). 
193 Soeara Aisjijah, vol. 3, no 8-12 (Congress Issue January-May 1929) ‘Nasib Perempoean Hindia Timur’ 
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customs) in many respects has elevated women’s position in society. By stating that the Prophet 

Muhammad has said that men should treat their women in a good way, it is made clear that the 

Islamic religious rules do not lower the position of women, but are meant to improve it. Islam is 

perceived as alleviating women’s dignity by protecting them against pre-Islamic male abuses. 194 

Also, Islam is perceived as the road to progress for ‘backward’ people still only living with adat, 

like in the area of Cilacap (Central Java).195 Women living in the Outer Islands of Indonesia are 

described as living in the dark and being ignorant, while Islamic women are seen as 

‘enlightened’. Islam thus clearly comes to the fore as more progressive and modern compared to 

adat (traditional customs). 

 

§4.2.4 Imagining the ideal Aisjijah woman  

 

Aisjijah women were thus advised to be critical of both western values and traditional customs. 

As an organisation Aisjijah clearly aimed at creating a ‘modern’ identity for itself, matching its 

Islamic signature. In doing this it also looked for international equivalents or sources of 

inspiration. For instance in 1932 Soeara Aisjijah reports on Egyptian women’s organisations in 

Mesir, like the women’s organisation of the political nationalist organisation ‘Wafd’ and an 

organisation active in social activities like establishing schools, hospitals and so forth.196 

What roles were Aisjijah women supported to fulfil? A 1941 article in Soeara Aisjijah 

emphasizes that a woman’s core task was that of manager of the household: the woman was 

‘ratoe dan pemimpin roemah tangga’197  (queen and leader of the household), responsible for its 

cleanliness. Young women should however also pursue scientific knowledge, while not 

forgetting to learn the skill of cooking. In this way, the author states,  young women in the future 

could devote themselves to both society and their religion.198 Education thus seems to have been 

more a practical than a strategic gender interest for the authors of the magazine. These 

expressions confirm the conclusions of Hatley and Blackburn that were mentioned earlier;  

ideally, Aisjijah women were very serious about their tasks as ‘pemegang roemah tangga’ 

(managers of the household), while feeling they had the right to obtain knowledge and that their 

responsibilities were also beyond the household. These responsibilities mainly seemed to apply 

                                                 
194 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 1, no.4 (1927) and Soeara Aisjijah vol. 7, no. 12 (December 1932) ‘Dapatkah Islam 
mendjoendjoen deradjat kaoem poetri?’ 
195 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 1 no. 4 (1927). 
196 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 7, no 12 (December 1932) ‘Perhimpoenan isteri di Mesir’.  
197 Soeara Aisjijah, vol. 16, no 11 (November 1941) ‘Kaoem poetri pemegang roemah tangga’. 
198  Ibid. 
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to society and religion (e.g. women being active as teachers or in social work) and less to 

politics. 

 That Aisjijah women felt very strongly about being permitted to voice their opinion in the 

public sphere is not only shown with its magazine, but it is also expressed by the publication of a 

letter to the editors of Soeara Aisjijah in November 1941. The author of this letter lamented the 

fact that the Aisjijah leaders had no voice in the last Muhammadijah – Aisjijah congress and 

challenged the leaders to be more brave in speaking up at the upcoming 30th congress. In a 

reaction the Aisjijah editors stated that its deputies surely had the courage to put forward their 

opinion, but that on the earlier congress Aisjijah members were behind a curtain (to be secluded 

from the men of Muhammadijah). Therefore it was stated that the chairman should always ask 

the opinion from the side of women in advance. However, it was promised that during the next 

congress Aisjijah would participate more actively in the debate.199 Aisjijah women were thus 

very serious in having and claiming their right to have a voice of their own and to be allowed to 

speak for themselves. 

 Images may be even more revealing in analysing what the ideal Aisjijah woman should 

look like. When investigating the pictures in magazines of Aisjijah, what is immediately striking 

about some photographs of important ‘Aisjijah women’ that the women in all pictures wear a 

veil covering the hair and neck but exposing the face. While in other countries the veil was taken 

off in acts of protests, in colonial Indonesia wearing the veil was not common among Muslims. 

The veil-wearing represented in pictures immediately makes clear Aisjijah’s and 

Muhammadijah’s opinion on Islam, namely that it should be freed from local adat customs in 

order to allow the Indonesian Muslim to adapt to the ‘modern’ world.200 The veil thus signified a 

distinct view on Islam and the ‘modern’, however the practice of veil-wearing also had another 

effect in photographs; the act of veil-wearing by these women also made it possible that they 

were immediately identified by the reader as Muslim Aisjijah women. The magazines that were 

available to me only featured photographs of prominent women, for instance local leaders of 

Aisjijah, and groups of women. Also a couple photographs were taken of women at Aisjijah 

meetings or women active in local social activities of Aisjijah and Muhammadijah, like schools, 

but these are very unclear. 

On the last pages of each Soeara Aisjijah there was often room for advertisements 

promoting various products. Two significant advertisements described below are adopted in 

appendix 3. Striking in these advertisements is that they put emphasis on both ‘modernity’ (or 

                                                 
199 Soeara Aisjijah vol. 16 no 11 (November 1941). 
200 Vreede-de Stuers, The Indonesian woman, 65. 
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aspects perceived as such), Islam and specific Indonesian elements or products. ‘Modern’ seems 

to be moulded in a very specific form. For instance a 1941 issue contains an advertisement for a 

‘koedoeng’ (veil) shop called ‘Fa. Astina & Co’. The advertisements pictures two girls and a 

sales girl behind the counter in a big shop with a blinking white-tiled floor. The two girls wear 

batik (traditional Indonesian) clothes with bright flower motives, high heeled shoes and a short 

veil.201 This advertisement pictures an ideal dress code for the young Muslim girl. It explicitly 

connects the Indonesian (batik clothes) and Islam (veils) to ‘contemporary’ aspects perceived as 

‘new’ or ‘modern’ (the interior of the shop is characterized by clean tiled floors and the girls 

wear shoes with high heels). The advertisement thus wants to generate desire for its product by 

creating an idea on how a Muslim girl could be ‘modern’ in terms of appearances without 

loosing her identity. This is also reflected in another advertisement picturing a woman wearing a 

‘veil’ around her head with bright flower/batik prints on it. Implicitly these advertisement might 

pose an alternative for other ideas on how to be ‘modern’ in the sense of fashion, fitting less well 

in an Islamic framework.  

The importance of Islam for Aisjijah also features in an advertisement promoting a book 

called ‘Menninggalkan Agama Kristen’ (Leaving the Christian religion).202 An advertisement for 

a recently published book called ‘dalam gelombang perkawinan’ (about marriage) praises it as a 

‘modern, fabulous and exciting book which caused a stir in the world of the Indonesian women’s 

movement’. Clearly, even though some aspects of ‘modernity’ were seen as very negative and 

harmful, the term ‘modern’ here still has a positive meaning.203 Various other advertisements 

promoted golden jewellery, one of them featuring a laughing (unveiled) woman with a traditional 

Indonesian hairstyle and a man wearing an Indonesian ‘topi’ (Indonesian headgear, see appendix 

3). Finally. advertisements were available promoting batik cloth (traditional Indonesian cloth) 

and medicinal tea. Also a 1941 Aisjijah issue promoted  a Dutch language course with the slogan 

‘oentoek kaoem iboe’ (for every woman); its publication indicates that the magazine probably 

had a positive opinion on the importance of Dutch mastery for Indonesian women.204 Although 

nationalism had come to full bloom, some Aisjijah women might still considered it useful to 

learn the Dutch language. This might indicate that western education was not so much attacked 

because of the skills taught there, but more because of the western values one came into contact 

with. Contact with western values also plays an important role in the story about Dewi Maryam 

in §4.2.2.  
                                                 
201 Soeara Aisjijah, vol. 16, no. 8 (August 1941). 
202 Soeara Aisjijah’, Vol. 7, no.12 (December 1932). 
203 Soeara Aisjijah, Vol. 16, no. 8 (August 1941). 
204 Soeara Aisjijah, Vol. 16, no. 8 (August 1941). 
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Although an advertisement of an Indonesian woman without a veil, but wearing 

traditional clothes, is available, it might not have been very likely that many advertisements 

featuring European women (especially women promoting beauty products) or ‘European 

situations’ were adopted in the magazine. The 

advertisements rather seemed to aim for a connection 

between ‘the modern’ and Islam and for developing its 

own Islamic discourse on what was really progressive 

and what was not. Interesting in this respect is a drawing 

on the front cover of a Aisjijah issue from 1932.205 The 

drawing (made by an author calling herself or himself 

‘Siraad’206) features a young woman and two children, a 

boy and a girl. They are reading a book or magazine 

together and it seems as if the young woman is 

instructing her children how to read. The father is not 

present in the picture, therewith stressing the role of the 

young woman in educating her children. The young 

mother in the picture is wearing a veil covering the hair 

and neck, a long-sleeved kebaya (blouse) and a kain (long skirt/cloth) with a parang – knife 

patterned – batik motive (originally reserved for the sultan’s royal family in Central Java) and 

high-heeled shoes. Her shoes – a luxury item in the Indies at that time –  and the batik pattern 

might indicate that the woman in the picture came from the higher classes of society.  It seems 

she is wearing the same Indonesian modern ‘Muslim’ clothing mentioned earlier and pictures the 

‘ideal Muslim woman’. The young girl is barefooted but otherwise she is wearing the same 

clothing as her mother; her kain has a kawung pattern (flower/circular pattern, also used in the 

royal courts of Java). The little boy wears a long shirt and his hair is cut. The room in which they 

sit is tiled and clean. It seems as if this picture wants to represent the modern high and middle-

classed Aisjijah woman of the 1930s, having an appropriate appearance made up from different 

elements (an Islamic veil, Javanese dress and ‘modern’ high-heeled shoes) and caring for her 

children. Also, the presence of two children might stress the ideal of a harmonious nuclear 
                                                 
205 Soeara Aisjijah, Vol. 7, no. 12 (August 1932). 
206 I’ve tried to figure out who this might have been, but I have no clue. It could be a normal name or a pen-name 
(maybe coming from the Dutch word ‘sieraad’ – jewel/ornament – or the Arab word ‘siraad’ which means ‘will be’).  
I did find out that a variant of this drawing also featured on a 1952 issue (October/ November) of Soeara Aisjijah. 
The front cover of this issue is exactly the same, apart from a baby playing with a ball on the ground. Also the 
background is different, picturing a typical ‘Indonesian’ scene with a palm tree, a mountain or volcano and a man 
with a straw hat plowing the land with two buffaloes. This  picture thus combines ‘Islamic’ and ‘Indonesian’ 
elements even more than the cover described in this thesis.  
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family, while the clean and tiled floor represents what the ‘modern’ household of the 1930s 

should look like.  

 

§4.2.5 Conclusions 

 

From the late 1920s until the early 1940s Soeara Aisjijah represented the voice of middle-class 

and elite Islamic women. The editors of the magazine developed their own ideas about ‘progress’ 

and ‘modernity’ and presented Islam as a ‘progressive’ alternative to both ‘western values’ and 

‘adat’ (customs) which were conceived as violating Islamic religious rules and women’s dignity. 

By means of criticising the position of women in adat as unjustly unequal, and through rejecting 

western customs like ‘vrije omgang’ (free intercourse with the other gender) and western clothes 

as denigrating to women, the editors of Soeara Aisjijah offered its readership a mirror image of 

the ‘ideal woman’ going with the modern times, but not forsaking Islamic religion and befitting 

the ‘Eastern character’. This ‘ideal woman’ was pious and educated; she was a diligent manager 

of  a modern household (in which hygiene and cleanliness were important) and a caring mother 

of a new educated and progressive generation. But she was also involved in society, opinionated 

and strongly passionate about her modern Islamic lifestyle. Being ‘modern’ did not mean 

adopting all that came from the west or from tradition, the ‘ideal woman’ was critical of adopting 

foreign and traditional habits and always asked herself whether it really meant ‘progress’. The 

woman wearing a veil, Javanese dress and high heels on the front of one issue of Soeara Aisjijah 

is illustrative for this point of view. The subject of polygamy posed a problem to Islamic women, 

of course they too saw the atrocities often coexisting with this practice; however, they did not 

conclude that as a matter of principle the practice should be abandoned because it was something 

barbaric conflicting with ‘progress’. Put in contrast with practices like prostitution and 

extramarital affairs as a ‘western’ degradation of female dignity, they defended polygamy as a 

practical solution that, at the least, was more successful in protecting a woman’s dignity than 

other ‘solutions’ like prostitution and illicit relationships in ‘the’ west. 
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§4.3 Sedar: radical secular ideas on ‘the modern’ Indonesian woman 

 

Sedar was the magazine of the earlier mentioned secular radical organisation Isteri Sedar 

(‘Conscious Woman’), which was established in 1930 and headed by Soewarni Pringgodigdo-

Djojoseputro. The magazine was mainly an outlet for the ideas of the leaders of the organisation 

and published every month, although sometimes joint issues were published. The magazine was 

less commercial in its outlook than Soeara Aisjijah and only contained advertisements for 

nationalist organisations and nationalist magazines. The conclusions drawn in this paragraph are 

mainly applicable to the early 1930s, a period in which (after the Youth Oath in 1928, see 

appendix) many organisations increasingly began to develop a more nationalist outlook.207 Isteri 

Sedar and its magazines took a part in this development. A 1930 issue described the basis of 

Isteri Sedar as nationalistic in outlook, believing in its own abilities and strengths, democratic 

(not discriminating in rank and so forth) and not leaning on a religion of any kind.208 After the 

first ‘Istri Sedar’ congress from June 4th to June 7th 1931 the organisation published its statutes in 

the magazine. Its aim was stated as follows: 

 

‘Mentjapai persamaan hak dan kedoedoekan antara perempoean dan lelaki dalam pergaoelan hidoep 

oemoem di Indonesia, berhoeboeng dengan kemadjoean sedjati dari Bangsa Indonesia’209 (translation: 

Achieving equal rights and position between women and men in public life in Indonesia, connected to 

real progress of the Indonesian nation’). 

 

Isteri Sedar thus explicitly stated to be in favour of equal rights of men and women; in the private 

sphere and in public life. In a practical sense this meant that the organisation aimed at training 

and stimulating women to care for themselves, to be independent, to have an outdoor job or to be 

active in public life. It therefore provided women with education (based on nationalism, safety, 

freedom and love) and courses, but also wanted to combat social conditions lowering women’s 

position and dignity (differences in wages between men and women, illiteracy, polygamy, forced 

marriage and child marriage were explicitly mentioned).210 Thus, for Isteri Sedar education and 

courses were strategic gender interests; they were not only meant to better women’s capacities as 

                                                 
207 In the KITLV library issues were available for the years 1930, 1931 and 1932. 
208 Sedar vol. 1 no. 4 (November 1930) ‘Anggaran Dasar dan Anggaran Tetangga dari perhimpoenan “Isteri Sedar”’. 
209 Sedar vol. 2 no.1 ‘rusak’ only partly available (1931) ‘Anggaran Dasar dan Anggaran Tetangga dari 
Perhimpoenan “Istri Sedar” jang telah ditetapkan oleh congres pertama pada tg. 4 – 7 Juni 1931’.  
210 Sedar vol. 1 no. 4 (November 1930) ‘Anggaran Dasar dan Anggaran Tetangga dari perhimpoenan “Isteri Sedar”’ 
and Sedar vol. 2 no.1 ‘rusak’ only partly available (1931) ‘Anggaran Dasar dan Anggaran Tetangga dari 
Perhimpoenan “Istri Sedar” jang telah ditetapkan oleh congres pertama pada tg. 4 – 7 Juni 1931’. 
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mothers and wives, but also to change their position and roles in society. Although the 

organisation did not engage in politics itself, it did express the hope that its female members 

would be called to become a member of a political party fitting the beliefs of Isteri Sedar (secular 

nationalist).211 Thus Sedar provided its readership with an ‘ideal woman’ whose activities were 

not restricted to the private realm only; this woman should also engage herself with activities in 

the public realm, including politics. 

 

§4.3.1  Polygamy and child-marriage as attacking values of humanity 

 

Articles in Sedar display an overtly critical opinion on the practice of polygamy. It was rejected 

as ‘merendahkan deradjatnja kaoem perempoean dan sama sekali tidak berdasar kemanoesiaan’ 

(lowering the position of women and in no way based on humanity).212 In no uncertain terms one 

author declared that nationalist men who truly wanted to bring progress to the country should 

feel shame for the practice of polygamy, that was contrary to humanity and justice; women and 

men should be on the same level. 213 The author of an article called ‘Korban Permadoean’ 

(polygamy victims) voiced the hope of Isteri Sedar that all Indonesian women would become 

selfconscious and able to defend themselves against persuasive men that lacked any idea of 

human dignity.214  Education was brought forward as one solution to the problem of polygamy, 

because it could turn around women’s ignorance and passiveness and stimulate them to improve 

their fate.215 After all, women that had not yet received a proper education would in their 

ignorance accept polygamy without knowing what it meant to become a co-wife; this woman 

would think that only by consenting to a polygamous marriage she would be assured of a 

living.216 The life of a co-wife was described as miserable and self-destructive; she would always 

have to share the love of her husband and therefore live a life of suspicion and jealousy 

concerning the other wives. If her husband would finally agree to divorce, she would be 

destroyed by the bad feelings in her heart and discarded from society as a dishonourable 

woman.217 

Sedar not only renounced polygamy as degrading to women’s dignity and as a violation 

of the values of humanity in general, but also as destroying the nation (‘bangsa’) and the 

                                                 
211 Sedar vol. 2 no. 1 (1931) ‘Isteri Sedar dan Politik’ 
212 Sedar vol. 1 no 4 (November 1930) ‘Pembrantasan Polygamy (memadoe)’ (i.e. ‘Eradicating polygamy’). 
213  Ibid. 
214 Sedar vol 2. no.  2 (September – October 1931) ‘Korban pemadoean (polijgamie)’.  
215 Sedar vol. 2 no 9-10 (April-May 1931) ‘Nasibnja kaoem perempoean Indonesia’. 
216 Sedar vol 2. no.  2 (September – October 1931) ‘Korban pemadoean (polijgamie)’. 
217  Ibid. 
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fatherland (‘tanah air’). Women that were expected to be the mothers of a new generation, 

actually degraded it if they entered a polygamous marriage; polygamy was described as to cause 

harm and disease to women, their children and therefore to society as a whole. 218 Because of this 

polygamy should, in the eyes of Isteri Sedar, be abolished and forbidden by the colonial 

government. Sedar also claimed to be in favour of proposals for raising the marriageable age for 

women to nineteenth year and for amending divorce laws in favour of women and their custody 

rights, following countries like Europe and America.219 

   

§4.3.2 Education and women’s position in society 
 
Sedar reflects a longing for women and men to have equal positions in society and for an 

education reflecting this. The opinion of Isteri Sedar on education is clearly visible  in a 1930 

issue of its magazine, in which the differences between education provided for boys and girls are 

deplored; according to the article boys are educated to be masters of women and to feel superior 

and worth more than women. Girls however ‘sampai dihari sekarang hidupnja ta’ mempoenyai 

isi’ (up until this day live their lives without content); the girl is not educated to broaden her 

knowledge so that she can become a true woman (‘iboe jang sedjati’): a mother of the nation that 

educates and raises its people. On the contrary, girls are raised as tapeworms sucking on other 

people (‘tjatjing pita jang mengisap pada orang lain’). According to Sedar, girls were educated 

only to believe in men while accepting their own stupidity and narrow-mindedness.220 Women’s 

desire for freedom is thus seen as  hampered by adat (customs); in opposition to this, the ideas of 

Isteri Sedar are said to rely on a completely new era in need of courageous, firm and honest 

women. 221 

 Because of this situation for Isteri Sedar it was important that education for girls was 

based on the idea of equality between men and women and of women and men having the same 

rights and obligations. More concrete: education for girls should make them aware of their own 

worth/dignity as women, emphasize freedom, wisdom and righteousness and womanhood 

(namely: loyalty and patience, love for the family, the nation and people in general).222 Sedar 

thus had clear ideas about education for girls and the position of women, but in practice it 

admitted that many difficulties were encountered in encouraging women to find freedom and 

                                                 
218  Ibid. 
219 Sedar vol. 1 no 4 (November 1930) ‘Soerat dari India’. 
220 Sedar vol. 1 no. 3 (October 1930) ‘Isteri Sedar terhadap kepada soal pendidikan’. 
221 Ibid. 
222 Sedar vol. 1 no 9-10 (April-May 1931) ‘Pendidikan Oentoek Poetri-poetri Indonesia jang Diichtiarkan Oleh Isteri 
Sedar’ (Written by Soewarni Pringgodigdo, chairwoman of Isteri Sedar). 
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dignity, because many of them did not acknowledge that they were ignorant and enslaved.223  

These women did not want to free themselves from adat (custom) and the values of womanhood 

it implied. According to Sedar, the traditional woman was supposed to be patient, obedient, 

degrading her own abilities, dependent of men and devoted to her family and having no requests 

in return.224The ideal ‘conscious woman’ however was ‘courageous, independent and believed in 

her own strengths’. This woman no longer claimed that her position was her fate as a woman, but 

was an agent in the betterment of her position, as the following part of a poem illustrates: 
 

Maka sekarang moelai terboeka    It is now starting to open up 
Hati dan pikiran kita     Our hearts and minds 
Moelai berpikir, moelai merasa    Beginning to think, starting to feel 
Kebodohan diri      Our ignorance  
Dan tidak berkata:     And no longer says 
“ini sudah nasib kami”     It is our fate 
(…) 
hai kaoem istri      O, women 
Itoe boekan takdir kita!     It is not our fate! 
Tempat kita jang sebenarnja    Our view is true 
Iahlah sebagai iboe dan kawan    [We] are as mother and friend 
Sebagai pahlawan     As a hero 
Dari kaoem laki-laki kita     Of our men 
Kita ‘ni semoea sama     We are all as one 
Sedarlah kamoe, pertjajalah,     Awaken yourself, believe 
Kepada kekoeatan diri     in your own strength 
(…) 
Tempatmoe itoe disebelah     Your place is next to 
Kaoem laki-laki225     men226 
 
 
The same emphasis on women’s strength or agency to better their own position and of the nation 

as a whole can also be traced back in the official anthem of Isteri Sedar (see appendix 2) What 

did this position of women as agents in developing their position mean for the position that Sedar 

(Conscious) women had in the family and in public life? By stimulating women to become active 

in politics Isteri Sedar has already been shown to be in favour of women’s agency in public life. 

Also, Isteri Sedar was in favour of women working outdoor. On the 1930 guest congress of the 

movement this stance led to a discussion with an Aisjijah member disagreeing with women 

working outdoor, particularly for factories were many men worked; why then did God make 

women’s bodies flabby and male bodies strong? (‘oleh karena itu Toehan telah membikin badan 

perempoean lembek dan lelaki tegoeh’). In an answer one delegate of Isteri Sedar said that not 

marriage was a goal, but unity based on friendship and love; therefore women should be 
                                                 
223 Sedar vol. 2 no. 9-10 (April – May 1931) ‘Congres kita yang pertama’.  
224 Sedar vol. 1 no. 6 (January 1931) ‘Apa sebabnja kita haroes pertjaja pada kekoeatan diri sendiri’, Sedar vol. 2 no 
11-12 (June-July 1931) ‘Iboe’ (poem) and Sedar vol. 1 no. 3 (October 1930) Isteri Sedar (poem). 
225 Sedar vol. 2 no. 9-10 (April-May 1931) ‘Nasib Kita’. 
226 My own translation. 
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independent. Also it was stated that even if women were physically weaker, this did not mean 

women could not work in factories.227 

What did this mean for women’s roles in the family? As one article stated, women 

‘should not only ask for their rights, but should also meet their obligations; whether in a small 

circle (the family) or in a bigger circle (social life)’228 Conscious women had opened their eyes 

for the concerns of society, but were also aware of the importance of the family and of raising 

children; the true woman (‘iboe jang sedjati’) in the ideals of Isteri Sedar was able to embrace 

both realms.229 Together husband and wife were seen to form a unity. The mother should raise 

her children with care and love and set a good example in behaviour and speech. Both boys and 

girls should receive a modern education. If present, women were also said to have the obligation 

to advice and keep an eye on the behaviour of her servants inside and outside the house, 

especially because often they were still young and ignorant. Also, they should be given a 

position consistent with human dignity and should be regarded not only as machines but as 

members of the household. 230  Thus, ideally the ‘conscious woman’ combined her activities in 

the private sphere and the public sphere. For Isteri Sedar education was not only a practical 

gender interest – enabling women to become better mothers – but also a strategic gender interest 

that raised girls to become independent and confident women active in public life. 

 

§4.3.3  Progress, nationalism and the women’s movement.  

 
In the historiography on the Indonesian women’s movement Isteri Sedar has been described as a 

movement taking an uncompromising stance. Other than many other women’s movement it did 

not participate in the PPII (Alliance of Indonesian women’s organisations), because it was not 

prepared to give up its ideals for the sake of unity. The PPII was criticised by Isteri Sedar for 

focussing too little on the degraded position of women beyond domestics and the household, 

while the PPII board in its own turn dismissed the program of Isteri Sedar as too theoretical and 

not allowing for practical solutions.231  It is therefore not surprising that the movement heavily 

critiqued other Indonesian women’s organisations as being nothing more than elite-gatherings 

focussing on domestic skills like cooking and weaving. The organisations were stereotyped as 

                                                 
227 Sedar vol. 2 no 11-12 (June – July 1931) ‘Rapat besar dari perhimpoenan Isteri Sedar pada hari Minggoe, tanggal 
2 November ’30.’ 
228 Sedar vol. 2 no. 11-12  (June – July 1931) ‘Pekerdjaan dan tempat kedoedoekan perempoean didalam isi roemah 
(gezin)’. 
229 Ibid. 
230 Ibid. 
231 Sedar vol. 2 no. 6 (January 1931) ‘Faedahnja dasar’ and Sedar vol. 1 no 6 (January 1931) ‘Soerat kiriman dari 
PPII’. 
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being too narrow-minded and organising very little activities that helped empowering women 

and improving their low status.232 However, it also distinguished itself as different from the 

women’s organisations in Europe, Turkey and America, because Isteri Sedar had to deal with the 

matter of nationalism (and being colonised). Contrary to European feminism, it claimed to be not 

only about women’s rights, but also about the obligations of women to their family and their 

country.  

 Although Isteri Sedar refrained from merging with other women’s organisations in a 

federation, it did explicitly describe the nationalist struggle as a group task in which colonized 

men and women should harmoniously collaborate. In the subordination of its people, Indonesians 

(men and women) were perceived as having one goal. As can also be read in its anthem (see 

appendix 2) Isteri Sedar took an overtly nationalistic stance. The Indonesian woman too, should 

not forsake her role in the anti-colonial struggle. To illustrate the (political) roles women could 

play in this struggle, the magazine, interestingly refers to two role-models from European 

history, namely Kenau Simonsdochter Hasselaer (known for her ferocious resistance in 

defending the Dutch city Haarlem in the Eighty Years War, 1568-1648) and Jeanne d’Arc (the 

national heroine of France, known for breaking the English siege of Orléans in the Hundred 

Years War, 1337-1453).233 These role model once again indicate that Isteri Sedar thought 

women could take active political roles in the anti-colonial struggle and were not only supporters 

of their men. 

                                                

 
§4.3.4  Imagining the ideal Sedar woman 
 
 
In almost every issue of Sedar there are advertisements available for nationalist magazines with 

names such as ‘persatoean Indonesia’ (unified 

Indonesia) and ‘soeara merdeka’ (voice of 

freedom) 234 and nationalist organisations. This 

stresses the secular nationalist stance of the 

movement, but also implies that the ‘ideal’ 

Sedar woman was to have knowledge of new 

developments regarding this movement and to 

be actively participating in it. Furthermore, the 

 
232 Sedar vol. 1 no 5 (December 1930)  ‘Pergerakan kaoem perempoean Indonesia, Toedjoean apakah jang haroes 
diambil?’ 
233 Sedar vol. 1 no. 3. (October 1930). 
234 Sedar vol. 1 no. 3 (October 1930). 
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magazine (more than the other two magazines reviewed in this thesis) seems to have been almost 

completely informative of nature: besides the nationalist magazines and organisations 

commercial advertorials were only available for a shoemaker and for some books, for instance 

‘de beweging in India’ (The movement in India) by Tjipto Mangoenkoesoemo.  

Some – but not much photographs – are available. They were very unclear and were thus 

not taken up in the appendixes, but they do tell us something about the nature and outlook of the 

magazine. For instance the photograph above pictures women sitting in chairs awaiting the 

opening of the yearly general congress of Isteri Sedar in 1931.235  The women wear their hear in 

knots in their neck and wear ‘kebaya’ (blouses) and batik ‘kain’ (long skirts/cloth). Another 

photograph pictures five members of the board of Isteri Sedar sitting on a table wearing the same 

outfits.236 Furthermore some Sedar issues of 1932 offer a portrait of Ir. Soekarno wearing a 

European suit and tie and an Indonesian ‘topi’ (headgear), a photograph of nationalist women in 

India, a portrait of the wife of Ghandi and a photograph of black female students in Hampton 

(Virginia, U.S.). These photographs, picturing women around the world being politically active, 

once again underscore the nationalist outlook of Isteri Sedar in which women were allowed to be 

politically active too.  

 
§4.3.5 Conclusions 
 

Sedar addressed its female readership as active participants within a changing colonial society. 

Women were seen as to be equal to men and therefore they had the same rights to education. 

Also, this education should provide important pillars for the equality between men and women 

and women’s freedom and independence. The ideal ‘modern’ woman – opposite to women living 

according to adat (customs) – was independent of men and aware of her strengths. Isteri Sedar 

encouraged women to work outdoor or to be active in the struggle for the improvement of social 

life, for instance in politics. Ideally, the conscious woman combined her activities in the realm of 

the home with her public activities. Finally, women were seen to have an important role in 

nationalism and in bringing progress to the nation; not as supporters of a male struggle but 

together with men. 

 

                                                 
235 Photograph taken from Sedar vol. 2 no 1 (issue is not complete, 1931). 
236 Sedar vol. 2 no 11-12 (June-July 1931). 
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§4.4. Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo: voices of Javanese elite women 

 

Wanito Oetomo (Noble Woman, see picture of a gathering of some Wanito Oetomo women 

below237) was a non-religious organisation that came into existence when some wives of 

members of the Javanese organisation 

Budi Utomo238 decided to establish an 

organisation for women consisting of 

both wives of Budi Utomo members as 

well as of other women. A committee 

was formed in 1921 and soon Wanito 

Oetomo came into existence.239 The 

aims of the organisation were to 

strengthen the feeling of sisterhood 

among Indonesian women and to serve 

as a platform for the exchange of knowledge and skills and for mutual help. The organisation 

also explicitly aimed at improving the position of women spiritually and physically. This should 

achieved in four ways; namely by upholding women’s dignity, by becoming mothers parenting 

their children well, by becoming wives supporting their husbands in developing the country and 

by becoming as good a manager of the household as one could be, while improving ones 

knowledge by attending various lectures.240 Women were thus described as being managers of 

the household, mothers and wives, but also as having an important task in bettering the position 

of women and upholding their dignity. The members of the organisation were all Indonesian and 

the movement was said to have no restrictions for class and educational level of its members. 

Priyayi women, wives of officials for the Dutch government and commoners all could obtain 

membership.241 It is however likely that the women that did join Wanito Oetomo, as with the 

other organisations at that time, mainly came from the upper and middle classes. 

                                                

In 1934 the magazine Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo came out for the first time and around 

1500 copies were printed of its first issue. The magazine was written in three languages 

(Javanese, Malay and Dutch) to ensure that women who wanted to contribute to the magazine 

 
237 The photograph was taken from: Abdulkadir, Aisah Bintang, Secercah cahaya dari abad silam (Jakarta 2003) 
102. 
238 Budi Utomo (1908-1935, Pure Endeavour) mainly focussed on the development of Javanese culture and 
education. Also see §2.5. 
239 Abdulkadir, Secercah cahaya dari abad silam, 71-72. Suryochondro, Potret pergerakan wanita Indonesia, 208. 
240 Abdulkadir, Secercah cahaya dari abad silam, 137. 
241 Ibid, 102. 
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would not be restricted to one language. Therefore, the women who contributed to the magazine 

were not only members of Wanito Oetomo’, but also sympathizers with a Dutch, Indo (mixed) or 

Chinese (pure and mixed) nationality were reported to submit articles. That an article was written 

in a specific language, however, did not mean that it was written by a woman with the same 

nationality; it was not uncommon that Indonesian women wrote Dutch articles. As will become 

clear in the following paragraphs, the magazine propagated a ‘modern’ lifestyle that could only 

be afforded by the well-to-do. It is therefore likely that the sympathisers of the magazines – with 

different racial backgrounds – belonged to the elite or the (high) middle class (whether 

traditional elite, ‘nouveau riche’ or government officials). The magazine mainly circulated in 

Central Java and consisted of announcements from branches of Wanito Oetomo, but also of 

articles about cooking and clothing. 242   

 

§4.4.1. Marriage and divorce 

 

Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo explicitly voiced an opinion on marriage and the role of the woman 

in marriage. Frequently this role of women was reasoned from Javanese tradition (adat) which 

describes the role of the married woman as being the ‘wrangka’ (soulmate) of her husband. It 

was said that if she fulfilled the tasks this included, she would be the ideal wife according to both 

Javanese as Islamic teachings. A woman’s main duties as a wife according to these teachings 

were that she was loyal, obedient and respectful towards her husband, that she was decent and a 

careful and wise manager of the household and that she was a caring  mother devoted to the task 

of raising her children.243 

Other than the obligations of women in marriage other topics brought forward by the 

magazine of Wanito Oetomo concerned questions of when to marry and how to choose a 

marriage partner and issues like polygamy and divorce. Although it is not completely clear 

whether these stories actually represent the official view of Wanito Oetomo the articles were 

placed in the magazine and not critiqued in other articles; they seem to be in line with the views 

Wanito Oetomo. One short story in the magazine, for instance, is about a student whose parents 

had decided he should come home and marry a girl that they had chosenfor him. Influenced by 

the ‘modern’ practice of ‘vrije omgang’ (free association) in the big city, he however refuses. 

But when he gets ill because of practicing ‘vrije omgang’ he considers his disease as his fate 

                                                 
242 Ibid, 106. 
243 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 2 no. 3 (March 1937) ‘Dongengipoen para sepoeh’ and Bale-warti Wanito 
Oetomo vol.2, no 11 (November 1937) ‘Dongeng’  (Javanese). 
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because he has behaved in a morally incorrect way, ignored his faith and opposed the will of his 

parents. Therefore at the end of the story, he marries a girl after being recovered and the views of 

traditional parents are considered to be correct.244 Traditional ways like marriage are thus 

presented as being better that ‘modern’ ways like ‘vrije omgang’. 

In another article however, suggests that not all the ‘traditional’ should be considered 

right. This article contains a conversation between a father and a mother about the future 

husband of their child. Although they would really like their daughter to marry with a man with a 

priyayi (elite) background, her father concludes that his daughter should not be married off as a 

second wife in a polygamous marriage and should instead marry an educated man. He disposes 

polygamy as being as wrong as concubinage.245 Polygamy is repudiated by the characters in the 

story, however as with the story about the student above, the parents pick out the marriage 

partner of their child. In the end, this practice is not criticised  

Finally, a Dutch article called ‘De Verstooten Vrouw’ (The disowned woman) also 

condemned polygamy because no man could ever be able to exercise polygamy according to the 

obligations stated in Islam. The author of the article agrees with women preferring repudiation 

by their husbands to living the life of a jealous co-wife. However, comparing the situation of 

Indonesian women to European women, she laments the bad position Indonesian women are 

condemned to and states that the divorce rights of women should be altered in favour of them; a 

woman’s ex-husband should be compelled to provide her with more extensive financial help and 

after divorce children should be assigned to their mothers while ex-husband should be forced to 

help the mother out in providing for her children.246 

The articles described above indicate that the authors in the magazines considered 

polygamy as something negative or at the least as something being flawed or with negative side-

effects. Roles within the marriage seemed to be based mainly on Javanese tradition while the 

custom of parents picking the marriage partner is not being condemned.  

 

                                                 
244 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 5 no. 5 (May 1940) ‘Boeahnja memperkasib kawin’ (Indonesian). 
245 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 12 (December 1939) ‘Padoedon milih memantoe’ (Javanese). 
246 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 2 (February 1939) ‘De Verstooten Vrouw’ (Dutch). 
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§4.4.2  Modern education and upbringing 

 

For women writing in Wanito Oetomo education and upbringing were intimately connected to 

each other. In one published speech about education at the time of ‘association’247, in which 

‘Western’ values and ‘Eastern’ values were brought together in education, Nji Soepardjo 

criticised parents who believed that their task of raising their children was complete by sending 

them to school, like ‘orang menantarkan pakaiannja jang kotor kedobi, diharap dengan 

pengirimannja kembali soedah bersih, netjes, kant en klaar’ (people sending their dirty clothes to 

the laundryman, expecting him to return them clean, neat and completely ready).248 Although 

school would be the foundation of their future, parents were considered to be vital in setting the 

example and in educating their children to be ‘patient, courageous, respectful, polite, trustworthy 

and loving the homeland and the nation.’249  

Ideally in ‘association’ two cultures interplayed with each other, however Javanese 

customs were seen to be increasingly subordinated to western values, especially in new 

educational institutions, and thus it was perceived to be vital that parents filled this gap. Many 

schools were seen as alienating children from their own culture and values. Indonesians should 

select and use parts of ‘western’ customs and values, however they should also add their own 

culture.250 For example, in one article, it is advised that ‘gamelan’ (Javanese music), traditional 

dances and ‘wayang’ (shadow puppet theatre)  are incorporated  in education. While Western 

music and dance were seen as resulting from the exploration of physical desire, the art of 

‘gamelan’, traditional dancing and ‘wayang’ were seen to originate in spiritual explorations and 

as having great educational value in forming virtuous and wise personalities.251 The different 

characters in ‘wayang’ for instance, could have played an important role in learning children 

about ‘right’ and ‘wrong’. Finally, because boys and girls were seen to have equal rights to 

education, parents should stimulate their daughters in achieving a high level of education. 

Although girls would in the future first and foremost become mothers and wives, this education 

                                                 
247 Association represents the idea of western values and ideas meeting with eastern values and ideas while mutually 
influencing each other. Association policy was also an idea of Ethical thinkers who thought that the Javanese elite 
should receive a western education and bring together western knowledge with eastern experience.  
248 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 5 no. 12 (December 1940) ‘Pendidikan Didalam Zaman Asosiasi’ (Indonesian). 
249 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 10 (October 1939) ‘Pokok dan rahasia pendidikan jang perloe kita tjamban 
benar-benar’ (Indonesian). 
250 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 10 (October 1939) ‘Pokok dan rahasia pendidikan jang perloe kita tjamban 
benar-benar (II)’ (Indonesian). 
251 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 6 no. 2 ‘Kagoenan Djawi gandéngipoen kalijan kasoesilan’ (Javanese). 
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was seen as of use to them in domestics as well as for social purposes.252 Wanito Oetomo thus 

mainly propagated education for girls as a practical gender interest.  

 

§4.4.3  Women’s positions and roles in the private and the public sphere 

 

As has already been described above, in the magazine girls were seen as to become wives (soul 

mates of their husbands) and mothers (caring for their children) in the first place. Although 

women were described as being just as able to participate in public life as men, it was said that: 

 

‘wanneer ‘t oogenblik komt, dat de vrouw er geen bevrediging meer in vindt, dat haar wenschen uitgaan 

naar een gezin om dat te verzorgen, dan spreekt ‘t van zelf, dat zij in staat dient te zijn die taak ook 

behoorlijk op zich te nemen’ (‘when the time comes that the woman does no longer find satisfaction in it 

and she longs for a family to take care of, naturally, she should be able to take on that task properly.’). 253   

 

Although especially unmarried women could be active in public life, wives and mothers were 

first and foremost considered to take care of the family and the household. Becoming a member 

of a women’s organisation like Wanito Oetomo was believed as being one way for improving 

ones skills in this respect.254 Women’s roles as mothers were also emphasized in articles about 

how to prevent a child from becoming naughty, about the experience of childbirth and becoming 

a mother, which was said to be accompanied by a longing for becoming an ideal mother leading 

her child in the life lying before him.255 The ‘true mother’ (‘Iboe Sedjati’) had the obligation to 

provide for the best education and upbringing for her children.256 

 Women’s roles as housewives were actively promoted in the magazine. A 1938 article 

states that being a housewive (‘huisvrouw’257) actually encompassed ten jobs. The ideal 

housewife, which every woman should aspire to be, should not only be a pedagogue and a 

comrade to husband and children; she also had excellent managing, cooking, cleaning, washing 

and sewing talents while also functioning as a nurse and oracle for her children and being wise in 

                                                 
252 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 6 no. 2 ‘Laré éstri perloe ngladjengaken pasinaonipoen’ (Javanese). 
253 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol.1 no. 3 (October 1936) ‘Huishouden’ (Dutch). 
254 Ibid. 
255 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 4 (April 1938) ‘Bab Kanakalanipoen Laré’ (Javanese) and Bale-warti 
Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 4 (April 1938) ‘Moederschap’ (Dutch). 
256 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo’ vol. 4 no. 5 (May 1939) ‘Koewadjibaning Iboe’ (Javanese) and Bale-warti Wanito 
Oetomo’ vol. 5 no. 7 (July 1940) ‘Koewadjibanipoen Para Iboe’ speech by Soesoenan Pakoeboewana IV on 
women’s obligations (Javanese). 
257 In Dutch articles authors always used the term housewife. The indicator ‘pemegang rumah tanggah’ (manager of 
the household) was used less frequently, but this can also be explained by the use of three different languages in the 
magazines.  
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handling finances.258 In its lay-out and articles Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo clearly connected to 

this ideal of the perfect housewife. In every issue room was given for announcements of local 

sections of the organisation on the courses they were giving. These courses aimed at bettering 

skills like cooking, needlework and flower arrangement. Besides, almost every issue contained 

cooking recipes, sewing patterns, articles on child rearing and pictures of different kinds of 

needle work. Also, the ‘modern woman’ was considered to keep her house clean and to have a 

body that was clean and well cared of.259  

Although women, when they married, were first and foremost wives and mothers, they 

should also develop an independent mind and transfer this mind onto their daughters. They 

should believe in their own strength and be confident that they too had the power and the ability 

to be independent.260 This emphasis on the strength of women is also reflected in a poem:  

 

‘wij zullen niet over moeheid klagen […] wij vrouwen zullen ons leed vergeten. Voor het menschenleed 

[…] wij vrouwen dragen het jonge leven. Onder ons hart […]Voor de kinderen die hong’ren, de kind’ren 

die vragen, Zullen wij vrouwen de toortsen dragen.’261  

 

(We shall not complain about being tired […] we women shall forget our sorrow. For people suffering 

[…] we women carry the young life. Under our hearts […] for the children who are starving, the children 

who are asking, We women shall carry the torches). 

 

This emphasis on women’s strength however seems to be somewhat different from the way in 

which Isteri Sedar explains women’s strength. While Sedar resists the idea that women should be 

patient, obedient and should not complain about their situation and is an advocate of women 

being active in all aspects of public life; Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo emphasises women’s roles 

as wives and mothers and in many articles ideas are voiced of being ‘wrangka’ and loyal, 

obedient and respectful towards ones husband. Women’s strength in this context is merely about 

being confident of ones own abilities to be independent and applies mainly to the area of public 

life concerned with the improvement of social situations. The poem also stresses that women 

should enlighten other people and feed the hungry. 262  

It thus seems as if the readership of the magazine, probably Javanese elite women, 

considered itself as having a task in bettering social situations and elevating or enlightening other 

                                                 
258 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 6 (June 1938) ‘Huisvrouw’ (Dutch). 
259 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 9 (September 1938) ‘Betrachting van Zindelijkheid’(Dutch). 
260 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 10 (October 1938) ‘Raos Kirang Ambedjadji’ (Javanese). 
261 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 2 (Februari 1939) ‘Aan de vrouwen’ (Dutch). 
262  Ibid. 
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people. This paternalistic stance also characterised the stance of European women in the 

colonies. Emphasizing the ‘soft’ and ‘caring’ side of women, women could be active in public 

life but only in activities considered suitable for their gender: for instance, women should choose 

a sport that was healthy for their bodies and fitted in with their female nature; thus it should not 

be competitive in nature.263   

That women were primarily wives and mothers did not mean that ‘Wanito Oetomo was 

against voting rights for women. Its magazine stated that it was only natural that ‘vrouwen net 

zooveel recht tot meepraten in staatszaken hadden als mannen’264 (women had the same right in 

talking about public affairs as men), because women were the right hands of their husbands and 

in caring for the family (said to be ‘a state in miniature’) fulfilled their duties in society just as 

men did. Also, many laws concerned issues in which women were closely involved, like 

education, upbringing and marriage.265 Therefore, when the vote for women was finally granted 

in 1941, this decision was applauded in Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo while emphasizing that 

women and men should not compete with each other and that the right to vote was not meant to 

eliminate men’s roles in society.266 

Concluding we might say that the ‘ideal’ Wanito Oetomo woman was considered strong 

and confident, a good wife, manager of the household/ housewife and a caring mother. She 

contributed to society by being a soul mate and support for her husband, by educating her 

children and by taking care of the household. In these activities she strived to be best and to 

better her skills. She was also interested in society, especially in social ills and issues concerning 

the private sphere, and could be active in some public activities fitting in with her nature, for 

instance organising a fancy fairs for charity. She was, however, not active in politics herself, but 

did have the right to vote.267  

 

§4.4.4  Wanito Oetomo’s quest for progress 

 

The activities of Wanito Oetomo aimed at bettering  the skills of women in the household and at 

making them conscious of good morals in Javanese culture.268 By becoming a member of 

Wanito Oetomo women were seen to be able to progress by learning more about domestics like 

                                                 
263 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 6 no. 5 (May 1941) ‘Sport dan Kaoem Isteri’ (Indonesian). 
264 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 2 no. 10 (October 1937) ‘Het vrouwenkiesrecht’ (Dutch). 
265 Ibid. 
266 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomovol. 6 no. 10 (October 1941) ‘Makloemat V’ (Indonesian). 
267 Abdulkadir, Secercah cahaya dari abad silam, 103-105. 
268 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 9 (September 1938) ‘Ringkesan verslag Propaganda bijeenkomst’ 
(Javanese). 
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cooking and needlework, but also by acquiring knowledge about education, health, child-care 

and developments in the women’s movement.269 This accorded with a view in an article stating 

that women had many capacities and, as long as they kept to their own areas,  could be useful 

members of society. For a woman her role in the family was seen as to be most important: ‘onze 

plicht is in het huiselijk gezin te dienen en op te voeden.’ (it is our duty to serve the domestic 

family and to nurture).270 Kartini, as a noble woman, was mentioned as an example for 

‘progress’ in both character and ideas.271 And her spirit could inspire many women struggling for 

‘progress’.272 Kartini’s stance on polygamy and the right of education for young girls, seems to 

be followed by Wanito Oetomo. Interestingly and contrary to Isteri Sedar and Aisjijah, Wanito 

Oetomo did not take an anti-colonial stance in its quest for progress, but reports to be happy to 

cooperate with the Dutch government.273 

 
§4.4.5  Imagining the ‘noble’ woman 
 

If we look more closely at the appearance of Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo it immediately becomes 

clear that we are dealing with a magazine whose target readership mainly consisted of Javanese 

women. The front page of each issue pictures the name of the magazine written on a drawing of 

a Javanese temple. Besides, the magazine contains a lot of advertisements picturing ‘modern’ 

consumption goods such as Philips light bulbs, telephones, train tickets, cacao, wool, detergent, 

soap, eau de cologne and biscuits (for some examples see appendix 4).274 This characteristic 

gives the magazine Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo a very different appearance that the other two 

magazines described above and might indicate that the target readership of the magazine mainly 

came from the higher classes. Not only could this group of women afford to buy ‘western’ 

consumption goods, also this group of women might desire these products more because of their 

longing for a typical ‘western’ lifestyle following European women in the Indies. Besides 

depicting luxury goods, the advertisements also represented the products as being ‘modern’. For 

                                                 
269 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 1 (January 1939) ‘Lenggahan sinambi ngoendjoek wédang’ (Javanese). 
270 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 10 (October 1939) ‘Een stuntelige poging tot een beschouwing over: De 
vrouw in het vereenigingsleven, in het bijzonder Wanito Oetomo’ (Dutch). 
271 Kartini was also mentioned as a ‘conscious woman’ in Sedar vol. 2 no. 9-10 (April-May 1931). Already in the 
1930s, Kartini’s story was thus arrogated as an example by different streams in the women’s movement. 
272 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 6 no. 5 (May 1941) ‘Mengeti soewarg R.A. Kartini’ (Javanese). 
273 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 2 no. 11 (November 1937) ‘Boeboeka’ (Javanese). 
274 Philips light bulb: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 6 no. 3 (March 1941), telephone: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo 
vol. 2 no. 3 (March 1937), train tickets: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 1 no. 3 (October 1936), Droste Cacao: 
‘BWWO’ vol. 3 no. 10 (October 1938), wool: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 6 (June 1939), Persil detergent: 
Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 6 (June 1939), Camay soap: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 7 (July 
1937), eau de cologne: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 7 (July 1937), Verkade biscuits: Bale-warti Wanito 
Oetomo vol. 2 no. 10 (October 1937). 
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instance in one advertisement ‘Vicks Vaporub’275 is recommended with the slogan ‘Moderne 

moeders behandelen een kou uitwendig om baby’s spijsvertering niet te verstoren’ (‘Modern 

mothers treat a cold externally in order not to disturb the digestion of the baby’) while it pictures 

a white woman holding her son and daughter showing the product. Another advertisement for 

‘Philips’ light bulbs pictures a woman in Javanese clothes sewing cloth and argues the dreary 

light is dangerous for her; the need for more light is provided by ‘modern’ and economical 

Philips light bulbs.276  

However, the advertisements implicitly do more than just demonstrating the product as 

‘new’ and ‘modern’; they also represent images of the ideal ‘modern family’ and ‘modern life’. 

Some advertisements seem to have been tuned in on colonial society; they picture Indonesian 

people or a situation regarded as Indonesian. For instance, one advertisement of Droste cacao 

tjap zuster (nurse brand) pictures two Javanese female dancers in traditional clothes with the text 

‘forever she draws the hearts of her spectators since she has an elegant/beautiful face because of 

drinking Droste cacao brand zuster every day.’277 Another advertisement for telephones pictures 

a Javanese mother calling the doctor because her youngest son was sick and needed a 

prescription for medicines.278  One advertisement for ‘Verkade’ pictures an Indonesian family 

eating biscuits279 and an advertisement for ‘Kattekop’ linen pictures a young Indonesian mother 

browsing through her household book, while her husband is looking over her shoulder and a 

young girl is playing on the ground.280 

As the advertisement for telephones already shows, the ‘ideal mother’ was thus expected 

to use the best ‘modern’ products in caring for her children. Another Droste cacao advertisement 

(occurring in many issues in three different variants) illustrates the same ideal of ‘modern 

women’ caring for their families with the best products available. This advertisement pictures a 

grandfather, a father and a young boy preparing for a new day by consuming a chocolate drink 

said to keep them healthy and strong. In one variant the mother sits next to her son and stretches 

out her arms as if she wants to show the viewer that she, as a housewife, makes sure that her 

whole family drinks Droste cacao. Implicitly the advertisements suggests a ‘modern family’; the 

grandfather wears traditional clothing and might be enjoying his retirement, the mother wears 

traditional Javanese clothes and takes care of her family, the father wears a suit and is preparing 

to leave for work at the office and their son probably goes to school; he wears something that 
                                                 
275 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 3 (March 1938).  
276 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 6 no. 3 (March 1941). 
277 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 4 (April 1938).  
278 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 2. no. 1 (January 1937). 
279 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo’ vol. 4 no. 3 (March 1939). 
280 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo’ vol. 4 no. 2 (February 1939). 
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looks like a Dutch sailor suit for children or a school uniform.281 Two advertisements for persil 

detergent also picture ‘modern’ Javanese women; in one advertisement a Javanese woman in 

batik clothes seems to be explaining her servant to use ‘persil’ and another advertisement 

promotes persil as ‘bekerja sendiri’ (working by itself) and pictures a smiling Javanese woman 

doing the laundry.282 As is also shown in an advertisement for train tickets picturing a Javanese 

family consisting of a father, a mother, two boys and two girls; the ‘ideal modern family’ 

enjoyed the newest products, efficient mobility and fast communication. 283 These 

advertisements are thus good examples of what Ann Stoler has called ‘the education of 

desire’.284 However (as you can also see in appendix 4), not all advertisements were adapted to 

the Indonesian market; advertisements for for instance ‘camay’ soap, eau de cologne and persil 

picture European women and texts were written in English or Dutch. These advertisements might 

represent a visual language for the ‘new’ ‘modern’ product which was also understood  and 

appreciated by the ‘Indonesian’ readership of the magazine. For this specific group of women, 

the point at which their own culture and views clashed with European culture, might have been 

different from that of other Indonesian women. For instance, for  Soeara Aisjijah, cultural 

differences between ‘Islam’ and ‘West’ would have been more difficult to bridge in 

advertisements creating a desire for a so-called ‘modern’ product; for instance, these women 

might not have published the advertisement of ‘Camay’ soap featuring a sensual European 

woman available in Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo.285 

Although the majority of the pictorial material in Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo consisted of 

advertisements, some photographs are also available. One photograph of women at a congress 

shows them wearing batik blouses and kebaya’s. Besides, all women in the photograph wear 

high-heeled shoes (luxury products) and some women had a handbag.286 It seems that a majority 

of these women came from the higher classes. Furthermore, hardly any pictures were available of 

the women of Wanito Oetomo. Some other photographs, however, are very informative about the 

nature of the magazine. In 1939, for instance, one issue opened with a picture of the Sultan of 

Yogyakarta. More revealing, however, is that many issues opened with pictures of the Dutch 

                                                 
281 I have found three different variants of this advertisement. 1. Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 3 (March 
1938) 2. Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 6 (June 1939) 3. Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 10 (October 
1938). 
282 1. Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no 7 (July 1937) 2. Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4  no. 6 (June 1939). 
283 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 1 no. 3 (1936). 
284 The concept comes from Ann Laura Stoler, Race and the education of desire. Foucault’s history of sexuality and 
the colonial order of things (Durham, London 1995). 
285 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 2 no. 11 (November 1937). Also see appendix 4. 
286 Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo’ vol. 6 no. 9 (September 1941). 
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royal, prince Bernhard and Beatrix (1939) and Queen Wilhelmina (1940).287 For instance the 

issue of March 1938 festively opened with a picture of prince Bernhard and the newborn princes 

Beatrix and the text below contained a congratulation to the parents. Other issues again featured 

photographs of princess Juliana indicate that the readership of the magazine was interested in 

pictures of the Indonesian and Dutch royal family. For a period in which many nationalist 

organisations increasingly took an overt anti-colonial stance, the act of printing photographs of 

the Dutch royal family is remarkable and indicates that its readership was not as opposed to ‘the’ 

Dutch colonial oppressor as members of other Indonesian organisations. If one then again looks 

at the advertisements for ‘modern’ luxury goods and at the photograph of Wanito Oetomo 

women,  the female readership of Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo might very likely have been part of 

what Henk Schulte Nordholt reveals as a group of elite and middle  class Indonesians  working 

for the colonial government. This group of Indonesians was not interested in such a hazardous 

thing as nationalism, but focussed on developing certain ‘modern’ ways of living, to which 

belonged certain citizens’ rights (like the right to education and to vote for women) and a 

particular life style.288 

 

§4.4.6 Conclusions 

 

Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo first and foremost addressed its female readership as wives and 

mothers. With advertisements of so-called ‘modern’ products (like soap, train tickets, chocolate 

milk and light bulbs) it responded to, and played a role in creating desires of Javanese elite 

women. The editors and the readership of the magazine probably consisted of people from an 

educated Javanese elite that was more interested in creating a ‘modern’ lifestyle and gaining 

certain rights, than in nationalism; Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo even seemed to be sympathetic 

towards the colonial government.  

‘Progress’ thus did not entail overt political struggle against the colonial government, but 

it entailed gaining a modern lifestyle marked by ideas of caring for oneself and ones family and 

household; by being healthy and clean, by smelling good, by wearing and eating products of the 

best quality and by always using the best ‘modern’ products available.  But this modern lifestyle 

was also marked by ideas of equality in terms of the citizens rights for Europeans and 

Indonesians and in terms of Indonesian culture versus Western culture; education, for instance, 

                                                 
287 Respectively, Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 3 (March 1938), Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no. 2 
(February 1939) and Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 6 no. 7 (July 1940). 
288 Schulte Nordholt, ‘Onafhankelijkheid of moderniteit?’, 107. 
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should not only focus on Western ideas and culture. ‘Javanese’ tradition and ‘Western’ 

modernity could best be combined. 

For women this idea of ‘progress’ entailed that they were equal to men and for instance, 

had equal rights to education and voting rights. However, in their equality men and women were 

also seen as to have different characters and capacities and to contribute to society in different 

ways. They should be companions and complement each other; thus while men were first and 

foremost responsible for the public realm, women were responsible for the private realm and 

could contribute to public life in accordance to their character and without claiming the roles of 

men. Women’s role in the private realm was described using Javanese ideas on the woman being 

the ‘wrangka’ (soulmate) of her husband, but also by using ‘modern’ ideas of performing her 

tasks using the best ‘modern’ products available and in keeping with ‘modern’ ideas on hygiene 

and child-rearing.   
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Conclusion 

 

Escaping Kartini paves the way for escaping Indonesian teleological historiography. In this 

historiography colonial Indonesia seems to have followed an inevitable and natural road towards 

independence. Indonesian women are made to fit in this struggle as the brave and united 

companions of Indonesian men. Raden Adjeng Kartini  is adapted to changing political tides, in 

order to assure that she fits in with Indonesia’s ideal contemporary emancipated woman.  

Escaping Kartini and analysing the diversity of women’s roles and views in colonial society does 

not entail a ‘me too’ project of historians who want to fit in women into existing historiography, 

but it entails escaping a ‘you too’ attitude in which women are appropriated to fit in a certain 

historiography or to certain socio-political norms or values. 

A more nuanced analysis of Indonesian women’s organisations does not deny that 

Indonesian women have indeed made important efforts to create unity amongst themselves and 

with men in a struggle that increasingly turned itself against the colonial oppressor, but it makes 

clear important differences amongst these women and in society in general; it provides room for 

the idea that not all Indonesians were staunch anti-colonialists active in a fierce nationalist 

struggle which inevitably lead to independence. Moreover, escaping Kartini and focussing on the 

differences within the Indonesian colonial women’s movement is instrumental in making visible 

the importance of intersecting discourses on gender, emancipation, progress and modernity for 

state-building and ‘state-breaking’ in late-colonial Indonesia. Opposition to a regime (whether 

with the aim of gaining more rights or with the aim of gaining an independent state) is not only 

about drawing ones weapons in fierce battle; it is also about a battle of words and ideas, about 

opposing the ‘other’ by creating new ideas of being and belonging; in other words, by creating a 

new ‘self’ and ones own ideas for the future.  

After discussing three magazines by and for Indonesian women in the late-colonial 

period, we should conclude that Indonesian women have played important roles in the creation 

of new ‘selves’; they were not only agents in picturing themselves and their roles in society. As 

‘educators of a new generation’ and as part of rising Indonesian resistance movements, defining 

‘the’ Indonesian woman, her identity and her roles was vital in opposing an idea of ‘white 

superiority’ that has rightly been identified as being supported by the presence and lifestyle of 

European women. In the sweltering time of 1900-1942, Indonesian colonial society rapidly 

changed with the introduction of many modern inventions, like trains and telephones. Also, with 

the entering of European women and because of attacks on the validity of colonialism, racial 

divides widened; European women were increasingly considered as protectors of the ‘superiority 
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of the white race’ which was the argumentative base of the colonialist project. One important 

aspect in this perceived superiority was that Europeans were more modern and progressed. In 

their ideas about Indonesian women, opinions of European women differed from negative about 

Indonesian servants to more positive on Indonesian elite women. However, even if they were 

positive about Indonesian women, European women could only escape a paternalistic stance 

with great difficulty, because this paternalistic stance existed as a result of ideas of superiority, 

while it at the same time strengthened these ideas in a time in which European superiority was 

increasingly debated and attacked in various ways by Indonesians educated to desire a modern 

lifestyle and equal rights to social, economical and political opportunities. 

Some Indonesian women were active in the political arena and as we have seen Isteri 

Sedar actively supported Indonesian women to be directly involved in (nationalist) party politics 

and the public sphere. However, Indonesian women have also had important roles in creating an 

Indonesian discourse supporting ideas of being equal to Europeans and of having certain legal 

and cultural citizenship rights; as subjects of a gendered discourse, but (as the magazines 

illustrate) also as agents that actively participated in thinking about issues touching upon 

questions concerning ‘progress’, ‘modernity’ and ‘emancipation’. Therewith they were actively 

involved in breaking down the rational fundaments of colonial power and empowering ‘the’ 

Indonesian people. The issues that the three magazines under discussion in this thesis deal with – 

for instance women’s roles in society, polygamy, voting rights, clothing, western values and 

nationalism – touch upon questions about what ‘progress’, ‘modernity’, ‘emancipation’ and 

‘feminism’ actually entailed. Important subjects in discussions about women’s emancipation 

intersected with multiple and various acts of creating an Indonesian identity opposing the Dutch 

coloniser and of developing ideas of being equally ‘progressed’ and ‘modern’ in an ‘Indonesian’ 

(or ‘Javanese’, ‘Sumatran’ etcetera) way. Discussions within the Indonesian women’s movement 

and other cultural, political and nationalist organisations thus overlapped and intersected with 

each other. Ideas on for instance women’s roles in society, touched upon ideas on ‘progress’ and 

were  instrumental in a more general struggle against the Dutch colonizer. It is therefore not 

surprising that women’s organisations and other cultural or political protest organisations 

developed alongside and in strong connection with each other; this connection should be taken 

seriously in historical research on late-colonial Indonesian women’s organisations. 

In this thesis I have discussed three magazines of Indonesian women’s organisations, 

signifying women’s involvement in late-colonial society. These magazines provided Indonesian 

women with models on how to be a ‘modern’ and ‘emancipated’ Indonesian woman. Opposing 

so-called ‘Western’ values or European feminism, the question comes to the fore of how 
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‘feministic’ the organisations were in their outlook. In answering this question, historians should 

free themselves from ‘individualistic feminism’ (taking the individual as the basic unit in 

society) and revalue ‘relational feminism’ (assuming a male-female couple as the basic unit of 

society and emphasizing women’s rights as women). They should follow an analytical definition 

of ‘feminism’ applicable to historical research across time and space. If feminism can be 

described as opposition to gender hierarchy and women claiming the right to define what is best 

for themselves, all three women’s organisations are feministic in their own way. Although 

Soeara Aisjijah and Sedar focus more on ideological and religious themes, all three magazines 

stress the importance of women’s roles in the household to a greater or lesser degree and focus 

largely on ‘relational feminism’. They mean to empower women while not detracting from 

women’s specific qualities as women, focussing on cooperation with men and taking the ‘family’ 

as the basic unit of society. Soeara Aisjijah and Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo primarily stress 

women’s roles as wives and mothers, while Isteri Sedar focuses most on changing women’s roles 

outside the family and in society/public sphere. Isteri Sedar considers women to be just as 

capable for political activity as men and education for them clearly was a strategic gender 

interest. Even Isteri Sedar, however, underscores the importance of women combining their 

activities inside and outside the home and of working together with men rather than opposing 

them; it even explicitly emphasizes to be different from women’s organisations in Europe, 

because it is not only about women’s rights, but also about women’s duties towards their family 

and the nation. This accent on women’s duties was vital for cooperation with other Indonesian 

resistance movements. 

In all three magazines the editors, who were members of the women’s organisations to 

which these magazines were aligned, address their readers as ‘modern’ and  ‘emancipated’  

women in a ‘progressing’ society, however they clearly differ in their opinions on what exactly 

makes women and society ‘modern’. All three magazines emphasize women’s roles as mothers 

and managers of the household; however, they emphasize this role up to different levels and their 

ideas on women’s roles in public life and on ‘progress’ in society greatly differed. The editors of 

the magazines thus clearly represented different streams in a broader societal discussion on 

‘Indonesian progress’. In all magazines ‘the’ ‘modern’ was moulded in a specific form; being a 

‘modern’ woman could entail desiring certain products, adopting certain viewpoints of being a 

good mother or housewife, being active in public life (for instance in social work and politics), 

rejecting adat (customs) or appreciating adat, rejecting so-called ‘western’ values or taking them 

on, being nationalist or supporting colonial rule. Ideas on ‘progress’, both in terms of the nation 
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as in terms of women’s position in society, were not unified and different groups of women 

followed different argumentative lines.  

Isteri Sedar was overtly nationalistic in its stance; Indonesian women should cooperate 

with men and not forsake their roles in the nationalist struggle. The conscious woman was 

depicted as being equal to men and having the same rights; she was allowed to work outdoors 

and be active in politics. Ideally this woman combined her activities at home with those in the 

public realm. Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo, however, voiced a completely different opinion on 

‘modern’ women and ‘society’. Progress was not about political opposition; on the contrary, 

Wanito Oetomo wanted to cooperate with the colonial government and it pursued association 

between east and west. This idea of association was also important in the modern roles that the 

magazine assigned to women as being the ‘wrangka’ (soul mate) of her husband, a caring mother 

and a structured housewife. Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo mainly informed its readership on the 

subject of creating a modern lifestyle by printing European and Indonesian advertisements for 

products that were considered as modern, by informing women about ways of child-rearing and 

housekeeping and by organising courses aimed at improving skills  considered important to them 

(like cooking and needle work). Finally, Soeara Aisjijah, as the women’s section of the socio-

religious movement Muhammadijah, represented another voice in the discourse on ‘progress’ by 

claiming that a  ‘modern’ woman should be able to adapt to modern times without forsaking her 

Islamic religion; Islam was emphasized to be more ‘modern’ in terms of the protection of 

women’s dignity than Western values and adat (traditional customs). It claimed that certain 

‘modern’ consumptive goods, like make-up and short-sleeved dresses, should not be desired by a 

pious Islamic woman. Soeara Aisjijah educated its readership in desiring specific modern 

products in line with Islam and the ‘modern’ Aisjijah woman was first and foremost mother and 

manager of the household, while being critical of ‘western values’ and adat.  

Sedar, Soeara Aisjijah and Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo represent women with different 

opinions about the role of the modern woman in society, polygamy, education, opposition to 

colonialism, religion and so forth. They are only three of many late-colonial Indonesian women’s 

organisations and other cultural or political organisations that participated in intertwined 

discourses on ‘gender(ed roles)’ ‘progress’, ‘modernity’ and emancipation for the Indonesian 

people. Indonesian women were clearly more than passive onlookers or brave companions in the 

nationalist struggle; they were actively involved in a broader discourse about ‘progress’ and 

discussions on ‘modern’ womanhood intersected with discussions on ‘modern’ society and ideas 

about the rights of ‘Indonesians’ in this society. Some women propagated active participation in 

politics, the magazines under discussion also frequently discussed issues touching upon 
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Indonesian ‘rights’ and ‘nationalism’ and the discussions about women’s positions and roles 

(‘the’ personal) were undeniably political in the sense that they were about power relations. 

However, in communicating their ideas in magazines women were also involved the public 

sphere and because of the fundamental and close link between debates on ‘modern womanhood’, 

‘modern’ role patterns, ‘modernity’, ‘progress’, Indonesian culture, religion, and ‘nationalism’ 

on the one side and Indonesian claims to cultural and legal citizenship and rights to self-

government on the other side, Indonesian women in the magazines under discussion should also 

be considered as agents in ‘negotiating’ power relations.  
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Afterword. Some recommendations for future research 

 

In this thesis, I have mainly dealt with written sources, but I have also tried to analyse some 

pictures. Although I would liked to have analysed more pictorial material, by trying to deal with 

photographs and advertisements as sources in their own right, I wanted to demonstrate that 

pictures are valuable sources for historical research; they can be important additions to our 

knowledge of the past, in that they provide us with quite different insights than written sources. 

Pictures should be taken seriously by the historian and be evaluated as sources in their own right, 

while each kind of picture (photographs, advertisements, drawings etc.) should be regarded as 

having its own characteristics, its own vices and virtues. A photograph for instance, is a real 

fragment of the past, but is also ‘composed’; its apparent transparency is an illusion; a protest 

cartoon on the other hand is not ‘real’ but might offer a deeper (but a far from complete and still 

trivial) view into the compositional ideas of the author.  

Still too often do historians use pictures to support an already finished general analysis of 

historical events based on the analysis of written sources and especially photographs and film 

material are rarely evaluated with the same amount of care as written sources. 289  This is very 

remarkable if we think of the huge impact ‘images’ have in our daily lives in practices like 

seeing, remembering and imagining our daily lives. As we have seen in the ‘picturing’ of Kartini 

and in the ‘picturing’ of women’s roles in diorama’s, sources like photographs, drawings, 

advertisements (all as objects moving in their original settings and in new ones), but also films 

and museum compositions play enormous roles in creating the historical narratives of a country 

or a certain group of people. They are important power tools in the ‘(re)creation’ and 

popularisation of knowledge, by historians but also by all kinds of cultural and political groups in 

society benefitting from a certain historical storyline. Think only of all the nostalgic photo books 

on the Dutch colonial past! But many museums too provide the visitor with pictures aligned in a 

special order to comment on certain events or the background of group of people. In itself there 

is not much wrong with this creation of historical narratives and it is an inevitable process going 

on in photo books of many people. However, historians should be aware of the enormous impact 

of pictorial material; not only in our daily lives, but also in ‘making history’ and in remembering  

the past. Therefore, pictures of differing types can be interesting historical sources and historians 

should take them seriously as being more than simple illustrations next to a story-line: they were 

                                                 
289 Some historians can be listed working on the borders of art history and history or on representation. They often 
do take into account sources like paintings and coins. An example is Peter Burke, The fabrications of Louis XIV 
(Bath 1992) and Peter Burke, Eyewitnessing: the uses of images as historical evidence (London 2001). 
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produced within certain narratives, they move within narratives and while you are looking at 

them, they become part of a new narratives. As a simple illustration next to a story the picture, 

photograph or film as an object simply moves into a new narrative, but if one analyses the 

picture as an historical source in its own right (in what narrative was it created, what can the 

picture and its movements as an object tell us) very interesting conclusions might be drawn.290 

 For historical research on Indonesian colonial history many pictorial material is available, 

especially photographs and films. These sources cannot provide us direct answers on abstractions 

such as colonialism; at the moment we look for such abstractions the photographs or films seize 

to be documents and become creations of history themselves.291 They can however offer us 

much knowledge about for instance colonial daily life, but even more about ‘staged’ reality; 

about filming conventions, about situations perceived as  ‘ideal’, ‘primitive’ and about story-

lines from the past. Taking into account their merits and demerits, historians working on many 

topics of colonial history can therefore benefit greatly from the analysis of still and moving 

pictures; also historians looking for past narratives on Indonesian women (for instance on 

Indonesian servants) and historians unravelling history beyond present narratives on Indonesian 

omen.292   

 

                                                

w

 
290 See: Elizabeth Edwards, Raw histories. Photographs, anthropology and museums (Oxford, New York 2001), 
Elizabeth Edwards, ‘Photographs and the sound of history’, Visual Anthropology Review 21.1-2, 27-46. 
291 Nico de Klerk, ‘Home away from home: private films from the Dutch East-Indies’ in: Karen L. Ishizuka and 
Patricia R. Zimmermann, Mining the home movie: excavations in histories and memories (London 2008) 148-162, 
there 160-162. 
292 For instance Taylor analysing the picture of the Indonesian flag raising ceremony. See page 13 of this paper and 
Jean Gelman Taylor, ‘Official photography, costume and the Indonesian revolution’ in: ibid (ed.), Women creating 
Indonesia: the first fifty years (1997) 91-126.  
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Appendix 1: The Oath of Youth pronounced at the second congress of Young Indonesia, 

Djakarta 1928 

 

1. Kami putera dan puteri Indonesia mengakui bertumpah darah jang satu, tanah Indonesia. 

2. Kami putera dan puteri Indonesia mengakui berbangsa jang satu, bangsa Indonesia. 

3. Kami putera dan puteri Indonesia mendjundjung bahasa persatuan, bahasa Indonesia. 

 

Translation: 

 

1. We young men and young women of Indonesia affirm our allegiance to the one country 

common to us all, Indonesia. 

2. We young men and young women of Indonesia profess to belong to one people, the 

people of Indonesia. 

3. We young men and young women of Indonesia respect and revere the language of our 

united country, bahasa Indonesia.  

 

(Copied from: Cora Vreede – de Stuers, The Indonesian woman. Struggles and achievements (‘s-

Gravenhage 1960) Appendix F).  
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Appendix 2: The official anthem of Isteri Sedar 
 

Sedar      ‘Conscious’ 

Karangan: S. Pringgodigdo   Composition: S. Pringgodigdo (chairwoman) 

 

1.  

“Sedarlah kaoem perempoean! Fadjar ber-  Awake women! Dawn is    

Kilau di tepi awan. Madjoe, berbarislah -   sparkling at the edge of the cloud. Forward, march 

teman! Tegoeh dan giat kamu berdjalan! Te goeh friends! Strong and fierce we walk! Strong 

dan giat kamoe berdjalan    and fierce we walk. 

 

2. 

Merah poetih berkibaran,     White and red (colours of Indonesian flag) fly 

Mempersatoekan kita sekalian   unites us all 

Mentjapai nasib jang soetji   Achieve the holy fate 

Kemanoesan dan merdeka diri (2x)   Humanity and independent self 

 

3. 

Ratoesan tahoen berlaloe,    Hundreds of years ago 

Sabar dan pasrah kamoe selaloe,   Patient and obedient you always 

Berkata: “Inilah takdir!”    Said: “This is destiny!” 

Rendahnja nasib tidak terpikir (2x)   (Your) low fate did not come up in your mind 

 

4.  

Marilah kawan bersedar!    Go conscious friends! 

Di Timoer Tjahja telah berkobar   In the East Belief already flames 

Tegoehkan, besarkan hati    Strengthen and enlarge (our) hearts 

Oentoek mentjapai sentosa diri   to achieve our luck/tranquility 

 

5.  

Madjoe, bersatoelah teman!   Go forward, united frieds 

Djoendjoen deradjat kaoem perempoean,  Uphold women’s status 

Serahkan diri dan djiwa,    Submit self and soul 

Pada Sri Iboe Indonesia (2x).   To Mother Indonesia. 

 

Comment: The magazine also contains sheet music to be played with it. It uses the numeral system (with notes from 

1 to 7). I have asked a friend to play it for me and  I am almost certain it is a European tune.  

 

Source: Sedar vol. 1 no 7-8 (March 1931), I tried to translate it in English myself. 
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Appendix 3:  Advertisements from the magazine Soeara Aisjijah 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taken from Soeara Aisjijah vol. 16 no. 11 (November 1941). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taken from Soeara Aisjijah vol. 16 no 11. (November 1941). 
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Taken from Soeara Aisjijah vol. 16 no 11. (November 1941). 
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Appendix 4:  Selection of advertisements and photographs from the magazine Bale-warti 

Wanito Oetomo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wanito Oetomo members at a conference. Taken from Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 6 no. 9 

(September 1941). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taken from Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 6 no. 3 (1941). 
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Left: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 3 no 7 (July 1937) /  Right: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 

2 no. 10 (March 1941). 

 

Left: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 2 no. 1 

(January 1937) / Right: Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo 

vol. 2 no. 2 (February 1937). 
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Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol. 4 no. 6 (1939). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bale-warti Wanito Oetomo vol 2 no 10 (October 1937). 
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